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HOME HEALTH CARE: FUTURE POLICY

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1980

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

AND SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,
Princeton, N.J.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in rooms A
and B, at the Julius A. Rippel Education Center for Health Affairs,
760 Alexander Road, Princeton, N.J., Senator Harrison A. Wil-
liams, Jr. (chairman of the Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources) presiding.

Present: Senators Williams and Bradley.
The CHAIRMAN. Good afternoon to all of you.
We now begin 2 days of discussion to focus attention on home

health care needs and other aspects of the same objective-the
objective of making it possible for older people to remain. as inde-
pendent in their lives as possible and to avoid the necessity of
institutionalization whenever possible.

This is an unusual hearing that Senator Bradley and I are con-
ducting here from our respective committees. It is unusual to have
a Sunday hearing of Senate committees. I believe that no subject
matter lends itself more perfectly to the day than our concern for
the individual needs of those who we address when we talk about
home health care for the elderly and the disabled.

From the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, where I
am the chairman, and from the Special Committee on Aging,
where Senator Bradley is a member, we are coming here today
with gratitude to all of you who will be participating and giving us,
from your experience, the information that we can use to build our
Federal legislative effort. All of you have devoted yourselves to the
needs of human beings in situations where they require attention
at home with health care services.

This begins 2 days of activity in Princeton. This hearing today
and the State conference that the Governor has called for tomor-
row all had its genesis about a year ago when people from the
Home Health Agency Assembly of New Jersey came to Washington
and worked with our Labor and Human Resources Committee ad-
dressing the need for bringing together the best thought, back-
ground, and experience to develop a new comprehensive response
for home health care needs from a policy that is now fragmented
and beset with so many problems.

I am going to put my more formalized statement in the record.
We are creating a record here that will be a bible for legislators, I
am sure, when we work on the legislative proposals before us in
Congress. This hearing, together with much of tomorrow's activi-
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ties, will become a record that will be part of our congressional
deliberations.

[The opening statement of Senator Williams follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WILLIAMS

The CHAIRMAN. It is a pleasure for me to convene this hearing,
together with Senator Bradley, on the issue of home health care
and future implications for public policy. This is a joint committee
hearing between the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Re-
sources and the Senate Special Committee on Aging.

We will hear testimony from a variety of distinguished witnesses
involved in the evaluation of Federal policy, program admin'i'sra-
tion, the delivery of services in community programs, and those
who, everyday, work to serve the real needs of elderly and disabled
persons.

The urgent need to revise and expand home health care pro-
grams has begun, finally, to gain the recognition in Congress that
we have sought for many years. A number of legislative proposals
were introduced in the current session of Congress, one of which I
cosponsored with Senator Bradley to amend the Social Security Act
to provide a noninstitutional program of community based long-
term care services for the elderly and the disabled.

This legislation and similar proposals in the Senate and House of
Representatives have generated a broad discussion over the issues
of home health care and the alternatives that should be debated in
the next Congress.

This hearing will provide the Senate with basic information nec-
essary for determining the impact of home health care needs on
future policy.

The hearing was convened today to coincide with the Governor's
statewide conference on the same issue. The issue is an important
one for New Jersey, and I want to commend the Governor for
sponsoring such a conference.

At the conclusion of today's hearing, we will leave the commit-
tees' record open to accept additional statements that the witnesses
or other concerned individuals wish to make. We also will make
arrangements to incorporate the proceedings of the Governor's con-
ference into our hearing record, so that the Congress and the
public may have the benefit of that discussion as well.

During the past decade, experts in the field of aging and long-
term care have stressed the importance of providing alternatives to
needless institutionalization for the elderly. By providing help with
medical attention or personal care such as meals and housekeep-
ing, we might be able to give many seniors a chance to continue
living in their own dwellings rather than relying on institutional
care.

As the proportion of older Americans in the United States con-
tinues to grow in the coming decade, the issue of home health care
and in-home services will become much more important and our
response will have to be much more direct and complete.

We must make available a wider range of home health care and
long-term care options to persons at risk of entering and institu-
tion. We must continue to seek a comprehensive range of services
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to meet individuals' various needs and to develop better methods
for funding and reimbursement.

Some of the alternatives to the current system may include:
Adult day care, where a wider range of health care services are
provided on a daily basis in a day care center; home-health care,
where homemakers provide assistance with daily household chores
and nutrition services; foster care, where an older person lives with
and is cared for by a family or individual; and home-delivered
meals.

The benefits available through medicare and medicaid only cover
a small portion of the services usually needed to make home care a
viable option. The Older Americans Act provides the assistance
necessary for nutrition programs and social services, but often
cannot fully serve in-home health needs.

The testimony we will hear today is an important first step in
discussing the problems and alternatives that should be considered
in developing a more comprehehsive approach to home health care
policy.

[End of opening statement.]
The CHAIRMAN. So, Senator Bradley, I know that we share the

importance of what we're about today. I welcome your statement.
Senator BRADLEY. I would like to thank Senator Williams for his

kind words and say that as a member of the Aging Committee, I
replaced Senator Williams who was on that committee for a long
time. I have a big job in trying to follow in his footsteps because he
has left a record that, in some sense, is unparalleled in legislation
that affects and assists older Americans in this country.

I think during the next 2 days we will have a chance to benefit
from hearing from real experts in the area of home health care. I
would point out that it is not just the Aging and Labor and Human
Resources Committees here but also the Finance Committee, of
which I am a member, that will benefit from these deliberations.

The bill that I have introduced, along with Senator Packwood
and Senator Williams, has been referred to the Finance Commit-
tee. It is called the Noninstitutional Long Term Care Services for
the Elderly and Disabled Act-someone has to think of a quick
short word with all those initials-and is, I think, a very important
development.

It consolidates a lot of the programs that are now aiding senior
citizens, widens the range of in-home services, provides tax credits,
and also provides a way for screening and assessing the needs of
elderly Americans so services can be delivered in their homes.

I would like to reemphasize what Senator Williams said: that
there is movement on this issue on a broad front in the Senate
where the Packwood-Bradley bill is before the Finance Committee,
and also where next year the Older Americans Act will be up for
renewal.

Since the Older Americans Act was largely writtten by Senator
Williams, I am sure that he will have a large role in shaping the
renewal legislation. Legislation similar to our home care bill has
also been introduced in the House. Even with the change in admin-
istration, I think there is a growing interest on the part of the
Reagan administration in home health care.
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Tomorrow we will all be participating in the New Jersey Confer-
ence on Home Health Care. I would like to remind everyone that
next year there will be the White House Conference on Aging,
which will offer another opportunity to focus on the home health
care issue.

I hope that these hearings today will help us examine a range of
issues in the home health care field, including when and how home
health care can be an appropriate substitute for nursing home care
and what will be the cost impact of the changes in Federal and
State programs which will be necessary in developing a comprehen-
sive home care program.

I would submit the rest of my prepared statement for the record
and thank the chairman again for his willingness to invite me to
participate in these hearings today.

[The prepared statement of Senator Bradley follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR BRADLEY

Senator BRADLEY. I see this hearing, and tomorrow's conference
on future options for home health care policy, as a very important
opportunity for the U.S. Senate to hear from some' of the real
experts in home health. I say "real" because I know that most of
the activity in home health is here at the State level.

We have depended on you in the past, and will continue to
depend on you, to help us in the Congress frame the issues and
make the necessary decisions to arrive at a comprehensive national
policy in home health care.

As most of you know, we have had a somewhat difficult road in
home health care policy in recent years. There have been numer-
ous hearings and task force reports-all presenting in rather star-
tling statistics the spiraling costs of institutional care and the
incidence of unmet need for home health services among our elder-
ly and disabled population. Yet we are still trying to get some very
basic and long overdue amendments to the medicare home health
program through the Congress.

But I think all of us-at all levels of government and in the
Congress-are now entering an exciting time for home health. We
all have an opportunity, and a responsibility, to participate in
shaping a new, national, comprehensive policy on long-term care-
a policy with a system of community, rather than institutional,
medical and social services as its cornerstone.

That is the thrust of a bill Senator Williams and I recently
introduced in the Senate-S. 2809, the Noninstitutional Long Term
Care Services for the Elderly and Disabled Act. The bill would
consolidate the existing home care services now financed by medi-
care, medicaid, and title XX under a new title-title XXI-of the
Social Security Act. It would make available a broader range of
home care services for all elderly and disabled-including home-
maker, home health care, adult day care, and respite care-and
would provide a tax credit of $100 per year to families caring for
dependent elderly relatives. Funding for screening, assessment, and
case management would also be provided in order to insure that
those at risk of entering a nursing home would be able to make use
of home health services as an alternative, if appropriate.
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This bill represents an ambitious and far-reaching proposal to
expand and change the entire system of publicly funded home care
services. It will undergo modifications, and we have already begun
hearings for this purpose in the Senate Finance Committee. But I
am convinced that this legislation moves us in the right direction.

What is encouraging in the present situation is that our bill is
not the only piece of legislation and our hearings not the only
forum for discussion of long-term care needs and priorities. First,
another bill with similar purposes has been introduced in the
House of Representatives by Congressmen Waxman and Pepper.
This bill, H.R. 6194, would make some immediate changes in med-
icaid to lessen the bias toward funding services primarily in insti-
tutional settings and would encourage States to expand the range
of home care services reimbursed by medicaid.

In recent months I have also seen a greater sense of urgency in
the policy debate and some new funding initiatives on home health
policy within the Department of Health and Human Services. We
will have the opportunity to hear about these developments from a
representative of the Undersecretary's task force on long-term care
this afternoon.

Even with the upcoming change in administrations in Washing-
ton, it appears that the development of long-term care and home
health policy is one issue which will not disappear. I was interested
to see that some of the earliest press leaks from the new Reagan
policy advisors included statements urging the White House to
consider initiatives in home health care.

Perhaps one of the most encouraging signs of all represented by
the New Jersey Conference on Home Health Care which will open
here this evening. Only relatively recently have policymakers from
all aspects of health services and social services, as well as higher
education, come together to debate issues in home health. This
gathering of professionals from a range of disciplines alone is an
indication of the magnitude of the policy changes which need to be
made in our fragmented system.

The upcoming White House Conference on Aging offers us an-
other opportunity to move this process along. Long-term care policy
will be a major focus, and a miniconference on long-term care,
convening next month, will have representation from a very broad
range of policymakers.

I hope this hearing will include a full examination of a range of
home care issues, including when and how home care can be an
appropriate substitute for nursing home care, and what will be the
cost impact of major changes to Federal and State programs. We
actually have three Senate Committees with a strong interest in
home health represented here, with Senator Williams chairing the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources while I am a member
of the Finance as well as the Aging Committee. I know that both of
us are looking forward to hearing concrete suggestions for different
approaches to providing home-based care to the elderly and dis-
abled, as well as improvements to existing legislation. Our panel of
witnesses today are uniquely qualified for this job.

The CHAIRMAN. We will now proceed. Thank you, Senator Brad-
ley.
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Dr. Peter Fox, Director of the Office of Policy Analysis from the
Health Care Financing Administration. Your appearance, your tes-
timony, your statement, your thought is essential, and we are
gratified you could come to us today from your position with the
Department of Health and Human Services.

STATEMENT OF PETER FOX, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF POLICY
ANALYSIS, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. Fox. I do not have formal testimony. I would, however, like

to make some remarks addressed principally to three areas. First,
are some of the broader trends and issues in long-term care.
Second, I would like to give a brief description of the major Federal
programs that fund home health services. And, third, review some
of the problems with these problems.

I believe it is important to face the issues of home health in the
context of some of the overall trends and issues regarding the need
for long-term care services. Long-term care is important across the
whole age spectrum, from age zero to the day when people die, but
it is particularly germane for the elderly.

Paramount among the pressures we as a society face is the aging
of the population and the concomitant increase in disability with
age. To illustrate the increase in disability, I might mention that
roughly 3½/2 percent of the population aged 65 through 74 is unable
to perform one or more activities of daily living, such as, eating or
dressing.

The CHAIRMAN. What is that percentage?
Dr. Fox. Three-and-a-half percent for the age 65 to 74.
Among the population aged 85-plus, the percentage rises tenfold

to 35 percent. By the year 2030, the total U.S. population will
increase 40 percent. However, the aged population will double and
the proportion of aged over age 75 will increase from 38 to 45
percent.

Thus, the need for long-term care will clearly increase dramati-
cally. These figures have been widely reported in the popular press.
What is less well understood is that the need for many long-term
care services increases with the age much faster than the level of
disability.

This is best illustrated by examining nursing home use. Whereas
less than one quarter of the severely disabled adults who are
nonaged are in nursing homes, 61 percent of those over age 85 who
are severely disabled are in nursing homes. The major reason for
this trend is the lack of family support, particularly by a spouse,
among the very old.

Unmarried, including widowed, aged persons, are nine times as
likely to be institutionalized as married persons. A key implication
with highly significant policy ramifications is that the need for
long-term care, including home health services, is related as much
to the availability of family support mechanisms as to medical
condition.

Less than half of the severely disabled aged are in nursing
homes.

We have projected the use of nursing homes if current age-
specific use rates continue. We estimate that the number of nurs-
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ing home residents will rise by 132 percent by the year 2030; in
other words, more than a doubling.

The cost of this care will be borne by the working population,
which will increase only 16 percent. Therein lies a major source of
social tension for the next generation, particularly when the trends
with increased expenditures in the medicare and social security
cash program are taken into account.

Many argue that institutionalization can be reduced by substitut-
ing other services, such as home health and homemaker services,
adult day care, congregate housing, nutritional programs and so
forth.

Various studies have projected that between 10 and 20 percent of
skilled nursing facility patients and 20 and 40 percent of intermedi-
ate care facility. patients receive the wrong level of care.

However, I would suggest that these estimates can be very mis-
leading. In some cases, the level of care is too low rather than too
high, although that does not happen that frequently, to be sure.

More importantly, the studies extant look only at the patient
and do not consider the absence or presence of family support.
They also tend to ignore mental conditions as a basis for
institutionalization.

Although the evidence is only suggested, I conclude that most of
the patients now in nursing homes need significant levels of service
and many need to be in a protective living environment, if not in
nursing homes.

Some have suggested that expanded home health benefits could
save money by substituting for nursing home and other institution-
al care. Whether or not this would occur depends on the specific
design of the program in question.

I would submit, however, that available empirical studies at the
very least bring into question the notion that budgetary savings
can be achieved by expanding benefits under the current fee-for-
service, open-ended payment mechanism such as that embodied in
medicare and medicaid.

Although the cost per person served may be less, more bene-
ficiaries would typically receive services and expenditures would
increase as a result.

I want to emphasize that this is not to argue against expanded
home health programs I simply want to suggest that the expansion
may not be justified on the grounds of achieving savings.

I would now like to discuss the three major Federal programs
that fund in-home services. The budgets for all three programs
have increased significantly in recent years. However, the unmet
needs are still considerable.

Medicare is intended predominantly for acute patients. It covers
skilled nursing, physical, occupational and speech therapy, home
health aid services, medical/social services, and medical supplies
and equipment.

The eligibility requirements are most restricted. The beneficiary
must be confined to his or her residence. The services must be
prescribed by a physician and the beneficiary must need skilled
nursing care, or physical, or speech therapy.
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We have, however, seen a rapid increase in medicare expendi-
tures for home health services. In 1969, medicare spent $635 mil-
lion for home health services, a fivefold increase in 5 years.

Under medicaid, home health benefits are a mandatory service
in all State programs. The potential for coverage is still very broad.
However, most States have elected a narrow program similar to
that of medicare.

In 1978, $211 million was spent under medicaid, an eightfold
increase in 5 years. However, this accounts for just over 1 percent
of all medicaid expenditures. Further, New York State alone ac-
counted for 80 percent of all medicaid home health expenditures.

In addition to home health services, States have the option of
providing personal care services. In the 12 States using this option,
individuals not employed by home health agencies provide home-
making and attendant care services.

Title XX services are optional with the State. Each State has its
own allocation and may or may not elect to use some of the money
for in-home services. They may cover chore, homemaker and home
health aid services.

In fiscal year 1977, $366 million were spent for in-home services
under title XX.

Let me now mention some of the major problems with Federal
programs. First is in the inadequate coverage of many services,
particularly social services outside of the nursing home. Second is
the artificial split between medical and social services implied in
our programs.

This creates problems of coordination and beneficiary confusion.
Third, there is wide variation in the availability and use of

services across geographic areas. Even under the medicare pro-
gram, a program with a nationally determined benefit package,
there is more than an eightfold variation by State per beneficiary.

A fourth problem is fraud and abuse, which has been document-
ed in several reports of the General Accounting Office. Some of the
abuses include billing for services not rendered, payroll padding,
improper allocation of cost, and excessive overhead.

I would hasten to add that our regional office people tell me that
this kind of fraud and abuse is not a significant problem in the
State of New Jersey. It is, however, a more severe problem both to
the north and south of us.

Finally, there are incentives embodied in our programs to use
institutional services where noninstitutional services might suffice.
For example, in some States, including the State of New Jersey,
there are higher income eligibility standards for patients in nurs-
ing homes than for patients who are not in nursing homes, and
this under medicaid.

So, a beneficiary with a given level of income might be eligible
for nursing home care but not home health services.

The relationship between medicaid programs and other pro-
grams; the various income support programs-housing, food stamps
and so forth-is very complicated and, in some cases, includes
biases against the use of the institution.

The interactions among these programs, I submit, are not terri-
bly well understood in some instances.
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In conclusion, long-term care, in my view, is perhaps the most
important social issue of the next decade. It differs from acute
medical care in at least two important respects: First is the mix of
social and medical services that it embodies.

Since social services are now typically provided by the family,
there is great danger of monetizing, through public programs, serv-
ices that are now provided and that do not entail financial transac-
tions.

A second important distinguishing characteristic is the almost
total absence of third party coverage for long-term care services
whether in a nursing home or outside of the nursing home.

This is an extremely complex area. I think that the kind of
hearings that are being held this afternoon and the conference
tomorrow are most important in beginning to frame the issues and
to start to address solutions.

I would like to wish the participants in tomorrow's conference
the best of success in grappling with the critical issues we face.
Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Fox.
I wonder if we could just develop here some of the more specific

descriptions of the effectiveness of what is now in place in terms of
providing for home health care. When you are talking about home
health care, are you talking about the other range of personal and
social needs, or are you strictly talking about the medical part of
home health care?

Dr. Fox. I probably used that term more loosely than I should
have. I really mean to include in-home services, which would en-
compass medical as well as social services.

The CHAIRMAN. Then, you are talking about those services that
are needed to promote the opportunities for independence, at least
independent living apart from an institution, is that right?

Dr. Fox. That is correct. There are other services that are terri-
bly important and that I think are often neglected that also pro-
mote independence. These would include adult day care and per-
haps more importantly, congregate living arrangements or various
housing arrangements that could evolve which would be an alter-
native certainly to nursing home care.

The CHAIRMAN. What are the types of services that you consider
most promising in promoting the possibility of independent living
for older people?

Dr. Fox. There are a whole range of services. I am not sure I
personally have the knowledge of the field to tell you which is
more important, but you do have various housing arrangements
such as congregate living, domiciliary care, care that might be
provided in a day care center or some other central facility where
the individual spends several hours a day but goes to their own
residence in the evening, and then various forms of in-home serv-
ices both medical and social, including nutritional services.

The other service is physical adaptions to the home that can be
helpful to some elderly--

The CHAIRMAN. A lot of these are good ideas, solid ideas, but,
with very limited empirical evidence to work with, we don't know
just how much they could contribute. I fought to get our congregate
housing bill enacted in 1976; fought with the Department of Hous-
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ing and Urban Development to keep it in; and then struggled to get
some money for it.

This year we got the $10 million for it, but the original budget,
when it was presented, had zero for it. That is our problem. There
are a lot of sound ideas that just have not been implemented.

That is what I hope we might learn here today. What are those
good delivery systems that, if we could bring them together, would
offer greater promise than we have today?

There are all kinds of problems, aren't there, with the present
two, really three, titles in the Social Security Act which relate to
home health care services, plus the myriad of State, local govern-
ment, and private activities?

Are you people in policy looking at bringing this together as our
Senate bill does, S. 2809, in terms of greater rationalization of the
delivery effort?

Dr. Fox. Yes, we are. We are looking at a series of alternatives. I
don't think we have any magic answers. We are looking at alterna-
tives that are really quite different from your bill and also looking
at the kinds of solutions that are embodied in your bill.

The CHAIRMAN. There is another bill that Representatives
Pepper and Waxman put in, H.R. 6194. Are these before you people
in policy analysis?

Dr. Fox. Yes, they are. Let me make one distinction though.
What we are trying to do right now is really to take a step further
back from either of those bills and to ask some fairly fundamental
questions like: Is building on a medicare/medicaid approach the
right way to go? Is medicare/medicaid the best way for dealing
with this particular problem? So that while we are looking at the
specifics of both of those bills, and those are really the two major
bills that we have considered, we are looking at other options as
well.

Senator BRADLEY. You mentioned medicaid and medicare and the
reimbursement policies toward nursing homes. Do you think there
have been mistakes in our policies in these areas and, if so, what
are the mistakes?

Dr. Fox. I am not sure I am prepared to give you a comprehen-
sive answer to the question. The expenditures that we have seen
under medicaid, as best I can tell, were simply not anticipated
when medicaid was originally passed.

The nursing home expenditures have been the fastest rising
component of health care expenditures in the last 5 years and we
have seen in a 5-year period a 50-percent increase in the nursing
home population served by medicaid.

That is not necessarily a bad thing. It is just what the statistics
show.

Senator BRADLEY. You say that no one was able to predict that?
Dr. Fox. I am not aware of it having been predicted. The need

for long-term care services generally is very difficult to define
because it really does depend on the availability of outside support
mechanisms.

Again, let me reiterate the statistic I gave earlier. I realize I
threw out a lot of numbers in a short period of time. The probabil-
ity of being in a nursing home is nine times greater for somebody
who is unmarried as somebody who is married, which would indi-
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cate that a need has to be defined not only in terms of the medical
condition of the patient but also in terms of other sources of
support.

And I don't think we know very well how to build into Federal
programs the major determinants of need.

Senator BRADLEY. How did you arrive at that number, nine times
more for unmarried persons? I know the commonsense rationale,
but what went into your assessment of the probability?

Dr. Fox. That is based on actual surveys.
Senator BRADLEY. You mean, presently there are nine times

more unmarried people in nursing homes than married people?
Dr. Fox. No. For a given number of people who are married and

the same number of people who are unmarried, the chances of the
unmarried person being in the nursing home are nine times great-
er as for the married person.

Senator BRADLEY. How did you get that?
Dr. Fox. It is based on surveys that actually go into nursing

homes and ask patients whether they are married or not and then
comparing those numbers against general population numbers.
They are not guesses. They are based on actual surveys.

Senator BRADLEY. But they are based upon the present nursing
home population?

Dr. Fox. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. What does that say about future nursing home

populations: Are they are going to stay at the same ratio of mar-
ried to unmarried though increasing in total numbers?

Dr. Fox. I don't think we really know and partly, that depends
on Government decisions. For example-and some States are start-
ing to do this now-if States simply put a limit on the number of
nursing home beds then people who would otherwise be in nursing
homes won't be in the nursing homes.

I am not suggesting that this a good thing. In fact, if other
services aren't made available, it may be a very bad thing. But
what that would do to those ratios, I am not sure I can predict.

Senator BRADLEY. So certainly, if you are looking for mistakes of
medicaid reimbursement, one of them was that we underestimated
the number of people who would actually be in nursing homes.

Are there any other mistakes that you think were made in the
original concept of medicaid reimbursement policy?

Dr. Fox. I really think the basic question, and it is arguable
either way, is whether the medicaid funding mechanism is the best
funding mechanism for long-term care services.

Senator BRADLEY. Present the committee with a couple of alter-
natives.

Dr. Fox. One alternative that we are examining-I am not
saying we are advocating it-is taking moneys that are now spent
under medicaid, and possibly some other programs such as, Admin-
istration on Aging Programs, and redistributing the money in a
grant program to State and local governments.

Senator BRADLEY. The block grant approach.
Dr. Fox. Yes and no. The term "block grant" usually means to

some people putting the money out on the stump and closing your
eyes as far as how it is spent. One could do that or one could build
in a series of controls. That is a policy decision.
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Senator BRADLEY. Is that what you are testing with the money
that you are now spending, the so-called channeling agency demon-
stration program? .

Dr. Fox. No, we are not, and it would be very difficult to test the
block grant under our current authorities.

Senator BRADLEY. What are you testing in your channeling pro-
gram?

Dr. Fox. First, we are testing whether a channeling mechanism,
rather similar to the preadmission assessment mechanism in your
bill, makes sense in terms of cost, in terms of where patients go,
and in terms of patient outcome.

We are building upon that basic concept and in some of the sites
are funding additional services, services that would not normally
be paid under medicare and medicaid. We will be doing that in two
ways. One is through a separate grant allocation and that is, in
fact, what is being done in this State, and also through medicaid
waivers which would create an open-ended entitlement program for
different kinds of services that medicaid does not fund.

Senator BRADLEY. What are we going to learn from the demon-
stration program?

Dr. Fox. Hopefully, we will learn about the cost and effectiveness
of the channeling agency approach and I really think that is an
open issue.

Second, we will learn about what the availability and financing
of alternate services does to the patient and to the use of nursing
homes.

Senator BRADLEY. One of the things that attracts me to this area
is the possibility of actually saving money by treating people in
their homes instead of sending them to hospitals where, as you
know, the reimbursement is sometimes $200, $300, and $400 a day.
You maintain that a home health care program will not lead to
deinstitutionalizing people; is that correct?

Dr. Fox. What I said-and one has to be a little bit careful
here-is that a home health benefit that is essentially an open-
ended entitlement will result in some deinstitutionalization and for
the patients currently in the nursing home now treated at home,
the cost per patient served will be less, to be sure.

But I am also suggesting that a totally new population will be
served. That may be a good thing. I am not saying it isn't. But the
net effect is that public expenditures will rise as a consequence.

Senator BRADLEY. So what you are saying is that it will cost the
public less to maintain a person with the same or similar services
in their home than it costs now to keep that person in a nursing
home, but that the population will expand.

Dr. Fox. That is correct.
Senator BRADLEY. How do you project that demand?
Dr. Fox. We don't know how to project it very well. In making

the general assertion we looked to certain experiments that had
been conducted. There was, for example, the best study I have seen
that entailed randomizing patients between the current benefit
package on one hand and various combinations of adult day care
and home health services.

This was done, I believe, at six sites and it shows, I think fairly
conclusively, an increase in total expenditures. Now, it is danger-
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ous to draw conclusions off of a single study. We have looked at the
other studies. They are less clean. None of them are totally clean.

They are less clean in terms of the research design. But, none-
theless, we have reached the same conclusion being that while the
cost per person served may drop, the number of people served
increases.

Again, to come back to a statistic I used earlier, less than half of
the severely disabled aged are in nursing homes, so that there is a
big population who, on medical grounds, could qualify for nursing
home care.

Senator BRADLEY. In your test was this the population that ex-
panded, the severely disabled aged? What was the population that
expanded?

Dr. Fox. I believe it was but I would have to go back to the
specific studies to know what the population was.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you do that and submit that for the
record? If this study takes a crack at trying to assess demand, I
think it will be an important contribution to our analysis of the
problems we must resolve.

Dr. Fox. Yes, we can.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I just amplify that last inquiry? Where

you have been demonstrating and studying will you be able to
reflect the number of people who are not served that are in need of
the services? Is there any way that you are now equipped to make
judgments on that population, the underserved who need those
services?

Dr. Fox. That is really very hard to do because to the extent that
the services are now provided by family, where the person has
family, it is very difficult to say whether they need services or not.

And I certainly don't want to infer that disabled people with
family do not need services. In fact, the availability of home health
services may make all the difference in the world to that person as
to whether they end up in an institution.

The CHAIRMAN. You are confident in saying that there will be no
cost saving because the numbers will increase of those who are
receiving services, and, therefore, we will not get a reduction of
total cost in terms of the institutionalization not being necessary?

Dr. Fox. I would argue that the evidence, while not totally
conclusive, is very strongly suggestive One can put artificial limits
on one kind of care or another and achieve a savings in that
manner, but what I believe the evidence shows is that--

Senator BRADLEY. This is the evidence from one study?
Dr. Fox. No, it comes from more than one study. As I say, there

is one study that is a little bit cleaner than the others because it
did entail randomization of patients.

Senator BRADLEY. What were the other studies?
Dr. Fox. We are getting now results out of a project in Georgia,

the Triage project in Connecticut, and a project in Monroe County,
N.Y.

The CHAIRMAN. We make empirical studies by going to places
where there are concentrations of older people, particularly in
some of our housing programs. We see it all the time-people that
just need some modicum of support so they can stay in their
apartment in a public housing area.

73-607 0-81--2
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Without that modicum they have got to go to an institution. This
isn't a scientific study, but we see it all the time.

Dr. Fox. Again, let me be clear. I am not questioning that there
are people now in nursing homes who could be cared for without
being in the nursing home, so I am in no way contradicting what
you are saying.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask him just one more
question?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. With this level of uncertainty surrounding

cost, use, and so forth, do you think that the idea of a study after
the 3-year demonstration program embodied in S. 2809 makes
sense-having the General Accounting Office and the Congression-
al Budget Office take a look at these questions after they have
been demonstrated in 10 States for a couple of years?

Dr. Fox. Without commenting on what the size of the demonstra-
tion ought to be, I know a very few areas where demonstrations
can be more helpful than the long-term care area. So, the answer,
generically, is yes, I think it is important.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you going to be staying around, Dr. Fox?
Dr. Fox. I will be here for the afternoon.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not staying over for tomorrow?
Dr. Fox. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like, informally, to talk to you before the

afternoon is over.
Dr. Fox. I would like that too.
The CHAIRMAN. We now invite our panel of service program

directors.
Thank you for coming today. I understand you folks will be

staying through the meetings tomorrow, too.

STATEMENTS OF ROSEMARY CUCCARO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
VISITING NURSE AND HEALTH SERVICES, ELIZABETH, NJ.;
GEORGE BATTEN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, WEST ESSEX COM-
MUNITY HEALTH SERVICE; KENNETH WESSEL, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, VISITING HOMEMAKER SERVICE OF PASSAIC
COUNTY, A PANEL
Mrs. CuccARo. My name is Rosemary Cuccaro. I am an executive

director of the Visiting Nurse and Health Services, Elizabeth, N.J.
We cover 15 towns in Union County, a population of 420,000, and
probably one of the highest concentrations of senior citizens.

I would like to preface my statement, first of all, by saying that
we in New Jersey are very fortunate in that our State medicaid
unit has been very sensitive to the needs of long-term care for
senior citizens and we have a very happy relationship with them.

The problem with medicaid is the income eligibility. They are
allowed $210 a month to be eligible for home care and about $530 a
month to be eligible for nursing home placement.

I would like to set a little scenario. About 3 years ago in our
agency we became very strapped for space. Consequently, the
phone ended up outside my office and for the next 6 months I
heard many, many things that indicated to me changes had to be
made in the system.
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I will give you a little example. An 83-year old woman called.
She is very ill. She is having trouble breathing. Her legs are
swollen. She doesn't know where the person that took care of her is
coming from.

"What is your name, ma'am? Where do you live?" We checked
with our nurse secretaries. Nobody knows this woman. All right,
"Give us your phone number. And do you mind if we send a nurse
out to visit you?" We get the patient's phone number, ask her her
doctor's name, put one intake nurse on the phone to call all the
other agencies in the county to see if they know this person and
who is taking care of her.

We then put the other intake nurse on the phone to call the
physician to find out the patient's diagnosis and ask permission to
visit.

By this time an hour has gone by. We put the supervisor on the
phone to find a nurse to make the visit. By this time an hour has
gone by and four people have worked on this case. It indicated very
strongly that something had to be done with the system.

So, the Visiting Nurse and Health Services in cooperation with
the Union County Division on Aging began to develop a mini-title
XXI in Union County as proposed in your bill, S. 2809. The purpose
was, No. 1, to maximize the funds, to provide the most services to
the most people and prevention and/or delay of
institutionalization, both acute and long-term care.

The problem, as we defined it, was threefold: First, the system
needed revision to facilitate service delivery. There are many elder-
ly and disabled with varying types of needs. This particular popula-
tion is growing. Most of this population could be cared for at home
with the proper support systems.

Second, was the nursing home industry. Prior to 30 years ago,
people were cared for at home. But, with governmental funding for
nursing homes, they proliferated without proper policing.

Medicare perpetuated this and medicaid followed suit. Now, eval-
uation of the nursing home industry shows the tremendous amount
of Federal and State-and we are talking about taxpayers'
money-funding paying for services in this industry.

If we are to pull back on this funding, community services must
be further developed utilizing all available resources, including
family.

The third problem was financial resources. There is not enough
money to satisfy the wants of everybody. Funding is fragmented
and uncoordinated. Some people get duplicate services and others
none.

We are developing system abusers, if I can give you an example
of this. We have one of our aides going into a home 3 days a week
to provide personal care, do light housekeeping and shopping.

She cancels the visit one day because we were short staffed and
told the patient she would visit the next day. The next day she
makes a visit to that home and finds an aide in from another
service agency.

Therefore, the patient was getting 5-day-a-week service when the
need indicated she did not need it. Two agencies were involved and
somebody else was going without service.
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The division on aging in Union County was very sensitive to this
problem because, needless to say, they get most of the calls in
relation to senior citizens. So we sat down and talked and decided
that, No. 1, they had to provide some funds to pick up for payment
for care of the senior citizens once medicare cut off, because as
each year goes by, the payment for services gets less and less.

So, our objective with the division on aging became to provide a
coordinated system of comprehensive home care for Union County.
The traditional home health services, such as nursing, physical
therapy, speech therapy, homemaker, home health aids, nutrition,
social work, et cetera, must be redefined to include all those serv-
ices available in a hospital, but only to the extent needed.

The patient and family become part of the team and are helped
to assume some responsibility. Our methodology was to, first, con-
trol intake-one phone number for people to call. Second, assign
assessment teams-home health agency personnel, which are those
who have been doing this for the past 80 years-the nurses. This is-
the district nurse of yesterday. She is the primary care nurse of
today.

The physician was the patient's own. The plan of care was deter-
mined by the nurse, patient, family, and physician. Management of
the case was by the nurse as was the provision of needed services.
Reevaluation and adjustment of the plan of care was done on an
ongoing basis.

Then we have to do case finding. We are monitoring the waiting
list for nursing home placement. We are offering home care serv-
ices if this patient is not known to us. This has been a very
interesting experiment in our county.

The division on aging, again, has funded this position. We are
gathering together all the nursing home waiting lists. We are
finding the lists are duplicated; 75 percent of the patients who are
at home are on home care through the support of the division on
aging.

We are finding patients don't know that they are on the waiting
list. Families have placed them on. They are being maintained at
home and had no intentions of going to a nursing home.

We are finding that hospitals, because of their concern for the
shortage of nursing home beds, are placing people on the waiting
lists as soon as they go in the hospital, because they realize they
may be on the list for 10 years.

Where is the funding coming from to do all this? It comes from
medicare, medicaid, patient pay, title III of the Older Americans
Act, United Ways, title XX of the Social Security Act, municipal
funds, and others. These are all the sources of payment we are
using in Union County.

Why is it important for all these funds to come through a single
point entry? A patient may be title III today because he is consid-
ered long-term maintenance care. Medicare will not pay.

Now, like the 83-year-old woman that called us in the beginning,
who is sick today, she may be getting services under title XX
funds. My nurse goes in and finds this patient in the first stages of
cardiac failure. Does the patient have to go to the hospital? Most
likely not. What happened?
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The patient felt well, so she stopped taking her medication. We
contact the physician; patient resumes medication; we increase our
services for 1 week to 10 days; put our aide in there; and the
patient is put back on medicare B. We have now loosened up some
title XX funds to be used for another patient for an interim period.

The home health agency is the only agency that has the ability,
at this stage of the game, to manipulate funding sources from one
to the other and maximize the use of the funds.

We are doing the coordination for other services: Meals on
Wheels; transportation; chore services; congregate meals. We only
have so much money to spend on Meals on Wheels. A typical
example: We evaluate all requests for Meals on Wheels for various
reasons. If a patient needs Meals on Wheels, what is the matter
with her? Are other services needed? Are we going to serve a
patient a meal when she may need medical care more than she
needs the meal? Does the patient really need Meals on Wheels or
could she go to a congregate meal site?

Here again, we just have so much money to spend on Meals on
Wheels, and we must see that the money is used appropriately.
Maybe we could arrange transportation services for this patient to
a congregate meal site where she will not only get her meals, but
also she will get the socialization and the availability of a health
program which we have set up at most of our congregate feeding
sites to take care of the so-called well senior citizen.

This is the type of system we are working to pull together in
Union County, but central intake is an all-important factor. Our
recommendations would be: No. 1, we need consistency. Services
should be provided through the home health agency, which is
already the certified agency designated to provide services under
titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act.

In Union County, title III funds, municipal funds, and United
Way funds are already coordinated into this system.

There is no distinction under titles XVIII and XIX between a
homemaker and a home health aide. The task does not determine
the qualification of the person providing the service. The home
health aide is part of the health team working for the same goals
as the rest of the team.

No. 2, we need continuity of care: People need continuity of care
providers and of services when they are sick and disabled. And this
I must speak to. If you do not have central intake and you have a
dozen agencies out there providing services, the elderly patient gets
bounced back and forth like a volleyball.

She has an aide from our agency today; tomorrow she is no
longer eligible for medicare, so she gets an aide from another
agency. Two days later the other agency calls and says the patient
is very sick, and she is bounced back to our agency again.

Elderly people are so confused about who is doing what, and
when we talk in terms of five, six, seven agencies being involved in
care, these poor people are really being thrown to the wolves, so to
speak.

They need that significant, single agency to relate to. They need
the ability to pick up the phone and be able to talk to that signifi-
cant one who then will help to resolve some of her problems.
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A change in job functions from day to day should not necessitate
a change in personnel. A public health nurse is a generalist and
must be prepared to meet all of the health and social problems
that occur either directly or through the referral process.

The homemaker/home health aide remains the same person re-
gardless of the chore needed on that particular day-personal care
and/or housekeeping.

No. 3, we need coordination: There is a need to coordinate all the
services offered in the community and to monitor the delivery of
these services. Lots of times we refer but nobody ever follows up to
see that the service was actually provided.

We are aware of all the other alternatives to home care, such as,
health day care, respite care, and all the other things that Dr. Fox
talked about before. We are aware that people are placed in nurs-
ing homes inappropriately.

We are talking about home care as only being one part of the
total system. Until the funding for the system is sufficient, we are
going to flounder the way we have been floundering.

I have been, for 8 years, a director of the Visiting Nurse and
Health Services, and every year we go out and we beg, and I
literally mean beg, for funds to continue to provide the services
that we are required, as a community agency, to provide to all of
our senior citizens and to all of our citizens.

I have one other comment. The reality of Federal funds demand-
ing a voluntary nonprofit agency to supply a 25-percent share of
the funding is a deterrent to many agencies using title XX and
title III funds.

Most of us are using our United Way Funds to provide our 25-
percent share of the funds. And what has happened is we are using
the United Way Funds on a very restrictive basis. All of our funds
are going to the elderly, or to child abusers. It does not leave us
any money to take care of that famous neglected group, 45 to 65
years of age.

I thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Cuccaro follows:]
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VISITING NURSE AND HEALTH SERVICES

PUBLIC HEARING ON TITLE XXI AND LONG TERM CARE

PURPOSE

The Visiting Nurse and Health Services, in cooperation with the Union

County Division on Aging has developed a Mini-Title XXI in Union County.

The purpose: 1. to maximize funds to provide the most services to the

most people. 2. prevention and/or delay of institutionalization, both

acute and long term.

I. PROBLEM

A. System needs revision to facilitate service delivery. There are

many elderly and disabled with varying types of needs. This par-

ticular population is growing. Most of this population could be

cared for at home with the proper support systems.

B. Growth of nursing home industry (proprietary-warehouses). Prior

to 30 years ago, people were cared for at home. But with govern-

mental funding for nursing homes, they proliferated without proper

policing. Medicare perpetuated this and Medicaid followed suit.

Now, evaluation of the nursing home industry shows the tremendous

amount of federal and state (taxpayers money) funding paying for

services in this industry. If we are to pull back on this funding,

community services must be further developed; utilizing all avail-

able resources, including the family.

C. Financial Resources

There is not enough money to satisfy the wants of everyone.

Funding is fragmented, uncoordinated. Some people get duplicate

services and others none (i.e., homemaking and meals on wheels).

We are developing system abusers. -
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II. OBJECTIVE

Provide a coordinated system of comprehensive home care for Union

County. The traditional home health services such as Nursing,

Physical Therapy, Speech Therapy, Homemaker/Home Health Aides,

Nutrition, Social Work, etc. must be redefined to include all those

services available in a hospital but only to the extent needed.

The patient and family become part of the team and are helped to

assume some responsibility.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Control intake; one phone number for people to call.

B. Assessment teams; home health agency personnel (those with

the experience of doing this for the past 80 years).

1. Nurse - district nurse of yesterday, primary care nurse

of today.

2. Physician - patient's own.

3. Plan of care determined by the nurse, patient and family

and physician.

4. Management of case by the nurse and provision of needed

services.

S. Re-evaluation and adjustment of plan of care on an ongoing

basis.

C. Case Finding

Monitor waiting list for pursing home placement and offer

home care services as needed.
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D. Funding to do the above from various sources.

1. Medicare 3. Patient Pay 5. Title XX

2. Medicaid 4. Title III 6. Municipal funds

7. United funds 8. Others

E. Coordination of other services

1. Meals on Wheels 3. Chore services

2. Transportation 4. Congregate meals

This is the system we are working to pull together in Union County.

Central intake is an all important factor.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Consistency

a. Services provided through the home health agency who are

already the certified agency designated to provide services

under Titles XVIII and XIX. In Union County, Title III,

municipal funds and United Way funds are already coordinated

into this system.

b. There is no distinction under Titles XVIII and XIX between

a homemaker and a home health aide. The task does not

determine the qualification of the person providing the

service. The home health aide is a part of the health team _

working towards the same goals as the rest of the team.

2. Continuity of Care

a. People need continuity of care providers and services when

they are sick and disabled.
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Continuity of Care (Cont'd)

b. Change in job functions from day to day should not

necessitate a change in personnel. A public health nurse

is a generalist and must be prepared to meet all of the

health and social problems that occur either directly or

through the referral process.

c. The Homemaker/Home Health Aide remains the same person

regardless of the chore needed on that particular day;

personal care and/or housekeeping.

3. Coordination

a. There is a need to coordinate all the services offered in

the community and monitor delivery of these services.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Cuccaro.
Have you reviewed the two major bills that we mentioned, our

Senate bill, S. 2809, and the House bill, H.R. 6194?
Mrs. CUCCARO. I have read the channeling grants. I have read

Mr. Waxman's bill, H.R. 6194. I think the one thing I would like to
comment on is the setting up of another administrative body in a
community to do assessment only, and then referring clients to
another agency.

The home health agency has been doing assessment. It is their
area of expertise. The problem I see with setting up another ad-
ministrative agency is a criteria for benefits. If we set up another
administrative agency, say, in Union County and, of course, I can
only speak from the framework of my own county, but I am sure
everybody experiences the same problem-if we set up another
assessment team out there to do all the administrative work and
the assessments, they are going to call me and tell me a patient is
eligible for medicare, and would I please supply all the services she
needs.

My agency will go out and make a home visit We have the law
books in our agency. We are the ones they check for fraud and
abuse. We are going to go out and say that patient is not eligible
for medicare A or B at this stage of the game.

The patient has already been seen by two agencies and gotten
nothing yet, and, I dare say, probably 10 days have gone by.

Senator BRADLEY. Could I just follow up?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Senator BRADLEY. Would consolidating all of this into a title XXI

help your situation as we propose in our bill, S. 2809? Would the
State designate which would be the responsible party in each
county? You might be the responsible party for the whole thing.

Mrs. CUCCARO. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. Does that make sense to you?
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Mrs. CUCCARO. Yes. I realize that we are in a different environ-
ment and who the responsible party would be would depend on
what county or even what State you are in. But I think you need to
look at the system, that already has started to develop and maybe
it is workable for other agencies.

Senator BRADLEY. So that title XXI would help you by consolidat-
ing the programs and making one agency responsible in a certain
geographic area.

Mrs. CUCCARO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Batten.
Mr. BArrEN. Thank you. My name is George Batten and I am

legislative chairman of the Home Health Assembly of New Jersey
and executive director of the Community Health Services located
in Essex County.

West Essex Community Health Services is a private nonprofit
agency with a community board of directors. We are licensed by
the State of New Jersey as a home health agency and have con-
tracts with medicare, medicaid, and New Jersey Blue Cross to
provide home health services.

I want to talk to you about community based agencies and our
financing problems. Community agencies, to a large extent, reflect
the flow of money from various funding sources. Each Federal
program has its own procedures and policies to administer their
program.

This is true of title XVIII, title XIX, title XX, and title III of the
Older Americans Act, a Federal initiative not mentioned in the
proposed Title XXI. Title XXI should coordinate with titles XVIII,
XIX and XX as well as title III of the Older Americans Act.

Our agency can be characterized as a hospital without walls. We
would like to be paid in a similar manner as hospitals. An example
of such reimbursement fragmentation is meals. Meals are covered
in hospitals and nursing homes, but for those needing such a basic
necessity at home, a local initiative is required for Meals on
Wheels.

Some Meals on Wheels programs are funded under title III. This
should be an eligible service under the proposed title XXI Home
Health Services, the same as physical therapy, speech therapy,
occupational therapy, medical social worker and nursing services.
What is worse, in your proposed legislation, it will cover meals in
adult day care, but not at home.

The goal of this Federal initiative to meet the stated purposes
should be legislation to foster strong, effective, efficient community
agencies to serve patients and families out of institutions. The
more complicated you make it for community agencies, the less
strength they will have to provide these necessary services.

Now, I will discuss several of the problems which the proposed
legislation in title XXI continues to foster, not solve. The legisla-
tion, S. 2809, apparently will provide for continued Federal finan-
cial support and therefore existence of titles XVIII, XIX and XX
home health agencies, along with a new title XXI home health
agency.

Thus, this situation will further fragment these existing commu-
nity-based agencies. I recommend that all home health services
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now funded under titles XVIII, XIX, XX and title III of the Older
Americans Act be lumped under the new title XXI.

This would necessitate a renaming of this legislation to reflect
acute level services now provided by home health agencies, such as
my own, under titles XVIII and XIX. To allow title XVIII and a
new title XXI home health agency to operate separately in the
same community would further confuse the present situation.

My agency would have to decide if we wanted to be a title XXI
agency while continuing to be a, title XVIII and title XIX agency,
knowing that the reimbursement formulas, procedures and policies
would be different although the patient would receive similar serv-
ices probably from the same nurse, home health aide, and so on.

Our second problem. Home health services as described in S.
2809 are substantially changed from the home health services as
described, and commonly known, in titles XVIII and XIX. That
difference is home health aide/homemaker services, which are sep-
arately listed in S. 2809.

Such homemaker/home health aide services are directly or indi-
rectly provided by New Jersey home health agencies on a daily
basis as an integral part of our home health services. Thus, home-
maker/home health aide services should be listed under the head-
ing "Home Health Services" in the bill.

In addition, the respite care services should also be listed under
the Home Health Services section. This type of respite by live-in
aides is clearly an extension of our present home health aide
service when a spouse or daughter is working during the day. Live-
in aides expand the aide services to 24 hours a day and allow the
daughter or primary caretaker to take a vacation or needed rest.

The third problem. Several items of reimbursement which should
be mentioned have not been mentioned at all in the legislation. I
have already discussed the subject of meals, which, it is proposed,
are only to be paid for in adult day care. It should be included
under home health services.

Another is diet counseling in the home. A third is transportation,
provided by an agency bus or vehicle, not to the home, but for
patient movement to doctors' offices or whenever appointments
may be necessary for the care of their condition.

My point is, home health is too narrowly defined in the legisla-
tion and other Federal legislation now in existence is paying for
chore services and other activities which rightly should be included
in a comprehensive home health care services. The opportunity to
consolidate under the proposed title XXI is here, but it must be
recognized.

The fourth item to be addressed is the proposed fee-for-service
reimbursement. The legislation proposes a cap on average wages,
visits per day, and transportation, which appears to me a bureau-
cratic mess.

I would have to review any existing similar systems before sup-
porting such a proposal. If such a drastic change is to be made, it
should be changed from a fee-for-service system which only pro-
vides the incentive to offer more visits.

A lump-sum method such as a monthly figure would be a more
reasonable system. My experience with the Federal medicare caps
on physical therapy reimbursement is indicative of what occurs:
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All physical therapists that work for me want the cap figure, and
administrators such as myself have a very difficult time paying
lower than the cap, even if a particular physical therapist should
be reimbursed less than the cap.

Further, I question the 20 percent cap on administrative costs. I
question what the basis is. I could easily meet this percentage if
medicare rules and regulations on surveys, reporting, and paper-
work were relaxed. I don't see that happening under title XXI.

Continued will be the intermediary that is specified in the legis-
lation reviewing our invoices and assorted photocopying require-
ments. Newly added will be the process of setting charges, includ-
ing a 30-day comment from local governments and a completely
new level of community review proposed by the preadmission
screening service with the associated paperwork, reporting, et
cetera.

The 20 percent is arbitrary and not realistic. Further, no men-
tion in the legislation is made for development money which is
necessary for startup and expansion. On the good side, I find the
proposal of copayments with income adjustments conducted by the
Secretary of Health and Human Services worth considering.

I will say, from a provider's point of view, the proposed copay-
ments would be impossible to administer if this was the responsibil-
ity of the provider. I question though how this provision will work
and will the cost of such a Federal bureaucracy to administer it
truly save the 10 percent or less in program costs?

Problems today, which Mrs. Cuccaro has already touched upon,
include the separate approval and reimbursement system for title
XVIII and XIX. Fortunately for us in New Jersey, the audit for
these two programs is conducted by the same intermediary who
utilizes the same reimbursement principles.

However, under title XX in New Jersey there is a mixture of line
item reimbursements and purchase-of-service, or fee-for-service re-
imbursement arrangements. Unfortunately, the line item reim-
bursement has not covered appropriate overhead and other items,
such as transportation and occupancy costs. This is confusing be-
cause one Federal health program will cover such items and others
will not.

Title III of the Older Americans Act is also administered similar-
ly to title XX. Audits for title III and title XX are different from
those audits for titles XVIII and XIX, creating double and triple
work of recording. Further, quarterly field audits are conducted for
some title XX programs while leaving the others to yearly audits.

I have tried to state several of the problems reflected in the
fragmental flow of Federal home health money. Title XXI can
solve many of these problems.

I thank you for the opportunity to present my comments.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Batten follows:]
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west essex community health services, inc..
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FINANCING HOME HEA-TH SERVICES

- HEARINGS, PRINCETON, N.J.

NOVEMBER 23, 1980

GOOD AFTERNOON, MY NAME IS GEORGE BATTEN, I AM LEGISLATIVE CHAIRMAN

FOR THE HOME HEALTH AGENCY ASSEMBLY OF N.J. AND THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OF THE WEST ESSEX COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES. WEST ESSEX IS A PRIVATE

NON-PROFIT AGENCY WITH A COMMUNITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS. WE ARE LICENSED

BY THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY AS A HOME HEALTH AGENCY AND HAVE CONTRACTS

WITH MEDICARE, MEDICAID AND F.J. BLUE CROSS TO PROVIDE HOME HEALTH

SERVICES.

I WANT TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT COMMUNITY BASED AGENCIES AND OUR FINANCING

PROBLEMS. COMMUNITY AGENCIES,. TO A LARGE DEGREE, REFLECT THE FLOW OF

MONEY FROM VARIOUS FUNDING SOURCES. SINCE A LARGE PORTION OF THIS

FUNDING COMES FROM FEDERAL SOURCES, THESE AGENCIES REFLECT THE FEDERAL

FRAGMENTATION. AS THE FEDERAL SOURCES ARE FRAGMENTED, THERE ARE MANY

FUNDING SOURCES FOR COMMUNITY BASED HOME HEALTH SERVICES, AND THE

AGENCIES GROW UP AND EXIST FRAGMENTED, EACH SERVIN4 CERTAIN PORTIONS

OF THE PATIENT'S OR CLIENT'S NEEDS. PATIENTS, TO MEET THEIR PARTICULAR

NEEDS, MUST SUFFER THE INCONVENIENCE OF SOLICITING SEVERAL COMMUNITY
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BASED AGENCIES.

EACH FEDERAL PROGRAM HAS ITS OWN PROCEDURES AND POLICIES TO ADMINISTER

THEIR PROGRAM. THIS IS TRUE OF TITLES 18, 19, & 20 AND TITLE III OF THE

9LDER AMERICAN ACT, A FEDERAL INITIATIVE NOT MENTIONED IN THE PROPOSED

TITLE 21. TITLE 21 SHOULD COORDINATE WITH TITLES 18, 19, AND 20 AS

WELL AS WITH TITLE III OF THE OLDER AMERICAN ACT.

OUR AGENCY CAN BE CHARACTERIZED AS A "HOSPITAL WITHOUT WALLS." WE

WOULD LIKE TO BE PAID IN A SIMILAR MANNER AS HOSPITALS. .N EXAMPLE OF

SUCH REIMBURSEMENT FRAGMENTATION IS MEALS. MEALS ARE COVERED IN

HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES, BUT FOR THOSE NEEDING SUCH A BASIC NECESSITY

AT HOME, A LOCAL INITIATIVE IS REQUIRED FOR 'MEALS ON WHEELS". SOME

"MEALS ON WHEELS' ARE FUNDED UNDER TITLE III. THIS SHOULD BE AN ELIGIBLE

SERVICE UNDER TITLE 21 HOME FEALTH SERVICES, THE SAME AS PHYSICAL

THERAPY, SPEECH THERAPY, OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AND MEDICAL SOCIAL WORK.

WHAT'S WORSE IS THAT THIS PROPOSED LEGISLATION WILL COVER MEALS IN

"ADULT DAY CARE' BUT NOT AT HOME.

THE GOAL OF THIS FEDERAL INITIATIVE TO MEET THE STATED PURPOSES SHOULD

BE LEGISLATION TO FOSTER STRONG, EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT COMMUNITY

AGENCIES TO SERVE PATIENTS AND FAMILIES OUT OF INSTITUTIONS. THE MORE

COMPLICATED YOU MAKE IT FOR COMMUNITY AGENCIES, THE LESS STRENGTH THEY

WILL HAVE TO PROVIDE THESE NECESSARY SERVICES. I WILL NOW DISCUSS SEVERAL

PROBLEMS WHICH S:2809 CONTINUES TO FOSTER, NOT SOLVE.
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ONE, S:2809 APPARENTLY WILL PROVIDE FOR THE CONTINUED FEDERAL FINANCIAL

SUPPORT AND THEREFORE EXISTANCE OF TITLES 18, 19, & 20 HOME HEALTH

AGENCIES, ALONG WITH A NEW TITLE 21 HOME HEALTH AGENCY. THUS, THIS

SITUATION WILL FURTHER FRAGMENT THOSE EXISTING COMMUNITY:BASED

SERVICES. I RECOMMEND THAT ALL HOME HEALTH SERVICES NON FUNDED UNDER

18, 19, 20 AND TITLE III BE LUMPED UNDER THIS NEW TITLE 21. THIS

WOULD NECESSITATE A RENAMING OF THIS LEGISLATION TO REFLECT "ACUTE"

LEVEL SERVICES NOW PROVIDED BY HOME HEALTH AGENCIES UNDER TITLES 18 8 19,

TO ALLOW TITLE 18 AND NEW TITLE 21 HOME HEALTH AGENCIES TO OPERATE

SEPARATELY IN THE SAME COMMUNITY WOULD FURTHER CONFUSE THE PRESENT

SITUATION. MY AGENCY WOULD HAVE TO DECIDE IF WE WANTED TO BE A TITLE 21

AGENCY, WHILE CONTINUING TO BE A TITLE 18 AND TITLE 19 AGENCY,

KNOWING THAT THE REIMBURSEMENT FORMULAS, PROCEDURES AND POLICIES

WOULD BE DIFFERENT ALTHOUGH THE PATIENT WOULD RECEIVE SIMILAR SERVICES

PROBABLY FROM THE SAME NURSE, AIDE, ETC.

TWO, HOME HEALTH SERVICES AS DESCRIBED IN S:2809 ARE SUBSTANTIALLY

CHANGED FROM HOME HEALTH SERVICES AS DESCRIBED IN TITLES 18 AND 19. THAT

DIFFERENCE IS HOME HEALTH AIDE/HOMEMAKER SERVICES WHICH ARE SEPARATELY

LISTED IN S:2809. SUCH HOMEMAKER/HOME HEALTH SERVICES ARE DIRECTLY OR

INDIRECTLY PROVIDED BY M.J. HOME HEALTH AGENCIES ON A DAILY BASIS AS

AN INTEGRAL PART OF HOME HEALTH SERVICES. THUS, 'HOMEMAKER-HOME

HEALTH SERVICES" SHOULD BE LISTED UNDER THE HEADING 'HOME HEALTH

SERVICES". IN ADDIT)ON 'RESPITE CARE SERVICES' SHOULD ALSO BE LISTED

UNDER THE HEADING 'HOME HEALTH SERVICES". THIS TYPE OF RESPITE CARE
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BY LIVE-IN AIDES IS CLEARLY AN EXTENSION OF OUR PRESENT HOME HEALTH

AIDE SERVICE WHEN A SPOUSE OR DAUGHTER IS WORKING DURING THE DAY.

LIVE-IN AIDES EXPAND THE AIDE SERVICES TO 24 HOURS PER DAY, AND ALLOW

THE DAUGHTER OR PRIMARY CARETAKER TO TAKE A VACATION OR NEEDED REST.

THREE, SEVERAL ITEMS OF REIMBRUSEMENT, WHICH SHOULD BE MENTIONED, HAVE

NOT BEEN MENTIONED AT ALL. I HAVE ALREADY DISCUSSED THE SUBJECT OF MEALS,

WHICH, IT IS PROPOSED, ARE ONLY TO BE PAID FOR IN 
9
.DULT DAY CARE.'

IT SHOULD BE INCLUDED UNDER HOME HEALTH SERVICES. ANOTHER IS DIET

COUNSELING IN THE HOME. A THIRD IS TRANSPORTATION, PROVIDED BY AN

AGENCY BUS OR VEHICLE, NOT TO THE HOME BUT FOR PATIENT MOVEMENT TO

A DOCTOR'S OFFICE OR WHATEVER APPOINTMENTS MAY BE NECESSARY FOR THE

CARE OF THEIR CONDITION.

MY POINT IS, HOME HEALTH IS TOO NARROWLY DEFINED, AND OTHER FEDERAL

LEGISLATION NOW-IN EXISTENCE IS PAYING FOR CHORE SERVICES AND OTHER

ACTIVITIES WHICH RIGHTLY SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN A COMPREHENSIVE HOME

CARE.SERVICE. THE OPPORTUNITY TO CONSOLIDATE UNDER TITLE 21 IS HERE,

BUT IT MUST BE RECOGNIZED.

THE'FOURTH:ITEM TO.BE.ADDRESSED:IS THE'PROPOSED FEE-FOR-BERVICE

REIMBURSEMENT; A CAP OF AVERAGE WAGES, VISITS' PER DAY AND TRANSPORTATION

APPEARS LIKE A BUREAUCRATIC MESS. I WOULD HAVE TO REVIEW ANY EXISTING

SIMILAR SYSTEMS BEFORE SUPPORTING SUCH A PROPOSAL. IF SUCH A DRASTIC

CHANGEI.IN PAYMENT IS TO BE MADE, IT SHOULD BE CHANGED FROM A FEE-FOR-

SERVICE SYSTEM WHICH ONLY PROVIDES THE INCENTIVE TO OFFER MORE VISITS.

73-607 0-81--3
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A LUMP-SUM METHOD SUCH AS A MONTHLY FIGURE WOULD BE A MORE REASONABLE

REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM. MY EXPERIENCE WITH FEDERAL MEDICARE CAPS ON

PHYSICAL THERAPY REIMBURSEMENT IS INDICATIVE OF WHAT OCCURS: ALL

PHYSICAL THERAPISTS WANT THE CAP FIGURE AND ADMINISTRATOR/MANAGERS

HAVE A DIFFICULT TIME PAYING LOWER THAN THE CAP, EVEN IF A FARTICULAR

PHYSICAL THERAPIST SHOULD BE REIMBURSED LESS THAN THE CAP.

FURTHER, I QUESTION THE 20% CAP ON ADMINISTRATION COSTS. WHAT IS THE

BASIS? I COULD EASILY MEET THIS PERCENTAGE IF MEDICARE RULES AND

REGULATIONS ON SURVEYS, REPORTING, AND PAPERWORK WERE RELAXED. I

DON'T SEE THAT HAPPENING UNDER TITLE 21. CONTINUED WILL BE THIRD PARTY

INTERMEDIARIES REVIEWING INVOICES AND THEIR ASSORTED PHOTOCOPYING

REQUIREMENTS. NEWLY ADDED WILL BE THE PROCESS OF SETTING CHARGES

INCLUDING 30 DAY COMMENT FROM LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND A COMPLETELY

NEW LEVEL OF COMMUNITY REVIEW BY A P.A.T. SERVICE, WITH ASSOCIATED

REPORTING, PATERWORK, ETC. THE 207 IS ARBITRARY AND NOT REALISTIC.

No MENTION IN THE LEGISLATION IS MADE FOR DEVELOPMENT MONEY WHICH

IS NECESSARY FOR START-UP AND EXPANSION. ON THE GOOD SIDE, I FIND THE

PROPOSAL OF CO-PAYMENTS WITH INCOME ADJUSTMENTS CONDUCTED BY THE

SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES WORTH CONSIDERING. I WILL

SAY FROM A PROVIDER'S POINT OF VIEW, THE PROPOSED CO-PAYMENTS WOULD

BE IMPOSSIBLE TO ADMINISTER IF THIS WAS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE

PROVIDER. I QUESTION HOW THIS PROVISION WILL WORK AND WILL THE

COST OF SUCH A FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY TRULY SAVE THE 10% OR LESS IN

PROGRAM COSTS?
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PROBLEMS TODAY FOR N.J. HOME HEALTH AGENCIES INCLUDE THE SEPARATE

APPROVAL AND REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM FOR TITLE 18 AND TITLE 19.
FORTUNATELY, THE AUDIT FOR THESE TWO PROGRAMS IS CONDUCTED BY THE

SAME INTERMEDIARY WHO UTILIZES THE SAME REIMBURSEMENT PRINCIPLES.

HOWEVER, UNDER TITLE 20 IN NEW JERSEY THERE IS A MIXTURE OF LINE-

ITEM REIMBURSEMENT AND PURCHASE-OF-SERVICE (FEE FOR SERVICE)

ARRANGEMENTS. UNFORTUNATELY THE LINE-ITEMS HAVE NOT COVERED APPROPRIATE

OVERHEAD AND OTHER ITEMS SUCH AS TRANSPORTATION AND OCCUPANCY.

THIS IS CONFUSING BECAUSE ONE FEDERAL HOME HEALTH PROGRAM WILL COVER

SUCH ITEMS, WHILE OTHERS WILL NOT.

TITLE IiI OF THE OLDER AMERICAN ACT ALSO IS ADMINISTERED SIMILARLY TO

TITLE 20. AUDITS FOR TITLE III AND TITLE 20 ARE DIFFERENT FROM THE
AUDITS FOR TITLE 18 AND TITLE 19, CREATING DOUBLE AND TRIPLE WORK

OF RECORDING. FURTHER, QUARTERLY FIELD AUDITS ARE CONDUCTED FOR

sOME TITLE 20 PROGRAMS WHILE LEAVING THE OTHERS TO YEARLY AUDITS.

I HAVE TRIED TO STATE SEVERAL PROBLEMS REFLECTED IN THE FRAGMENTAL

FLOW OF FEDERAL HOME HEALTH MONEY. TITLE 21 CAN SOLVE MANY OF THESE
PROBLEMS.

I THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT MY COMMENTS ON THIS

IMPORTANT LEGISLATION.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Batten. We will come back to
you with questions when we have heard from Mr. Wessel.

Mr. WESSEL. Thank you, Senator.
I am Ken Wessel. I am the director of Visiting Homemaker

Service of Passaic County in New Jersey. We are a paraprofession-
al service that deals mostly with homemaker/home health aides
and we are subcontracted with by three visiting nursing services,
such as my other panelists represent, in Passaic County.

There is a long established network of voluntary nonprofit home-
maker/home health aide services throughout New Jersey. There is
at least one agency in each county, 23 in all, dating back to 1952.

In 1979, these agencies provided 25,000 patients with almost 4
million hours of paraprofessional homemaker/home health aide
services on a total combined budget of $18 million. This with a
total staff of 3,700 certified home health aides plus registered nurse
supervisors.

In addition to medicare reimbursable home health aide services,
many other community programs are offered by the visiting home-
maker network. These include chore service, child abuse services,
Meals on Wheels, social work, bath services, escort information and
referral, et cetera.

Homemaker/home health aides have the training and experience
to provide a broad range of care to families and individuals from
the elderly person needing maintenance to remain at home to the
mother who needs help with a new-born child.

Much of the emphasis, however, is placed on personal care for
sick and elderly persons who we 'Id otherwise need expensive and
impersonal institutional care. These services are provided very cost
effectively with an eye toward the community's ability to pay.

The average 197T fee for service was $5.12 per hour. The large
volumes of patients served is one reason costs remain low. Indeed,
the mean fee for the four largest homemaker agencies in New
Jersey was $4.78 an hour, 34 cents less than the State average.

On the other hand, the fees for the four smallest agencies aver-
age $5.99, 87 cents over the State average.

Clearly, it is in the best interests of the home care patient to
maintain the system. It has a record of providing a diversity of
qualified services at a low cost. In terms of Federal programs, this
simply means more patients served per dollar.

There are several Federal and State policy initiatives that
threaten the present system. Proposals that mandate that all home
health aide services be provided directly by certified nursing agen-
cies condemn the homemaker/home health aide agency without
any added benefit.

If the medicare/medicaid caseload were removed from home-
maker/home health aide agencies, their volume would be reduced
by 60 percent. Survival would be unlikely and those other pro-
grams offered by these agencies would be lost to the community.

The cost of any services provided by any surviving agencies
would be prohibitive due to reduced size. Home health aide services
would become more expensive. The two homemaker/home health
aide agencies in New Jersey that received certified status with
medicare charge $7.34 and $7.25 per hour to their patients, more
than $2 over the State average.
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If certified agencies could not subcontract for home health aides,
they would be forced to turn away patients when staff became fully
utilized. There is a national shortage of home health aides, but
even if recruitment was not a problem, it takes weeks to train and
orient new staff.

This proposal reemerged recently in reconciliation hearings. It
must, once and for all, be exposed as shortsighted, expensive and
not in the best interests of home care in general.

If quality of service is a problem in other States, national stand-
ards should be implemented for homemaker/home health aide
agencies. National standards are in existence through the National
Home Caring Council.

The majority of New Jersey's agencies have voluntarily sought
and received approval under these standards. Another potential
problem for homemaker/home health aide agencies, are the pro-
posed caps on home health aide service based on visits.

A visit is not an appropriate measure for this type of service.
Home health aides are assigned on an hourly basis, from 1 hour a
day up to 8 and sometimes more. If a cap is set at $32 per visit,
would a home health agency be in a position to bill $32 for a visit
of 1 hour or 8 hours?

If the reimbursement is the same, regardless of cost and length
of service rendered, might that not be an incentive to reduce the
number of hours of care per patient while not affecting the charge
to medicare? We simply suggest that the cap for home health aide
services be based on hourly rates, or that a visit be defined in
terms of hours.

In terms of pending legislation, we feel title XXI addresses many
vital issues in the home care field and will provide maximum long-
term care to noninstitutionalized elderly and disabled with mini-
mum dollars.

It reduces fragmentation by providing one entry point and one
funding source. It recognizes that the medical model is not the
most appropriate for all long-term care services needed. This will
keep costs down.

The bill accepts the separate identity of homemaker home health
aide agencies and other essential home care services beyond medi-
cal care. By providing for tax credits for families that care for their
own and by encouraging provision of respite care, XXI will stimu-
late more home care by families. The tax credits could be higher.

Perhaps some thought should be given to tying the credits to the
difference between the dollar value of Federal benefits being re-
ceived at home and the cost of institutionalization. To further
maximize benefits with present dollars, we feel more prioritization
is necessary within several programs.

Older Americans Act regs should be more specific in terms of the
proportion of funds to be allocated to home care in each local AAA.
Revenue sharing guidelines should be tightened so that fewer
tennis courts are built and more elderly cared for.

As Federal funds get tighter, those who advocate for home care
for sick and elderly must be more vocal. Hard decisions will have
to be made to redirect funds from other worthy programs that are
less essential.
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Home care is most essential and cost effective. I am certain it
will have competent advocates in the difficult Triage that lies
before us. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Wessel, you are all executives of service agencies. These

agencies were created to respond to what is so clearly one of the
harshest needs in life-when you are elderly and ill and need help.
These are your clients, right? These are the people that you are in
business for, and you are the executives of these agencies that can
only be thought of as noble in purpose in meeting just such a
fundamental and human need.

As executives of this kind of activity, let's start by having you
tell us what are the things that just tear you up every day when
you go to your work; tear you up because you know you are not
reaching fully the needs that you are there to reach? What are
your heartbreaking frustrations on your jobs?

Mr. WESSEL. It is frustrating because there simply are not
enough funds to provide the diversity of service that everybody
requires. Title XX funds are for people who are requiring home
care that is not necessarily medically oriented, which includes a lot
of elderly people who just need maintenance at home.

The CHAIRMAN. You know the people who are out there just
desperately in need, but you can't reach them because of--

Mr. WESSEL. In Passaic County they stopped intake for title XX
applications for home care through the Passaic County Board of
Social Services last September because the amount allocated in
title XX funds to them was clearly not going to last the year, and it
was all they could do with an infusion of some title III Older
Americans Act funds from the area agency on aging to keep serv-
ices at a given level.

Only just recently, simply because of attrition of patients, have
they taken on any additional patients. It was almost 6 months
after we had no intake at all for title XX home care in Passaic
County.

The CHAIRMAN. That left people without what particular services
you saw they desperately needed?

Mr. WESSEL. In my case it was homemaker/home health aide
services. Elderly people, often living alone, who couldn't function
by themselves in that environment, needed someone to do shopping
for them. Many of them were bed-bound. They needed somebody to
prepare meals and encourage them to eat. They needed to know
that somebody was coming once in a while, and that they weren't
alone in the world.

It was and is a very essential service to a lot of these people. A
lot of people were turned away. United Way gives us some money,
but that was exhausted in 10 months, to help fill some of this gap.

The CHAIRMAN. Without your reaching this group, and, evidently
a growing group because of the money pinch, what is their future?

Mr. WESSEL. If they survived at all there would be no alternative
but institutionalization, nursing home placement.

The CHAIRMAN. Versus hospital admission?
Mr. WESSEL. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. It results in the whole range of crisis response,
because you were not able to reach them for orderly service care
that would prevent the crisis.

Mr. WESSEL. One example this week, and it includes the title XX
funds, was a family with a mother who has multiple sclerosis. She
is in the later stages and is bed-bound. She has three young chil-
dren who need care and a husband who has been trying to pay bills
and work, and it is tearing him apart to see what it is doing to the
children, trying to take care of this mother.

And he went to the Board of Social Services for some reimburse-
ment for homemaker/home health aide services to come in as little
as 2 hours a day to help prepare dinner so the children didn't have
to do it.

The man was told he should not work, he should apply for Aid to
Dependent Children. This way he would be eligible for medicare
and medicaid, under its lower level of service, it might pick it up
for home care.

Fortunately, we have some free care money from the United
Way and we are able to pick it up for 2 hours a day, but the only
reason we were able to free that is because other patients didn't
need the help any more. But the community was willing to expend
four times as much to put this family on welfare, with all of the
social problems which that. would have caused forever for that
family, rather than spend very little for home care.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Williams asked a question that I was
interested in: When you can't serve people who are referred to you,
what is the major reason why you are not able to serve them?

Mrs. CUCCARO. Lack of funds. We are in a little better position
then Ken was here when our county welfare board ran out of title
XX money. The Division on Aging was able to fund us a little
further.

We have full-time aides on our staff at the agency, so it allows us
flexibility in the utilization of them. While people may not have
gotten two, three, or four service hours a day, everybody has some-
thing. But we have the same problem with the title XX funds.
There just are not enough to go around.

Senator BRADLEY. If we adopted this approach in title XXI, what
problems would remain for you?

Mrs. CUCCARO. Your priorities would have to be very, very spe-
cifically outlined. I think I could speak for all of us here. We are
put under a lot of pressure by families to fill the families' wants, in
relation to the elderly, rather than actually what the patients
need.

I have been told many, many times over the phone that I am
responsible for the elderly patient by the family members. Our
experience with title XX this past year, when they ran out of
money and everybody that was going to be cut off was entitled to a
fair hearing, that was an assessment tool that was developed with
a rating score on it, with our agency not knowing what the cutoff
point was going to be.

The Division of Family Services made the final determination.
We spent quite a few days in court hearings. The rating scale was
reversed by a local judge based on some of the things the families
told him about the patient.
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If this is the kind of situation that is going to persist, nobody is
ever going to do initial assessment and nobody is ever going to
benefit from title XXI.

Mr. BArrEN. When I go in each day, the frustration I have is
knowing that moneys are fragmented in little parts. Titles XVIII,
XIX, XX-it requires our staff, if we are not providing those serv-
ices directly, a great deal of time and effort in becoming advocates
for the patient, either of senior citizens or otherwise, to find those
resources.

Many times they are provided by other agencies in the communi-
ty and my point is that they have grown up over time because the
funding in the Federal Government has been very different and
comes from different sources. I think that is the general frustration
I have.

I think the second thing-I heard it recently stated that title
XVIII and medicare were for home health services-is that medi-
care was not developed as a part of home health services, and I
think we have an institutional bias in the reimbursement system
and home health is only one little part down at the end, and no
one ever thought about how it would be financed with all the add-
ons into all other systems. Title XXI I think, gives us the tremen-
dous opportunity to say, "OK, if we are really going to be strong
and viable in the community we need to think about funding it in
a uniform manner that doesn't force us to spend a lot of time and
money in hidden and administrative costs, in nursing costs, and
telephone costs just to find Meals on Wheels," et cetera. So that is
an ongoing frustration.

I think, to answer Senator Bradley's question, the biggest prob-
lem we find is that we are the last spot for noninstitutional serv-
ices. People go through the system, and we take care of them under
title XVIII, and we get them to a point where we are going to
rehabilitate them to the best that they are ever going to be.

They are age 80 and they are never going to be able to make it
without a wheelchair or a walker, but they are not going to be able
to make it by themselves any longer either and the alternative is a
nursing home. There just is not the money available as an alterna-
tive.

The State of New Jersey has expanded their medicaid title XIX
program, but there is a frustration that we have a different eligibil-
ity level, and they are going into nursing homes at a higher level
than we can take care of them at home.

And those working poor are the people we see all the time, and
we try to do the best we can with the limited moneys we have.
United Way moneys-we have all talked about it-is about the
only source that we see for the working poor, the people just above
medicaid, and those are the ones that we cannot do enough for.

Mrs. CUCCARO. I would like to make another comment. We have
seen the "revolving door syndrome" become a greater problem
because we are discharging patients, then they go back into the
hospital in 4 days, and come back out.

The condition has not changed basically. They come back out
thinking they are going to get back on medicare again. Looking at
the statistics in my agency, the readmission rate is tremendous.
When we think of all the paperwork involved in this whole read-
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mission procedure that you have in an agency, it is very frustrat-
ing.

I think the other thing you have to remember is that when we
talk about taking care of the elderly we are talking about elderly
with chronic illnesses which could become acute at any particular
day of the week.

This is why you need that ongoing monitoring of these patients,
whether it be with title III funds, title XX funds or municipal
funds. They are fragile people whose condition is liable to worsen
at any particular time.

If the monitoring is there you can very well prevent hospitaliza-
tion for an acute illness.

The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me that you spend such an inordi-
nate amount of administrative time as accountants on just which
particular program you must look to for reimbursement.

Mrs. CuccARo. Could you see us explaining to nurses who are
concerned about nursing care about 70 different sources of funding
we have within the agency and how they use which one?

Senator BRADLEY. No, I can't. Mr. Chairman, I am going to have
to leave and I just want to express my appreciation to you and to
this panel in particular for their testimony. They have made a very
important contribution from my perspective because they are out
there every day trying to deliver homebased services.

The CHAIRMAN. It has been most revealing from where I sit too. I
knew there was administrative complexity and program difficulty
the way we have arrived where we are in a hodge podge, really, of
responses. And that is why we are trying to find the simplifying
solutions and then reach a broader population that is out there in
need.

Your help is absolutely essential in finding our way through the
maze and out to the end of the line where we can offer a much
better approach to serving the needs we are talking about. You are
absolutely essential. We thank you and we hope to be able to stay
in communication because this is only the beginning of our re-
sponse. We are well on the way but we need more and more from
your background and experience.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, would it be all right with you if
I did submit questions for the other witnesses?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, fine.
We are going to take a 5-minute recess and return.
[A recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. If we could reassemble, please.
Welcome, Dr. Bruce Vladeck.
If Thomas Russo and Barbara Sigmund want to come up and join

at the table at this time. This is our next group of witnesses.
Dr. Vladeck, I haven't had a chance to read your statement but I

appreciate the fact that you have presented it to us. It will be made
part of our record and you may proceed any way you want to.
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STATEMENT OF BRUCE VLADECK, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER,
NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; THOMAS M. RUSSO,
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF MEDICAL ASSISTANCE AND HEALTH
SERVICES, NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES;
AND HON. BARBARA B. SIGMUND, DIRECTOR, MERCER
COUNTY BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS, A PANEL
Dr. VLADECK. Thank you very much, Senator. I very much appre-

ciate the opportunity to appear here.
The CHAIRMAN. I didn t give your full designation as assistant

commissioner, health, planning and resources development in the
New Jersey State Department of Health.

Dr. VLADECK. I am now able not to repeat that. I did have a
prepared statement and in view of the hour and that it also reads
like a prepared statement, let me just say a few things very briefly
and I am, of course, happy to respond to any questions you might
have.

I think there are three things that I would like to say primarily.
The first is that there is no question but that there are many
people who are now either at risk of being placed in institutions, or
at home being inadequately served, or in hospitals being inad-
equately served who could benefit in a very cost effective way from
expanded availability of in-home services.

I think the second thing to be said is, to really repeat the point
that has been raised a couple of times today, we are not yet
confident-at least from the viewpoint of us bureaucratic public
officials-that we have a mechanism to ascertain just which indi-
viduals are out there who are more effectively served inhome than
they are by nongovernmental programs, or in the institutional
services.

So, the third thing that is really the central point I would like to
make is that we have got a history now of 25 years under medicare
and medicaid of seeking to expand individual services reimbursed
on a fee-for-service basis, one at a time, in a way that over time
creates not only cost problems but all of the fragmentation and
coordination problems mentioned by the previous panelists.

It seems to me essential that if we are going to have a services
system that responds to the needs of the clients rather than to
public categories of one kind or another, then it really is essential
to have some central mechanism such as that described in the
Packwood-Bradley bill, such as that toward which other proposals
have moved, such as that being tested in the channeling demon-
stration project.

There can be a single entry point that can be responsible for
assessing and coordinating services which I would think should be
responsible for general oversight of the funds involved.

In the absence of such a mechanism, as long as we remain on a
decentralized fee-for-service basis, we can't be confident that we are
going to be cost effective; we can't be confident that people are
going to be supplied with the services that they can make best use
of; we can be certain that the service providers are going to be
sufficiently responsive to the very rapidly changing and often hard
to put your finger on needs of the very ill or very frail elderly
whose needs tend to be very complicated and to change very dra-
matically over time.
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So, just to quickly sum up, I think there is no question, no one is
arguing that we need a substantial expansion of home health serv-
ices. The real problem, and I am not sure that intellectually it is
such a hard problem, is to find the appropriate administrative or
organizational mechanism that can be responsible for providing the
appropriate match between client needs and service deliveries, and
at the same time, through any number of possible mechanisms, be
responsible for the kind of budgetary control that permits you to be
confident you haven't just created another open ended entitlement
which 5 years from now or 8 years from now we will be worried
about cutting costs of.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Vladeck follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Bruce C.

Vladeck. I am Assistant Commissioner for Health Planning and

Resources Development, New Jersey State Department of Health. It is

a great privilege and honor for me to be invited to appear before you

today to participate in your hearings on the critically important

subject of home health services. I think the very fact that these

hearings are being held, in conjunction with the Governor's Conference

on Home Health Care, to begin later today, appropriately signifies

an interest and concern on the part of our elected officials in this

most central issue in the future of the delivery of health care services

to many of the most needy members of our population.

I should begin by clarifying my role in appearing here before

you today. While, as Assistant Commissioner of Health, I have a number

of responsibilities in the area of health planning, and while everything

I will tell you today is consistent with the policies of the Department

and of the State Government more generally, I should emphasize that I

am speaking primarily of my individual views and opinions in these matters.

In that regard, I suspect that some activities of mine completed prior

to my joining State Government, specifically research I had done on

long term care when I was at Columbia University, which resulted in the

publication earlier this year of a book on long term care entitled

Unloving Care: The Nursing Home Tragedy, may have had as much to do with

your most generous invitation for me to appear as my formal position.

I want to especially emphasize that I can not claim to be

enunciating the systematic, comprehensive policy of New Jersey State

Government for home health services. And I say that with some pride,

because I would like to begin the substance of my remarks by describing

to you very briefly some rather extensive planning activities now being

undertaken within State Government towards the development of comprehensive,
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policy-specific plans in the areas of long term care and home health

services.

As you may know, the State Legislature recently enacted a

bill, S.B. 373, which calls for creation of an Interagency Task Force

on Home Health Services, to be comprised of representatives of the

Departments of Human Services, Community Affairs, Health, and Insurance.

That Task Force is to make specific recommendations, based on its

findings, to the Legislature for appropriate action. At the same time,

New Jersey, as I'm sure you are well aware, is particularly proud of

having been one of the fourteen states to receive Federal contracts under

the National Channeling Demonstration Program to create a model demonstra-

tion project in the coordination and case-management of a comprehensive

mix of long term care services, obviously including home care. A major

part of the State's responsibilities under the Channeling Demonstration

Project is development of a comprehensive State-wide long term care

plan. I am privileged to sit on the Steering Committee for that planning

effort, and I am confident that within the next year the agencies

involved, supported by the additional staff made available through

the Federal contract, will develop a far-reaching, systematic, and

comprehensive set of objectives and proposals which can help guide

State policy-makers in the development of better means of meeting

the needs of our frail elderly and disabled population for the balance

of this century. Therefore, when I say that there is no specific

State policy which I can enunciate, that is because we are very much

engaged in devoting considerable effort to the formulation of a far

more systematic and comprehensive set of policy directions than has

ever before been available in this State, most other States, or

quite frankly, at the -Federal level.
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Even prior to the completion of our comprehensive plans for

home health and long term care services, I think I can share with you

a number of propositions and assumptions in which I strongly believe,

and which I believe are widely shared among my colleagues in State

Government. These would form the basis for the specific comments and

recommendations I will make later in my statement, and will also un-

doubtedly serve as the touchstones for our planning efforts.

First among these is our general belief that in-home health

and health related services are very often the most desirable way of

meeting the health and health related needs of large numbers of persons

with both acute and chronic problems. Second, we believe that there

is currently inadequate access to such services among many of those

who might benefit from them, and that such inadequate access often leads

to inappropriate and very expensive reliance on institutional care.

But third, if we are to learn anything from the unsatisfactoriness of

our current experience, it is that the design of better services must

be grounded in an assessment of the full range of needs of the people

we are seeking to serve, and not in the ad hoc, piecemeal expansion

of one service at a time, especially if that service is to be reimbursed

on a fee-for-service basis.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, the central message I would

like to communicate to you today is that there is no one answer to the

needs of all of our frail elderly and disabled citizens, nor is there

any single service which provides a magical panacea for the many problems

we now encounter. If we are in trouble today, it is in part because

in the past we have attempted to respond to the very difficult and

complex problems of dependent people with disabilities of one kind or
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another by expanding one or another particular service. What we must

do in the future is to expand our capability to bring to those in need

an appropriate mix of services that are responsive to the characteristics

of individual clients and sufficiently flexible to adopt to changes in

the client's conditions and needs.

There is no question but that, for many individuals experiencing

many kinds of problems, health and health related services delivered

in the home are more cost effective and more efficacious than similar

services developed in an institutional setting. Under proper administrative

and supervisory management, many people who would otherwise end up in

institutions can be maintained in a more home-like environment at less

cost to public treasuries. Further, and this is a point which advocates

of in-home services often downplay but which must, if we are to be honest

about our problems, be specifically addressed, there are many instances

in which in-home services are no more effective or more efficacious

than institutional services, but are preferred by clients or by policy-

makers on the general policy principle that individuals should be able

to reside in the least restrictive environment in which they can

successfully function.

There has been substantial controversy over the years as to

whether or not, in general, in-home services are cheaper and better

than institutional services. Precisely the nub of our problem, I would

suggest, is that there is no single answer to that question, that the

relative desirability of institutional as opposed to in-home services,

and the relative appropriateness of a range of in-home services, vary

substantially from one potential client to another, and for any given

client over time. I believe we are at the point where we have to begin

to make our s. rvice delivery patterns more responsive and more capable
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of adapting to the needs, especially the changing needs, of service

clients, rather than expecting those clients to fit into one or another

categorical boxes. In that context, substantial expansion of in-home

services, especially home health services, is agreed by almost everyone

to be a necessary component of an improved system of long term care

for the frail elderly and disabled. But it is only within that context

that we should support such an expansion. That is why we so eagerly

submitted our application to participate in the Channeling Demonstration

Program, and why we are so pleased to have received a Channeling Award.

It is also why I have argued, and will continue to work, for the

development of a State-wide long term care plan which does not address

the needs for long term care on a service by service basis, but rather

begins by looking at the needs of the clients, and then seeking to

develop appropriate administrative mechanisms to match clients and

services.

These rather abstract-sounding considerations in fact have

critical importance when one begins to look at the unavoidable quesiton

that policymakers must always confront, that of costs to both public

and private programs in a period of increasing resource stringency.

I do not believe we can afford, under current circumstances, to simply

embark on an expansion of any given services on the expectation, no

matter how well grounded that expectation may be, that such an expansion

will substitute for or replace existing patterns of care. Rather, we

should expand services such as home health and other in-home care

under the aegis of mechanisms which can assure us that substitution will

take place, and that budgetary control is insured before we get underway.

Such a mechanism, for example, would be that contemplated under legislation

introduced by Representatives Waxman and Pepper earlier this year, H.R. 6194,

which would provide Federal financial participation in Medicaid payments

73-607 O-81--4
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for a mix of non-institutional services when it was determined that

a client would otherwise, in terms both of financial eligibility and

medical need, qualify for Medicaid reimbursed nursing home services,

and when the total cost for non-institutional services would not exceed

that of nursing home reimbursement. A similar model has been provided

by the so-called "Nursing Home Without Walls' program in New York

State. And of course, the same general principle underlies the

legislation introduced earlier this year in the Senate, and co-

sponsored by both of our New Jersey Senators, to create a Title XXI

to the Social Security Act.

I have no illusion that the general point I am trying to

communicate is new to any of those in the room. I am simply trying to

express my strong concurrence with the basic principle that, if we are

to expand the availability of home health and other in-home services,

we must not repeat past mistakes in the design of social programs,

but rather address at the outset appropriate administrative and managerial

concerns.

Of course, everyone involved in the process has recognized

that both the Title XXI proposal and the Waxman-Pepper Bill represented

the sorts of far-reaching and long-range policy innovation which often

require years of Congressional consideration and deliberation, and

which are unlikely to be enacted over night. Anyone privileged to

appear in a context such as this bears some responsibility to also

comment on shorter-range and more immediate things we can do, since

the hundreds of people who today are awaiting placement in long-term

care institutions, and the hundreds more lying in hospital beds because

of the unavailability of appropriate services in the community, can not be
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expected to wait until some distant future for help in meeting their

needs. In this conext, there are several comments I would like to make.

You will find none of them radically new or particularly different

from what you, Mr. Chairman, and other members of the New Jersey

delegation to the Senate and House have consistently supported, but

I suppose it can't hurt to make them anyway.

I do believe it makes perfectly good sense to remove the

three-day prior hospitalization requirement for receipt of home health

benefits under Medicare. If anything, all this requirement now does

is provide an incentive for physicians and others interested in the

care of the frail elderly and disabled to generate unnecessary and

costly hospitalizations.

I do believe we should continue to support, both through

grants and through the development of greater training and technical

assistance capabilities, improved management and administrative cap-

abilities for existing voluntary home health and homemaker agencies.

Many of these agencies, which embody a long and noteworthy commitment

to selfless service of the public good, will be incapable of responding

to the challenge posed by the inevitable expansion in financial support

for home health services unless we continue such programs.

I do believe we should continue to support experiments and

demonstrations in the community-wide financing, on a capitation or

other basis, of a range of services tied to the needs of individual

long term care clients. Such demonstrations could follow the lines of

the so-called "Social HMO," of more conventional Health Maintenance

Organizationp,of the very successful Triage channeling Project in

Connecticut, or other models.
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I do believe we should provide greater incentives to

State Governments to equalize eligibility standards for long term

care between institutional and non-institutional clients, along

the lines contemplated in proposed legislation. Ideally, of course,

the states would undertake such equalization without additional

Federal incentives, but as I'm sure you are aware, current fiscal

realities in New Jersey and elsewhere make this simply impossible

without assumption by the Federal government of a somewhat greater

share of the overall cost.

Finally, I think we have to begin to do a much better job

of encouraging institutional providers of health care, especially

our hospitals but also our long term care facilities, to see themselves

not solely as institutions confined within a given structure of

bricks and mortar, but rather as responsible for the health care needs

of a broader constituency, without as well as within institutional

walls. Thus, we need to find better mechanisms to encourage such

institutions to develop either their own home health services, or,

more likely in most instances, far better and more supportive linkages

with those agencies providing services to people in the community.

Mr. Chairman, in the next twenty years the population at

risk for long term care services will double. As a society, we can

not afford to maintain the status quo in public policy.for

health services to the elderly and disabled. Simply continuing to do

what we are now doing will bankrupt us before very long. More

importantly, from the point of view of simple humanity, we can not

continue to ignore either the crying needs of many people who are now

being inadequately served, nor the increasingly strong body of evidence

that what they need is no mystery, but rather simply a better set of

administrative mechanisms through which we can promote a very substantial
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expansion of often relatively simple services to people where they live.

I believe that the very presence of these hearings today represents

a recognition of the pressing need to begin to move in this direction,

and I am pleased to have had the opportunity to participate in it.

Again, I am grateful for the opportunity to have appeared

before you today. I would, of course, be happy to respond to any

questions you might have.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. When I joined in the Packwood bill I joined with
the hope that we might find a way to create an administrative
situation where all the services that can be delivered to the people
who need them in their home, can be from one funding stream
rather than XVIII for a while and then jump to XX or XXI.

Right now, anyone who needs support in order to live at home
has to be almost a program analyst to know where to go. We are
trying to administratively centralize and also, as part of that cen-
tralization, to have some channel for funding through one mecha-
nism. Does that make any sense to you?

Dr. VLADECK. Senator, I would suggest that we should go further.
It seems to me that one of the most successful of the demonstration
projects around, and one that I think might be the best model, is
the Triage project in Connecticut.

As a single entry and funneling point, Triage controls not only
funds for in-home services but medicare hospital funds, medicare
physician reimbursement, expanded medicare drug coverage, the
whole spectrum of services.

A large part of the problem with both nursing homes and hospi-
t.ls is that the big dollars are in those places and the community
hospitals don't have to respond to anyone in the social services
system. They sit up on their hills, isolated, creating problems for
everyone else in terms of their discharge planning, or their failure
to provide certain services in the community. Yet, those are where
the big dollars are flowing and I would recommend seriously for
your consideration that if we are going to have an agency such as
that proposed in title XXI for clients who are identified by the PAT
or some similar mechanism as in need of long-term care, that we
ought to give that agency responsibility for the whole range of
covered services, not just in-home services but covered in-institu-
tional services and perhaps even covered physician service.

The CHAIRMAN. That is not encompassed. What I suggested is
clearly within the formulation of S. 2809, the Packwood bill.

Dr. VLADECK. As I understand it, I don't think there is anything
wrong with that and I would support it.

The CHAIRMAN. You would just make it more comprehensive?
Dr. VLADECK. But I think it should be more comprehensive still.
The CHAIRMAN. I get you. We have our own problems, adminis-

trative problems.
Freeholder SIGMUND. May I ask a question, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. We have got five committees involved.
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Dr. VLADECK. I am aware of that.
Freeholder SIGMUND. Since you kindly said this might be a panel

type situation, may I ask a question of my fellow panelists in that
regard.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Freeholder SIGMUND. I am here today as the president of the

Mercer County Freeholder Board and the first vice president of the
New Jersey Association of Counties, and one of the points that I
really wanted to make very strongly today is that at least in New
Jersey-as you know, not by any rational State-directed plan-the
county governments have had to become the providers of long-term
services in nursing homes in New Jersey one way or another.

It has grown like topsy. It has absolutely no rationality to it
whatsoever. I assume that one of the reasons I was graciously
invited to come here today was to speak to that experience from
the point of view of a working county official and to talk about
some of the things we would think would make sense as alterna-
tives or intermediate steps of care to the growing demand for the
nursing home beds that we simply could never provide.

I have Dr. Vladeck's articles, even the New York Times Op Ed
page on the same subject. I would suggest, when you are thinking
about mechanisms for coordination that you think about the 3,000
county governments that already exist in the United States that, in
essence, have been faced with this problem for many years on a
daily basis and might best be used as the coordinators of all these
services.

Dr. VLADECK. If I may respond to that very briefly, if we are
going to give some kind of agency or administrative entity what is
essentially the power to control the distribution of dollars to people
in need, I think it is imperative that those agencies be accountable
to the general public and accountable to their client personnel in a
way that, unfortunately, many groups of physicians, for example,
that have been responsible for control of certain funds, aren't.

So, I think some kind of public accountability-I don't want to be
put in the spot of the State official saying it should always be the
county-but some kind of mechanism that insures that sort of
public accountability would seem to me very important.

Mr. Russo. Senator, I am Tom Russo. I am the director of medic-
aid in the State of New Jersey. I also wear another hat in that I
am the Secretary and a member of the executive committee of the
National Association of State Medicaid Directors who spend some
time addressing these issues as well.

The objectives sought out in the Packwood bill and proposed title
XXI are laudible. However-and I made mention to it in my pre-
pared text-what it does is create another fragmentation in the
health-so-called-nonsystem.

It sets up another mechanism to deal with issues that currently
are being handled under various other titles, and it will set up a
whole new bureaucracy to administer a title XXI, if that comes
about.

And you will still have the fragmentation that you have today
and you will still only be addressing part of the problem. It would
seem to me that before we create another title, whether it be XXI
or some other title, that we ought to really take a good, long look
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at the existing title and see how it might be expanded or modified
in some way to address some of these issues that we have been
talking about.

A change in some simple definitions, in some of the titles, might
go a long way to expanding the services that are now available. I
think we want to be leery of creating another bureaucratic layer
that really is not going to resolve all of the problems, and we are
still going to have the fragmentation that we have at the present
time.

What we need to do, I think, is look at the existing titles and see
how they may be amended to meet some of our objectives. But,
then, going beyond that, I think we in this country have to develop
a national philosophy on health and the aging. We really don t
have a national philosophy.

What do we want to do within the next one or two decades in
this area? We know what the demographics are. We know what the
census projections are. We know how many elderly people there
are going to be in this country in 10 years, in 20 years. But what is
our philosophy for dealing with them?

I think we need to address that issue and then when we address
that issue to try to develop legislation and administrative ways of
dealing with it. One of the things that we have to really avoid is
the break up of families.

The present system that we have now, with all the multiple
fragmentations and the funding sources, is breaking up community
families in order to provide services and we should not be doing
that. We should not be breaking the families up.

We should be looking to give families greater support than they
have now and provide the kinds of home health care and multiple
services that they need, keep them in the community to the maxi-
mum extent possible.

[The prepared statements of Mr. Russo and Mr. Reilly follow:]
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MR. CHAIRMEN AND MEMBERS OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

AND THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

I am Thomas M. Russo, Director of the Title XIX Medicaid program in New Jersey.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today about home health and long

term care activities from a New Jersey prospective.

As you know, the issues being discussed today have been the subject of increasing

concern over the past several years and will take on greater significance within

the remaining two decades of this 20th century. During that short span of twenty

years, we will see a significant increase in the number of aged persons in this

country, with a corresponding extension in the number of years of life expectancy.

Nationwide, the number of persons over 65 is expected to increase by 6,900,000

individuals within that time, while in New Jersey alone, that increase will include

332,000 persons. Government activity at all levels must gear up to the multiple

problems that will confront us because of this simple but significant change in

the population distribution.

We must develop an overall national philosophy for.the aging and must then implement

that philosophy by administrative and legislative action. We should not fool our-

selves into thinking that this will not cost money, because it will. However, it

seems to me that we are mandated to consider and address both the health and social

care needs of this growing part of our national census.

We must take a long hard look at our institutionalized elderly, both in health

care and residential care facilities and must recognize and implement programs to

minimize that institutionalization to the maximum extent possible. We must recognize

the integrity of family units and of individuals who live alone without family support
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and make available a community service network which will encourage continued

conmsunity living.

We are, of course, talking about such services as home nursing, homemaker, home

health aides, chore services, home attendants, home handymen and personal care

workers. In addition, we must consider such related programs as congregate

housing, community mental health centers, foster care for adults, and social/medical

day care activities. Maximum effort must be made to keep an individual at home or

in a community living unit by providing the outside support that is necessary. To

accomplish this, I suggest that your committees and the Congress seriously consider

a program of tax supports and/or subsidies for such individuals and their families.

These would provide much needed incentives and financial support.

As a first step, the Federal Government must develop an overall philosophy with

objectives to meet these needs of our elderly and disabled. At the present time,

we have such programs as Title 3 Older Americans Act, Title 18 Medicare, Title 19

Medicaid, Title 20 Social Services, and a proposed Title 21, which would unite

community based care and funding provisions under one program. Under these

existing programs, including the proposed new one, we have a fragmented delivery

of health care and social services from various funding sources which essentially

address the same needy population. The objectives have been laudable but the

fragmentation and overlapping have caused enumerable problems and have in some

instances impeded the full realization of the objectives. Title 21 represents

another laudable effort to address these needs, but does so by establishing

another potential layer of government bureaucracy and fragmentation of a non-system.
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I think we need to honestly'address this fragmentation and the current Titles

funding health and social programs for the aged and attempt to amend the current

Titles rather than create additional fragmentation.

Current standards of eligibility for Medicaid supported community health services

are so restrictive in states without a medically needy program that they prohibit

the full realization of access for community related programs, such as home health

care. It is of utmost importance that these eligibility standards, which have a

pro-institutional bias, be changed to permit states on a voluntary basis to increase

the community eligibility threshold up to the level of institutional eligibility

standards. H.R. 6194, the Medicaid Community Care Act of 1980, would provide

Medicaid reimbursement for a wider range of home care services than is currently

permitted. We urge continuing support of that objective. Mr. Gerald J. Reilly,

Deputy Commissioner of the New Jersey Department of Human Services, this past

summer, submitted a statement on H.R. 6194 to the Subcommittee on Health and the

Environment of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Rather

than reiterating his statements in this presentation, I have chosen to append a

copy of his full text as an addendum.

Mr. Reilly, on May 22, 1979, also testified on this issue before the Subcommittee

on Health of the Senate Committee on Finance concerning Medicaid home health

benefits. At that time, Mr. Reilly said "Title XIX should be amended to, in

certain situations, equalize institutional and community eligibility standards

so that persons who might otherwise be institutionalized can remain in their own

homes when it is cost effective to do so. Under current Medicaid regulations,
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persons having up to $568 ($714 as of July 1, 1980) in monthly income may

receive Medicaid nursing home care; but may not receive Medicaid home health

services unless their income is below the SSI standard. We propose that, for

persons medically determined to require institutional care, Medicaid eligibility

for home health services should be made equivalent to the institutional eligibility

ceiling of $568 (now $714) per month. Once determined eligible, the person would

pay a certain percent of his income toward the cost of his home health services."

Today, nor example, a person can be Meo'caid eligible in New Jersey if his income

is less than $714 per month. However, such a person living alone who could benefit

from home health or medical day care services would be eligible only if his income

was less than $261. With this difference, it is not hard to see that it becomes

extremely difficult to discharge a person to his home with community supports.

A copy of New Jersey's Resources and Income Standards is attached.

The fragmentation of the funding sources of existing programs has forced states

to develop ways to maximize the use of funding sources for needed health and

social service programs. This has required a delicate balancing of service

definitions which, undoubtedly, vary from state to state with a similar program

in one state being reimbursed by Title XIX as a health care program, while in

another state, the same service is being reimbursed under Title XX as a social

service program. It should riot be necessary to juggle definitions to obtain

Federal matching funds. Mr. Reilly addressed this issue before the Senate Sub-

comnittee on Health and suggested that "Federal financial participation in the

full range of home care services for low income persons should be provided through
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a single funding source such as Medicaid. The medical orientation of Title

XIX home health services precludes maintenance of the individual in the community

without supplementary social and personal services derived from other sources.

If one of these support services is disrupted, the home care recipient is often

forced to enter an institution. Single source funding of a full range of home

health related services will overcome the current fragmentation, and in many

cases, may prevent or delay the use of more expensive institutional care."

The Department of Human Services continues to support these positions outlined by

Mr. Reilly. For further enlightenment, I have also appended a copy of his testimony

at that time as an addendum to this presentation.

In a recent survey of Medicaid Directors in the various states, the states were

asked what changes they would propose in Federal legislation and/or regulations

to allow them to meet the needs of their long term care populptions. Most o. he

states indicated that incentives for institutional care must ie eliminated; n'

conversely, incentives for the utilization of alternatives to institutionalization

must be initiated. Approximately 25t of The respondents suggested that Federal

Financial Participation be introduced for lower level facility care. Approximately

21% of the states indicated that they would like the scope of reimbursable home

health care services to be expanded. It was proposed by about 13% of the respondents

that the Federal Financial Participation level for home health care services be

i ncreaased.

In the same survey, many states suggested mechanisms for increasing eligibility

and recommended that the income level for home health care eligibility be increased
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to that of institutional care. Other suggested proposals to expand eligibility

included repealing the "homebound" and "skilled nursing" requirements of the

Medicare program and eliminating Medicare's three-day prior hospitalization

requirement and 100 visit per year limit. I believe some of these recommendations

are contained in the Reconciliation Bill now before the Congress.

As you probably know, the Health Care Financing Administration of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Health and Human Services has recently approved a total of 12 long term

care channelling contracts to study various methods of providing community care

services with the objective of assisting informed support systems in the community

as alternatives to institutionalization. It will be a number of years before the

results of the demonstration projects are known.

Although these programs are a valuable adjunct toward the development of a long

term care philosophy, I do not believe that we should wait for such initiatives,

but that we should move forward at this time to support and enact the changes that

have been,mentioned in this presentation. The problem with many Medicaid waivers

and demonstration projects is that they may prove beneficial, but few, after their

expiration, are permanently put into place. The two basic reasons they are not

implemented are the lack of available funding at the State level for continuation

of the programs and the fact that once the waivers have expired, it is almost

impossible to obtain Federal approval to continue the programs because they do not

fit into the mold of existing regulations. As a result, most often, the demonstration

projects end up being academic exercises that cannot be implemented. There must be
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changes in this area at the Federal level so that workable and effective

projects can be continued and bring about necessary system changes.

Although it is obviously impossible to address all of the issues relative to the

topic of this presentation, I believe I have outlined some of the more immediate

concerns that we have in New Jersey. In closing, I would suggest that serious

consideration be given to establishing a White House Conference on Health to

focus on health care, including long term care and home health program issues,

similar to those conferences which currently exist on the aging and for family

and children. I believe that the initiation of such a Conference would begin

to focus on a more unified and national approach to the growing concerns in this

area and would help to develop an overall governmental philosophy to be followed.

Such a Cnnfprrnrp apnpars ntial if the United States is to realistiLdlly andu

totally develop a rational and workable system for the elderly in the decades

ahead and to avoid the fragmentation and gaps in service delivery that exists today.

Thank you again for this opportunity to express New Jersey's views.
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STATEMENT ON THE MEDICAID COMMUNITY CARE ACT OF 1980
(H.R. 6194)

The State of New Jersey is committed to the implementation
of a needs oriented long-term care delivery system. We
envision a system that addresses the needs of all groups
such as the elderly, disabled, mentally retarded, handicapped
and the mentally ill. The system will make available to
those groups the services that will allow them to continue
functioning in the least restrictive appropriate environment.
The system must provide a continuum of care ranging from a
skilled nursing facility at one end to independent community
living at the other. We wholeheartly support H.R. 6194 as a
significant step designed to make such a system a reality.

Although unintentional, the current Medicaid program is
biased in favor of institutional rather than community based
care. In FY 1979, there were about 25,000 elderly (65+)
residing in nursing homes in New Jersey. Among those residents,
about 22,000 were in intermediate care facilities. In 1977,
a study conducted by the Urban Health Institute for the
New Jersey medicaid program, found that 35% of level IV(B)
intermediate care residents could have received appropriate
care in the community if adequate social and medical services
had been available. In FY 1979, about 5,400 aged residents
in intermediate care facilities were level IV(B) patients.
If 1,900 (35%) of those patients had been treated in the
community, the critical shortage of nursing home beds in
New Jersey could have been reduced by 50 percent.

In its present form, H.R. 6194 represents a significant step
at the Federal level, towards addressing the bias in favor
of institutionalization inherent in the Medicaid program.
However, we would like to suggest several items that would
foster greater utilization of home health care and would
better integrate such services into a rational chronic care
system.

First, the social security act should be amended to provideFederal-Tinancial ert f n intheTull range of home
services so that there is a single funding source for
eligible people.

The fragmentation of funding sources and providers is frequently
cited as a barrier to the utilization of home health services
as an alternative to institutionalization. The medical
orientation of Medicaid home health services precludes main-
tenance of the individual in the community without supple-
mentary social and personal services derived from other
sources. Fragmentation of funding tends to foster fragmen-
tation at the point of service delivery. For example, a
single Medicaid recipient might receive medical services

73-607 0-81-5
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from a home health agency, homemaker services from a Title
XX contractor and nutritional services through a meals-on-
wheels program. If any of these services is disrupted, the
well being of the individual could be jeopardized.

Although H.R. 6194 provides additional funding for home
health services, the following services are not included:

1. social day care service
2. chore service
3. transportation service
4. recreation and socialization services
5. legal services
6. meals-on-wheels service.

Some of those services are funded under Title XX, a close
ended program, and would be eliminated if funds are expended.

Programs providing home health services to an individual may
often have different eligibility criteria and service
standards. This fragmentation of programs and services
hinders the implementation of the basic core functions of a
long-term care system; i.e., case finding and screening,
comprehensive needs assessment, case management and service
audit and program review.

'In order to reduce the problems associated with fragmentation,
we recommend that medical and social home health services be
provided as covered services under H.R. 6194. If this were
done, there would be an incentive to use Medicaid as a
single funding source for home health services rather than a
combination of open and close ended programs.

Second, HI.R. 6194 should allow states, at their option, to
provuide home health services to eligible people who are 1in
potential need of long-term skTlled nursing or intermdiaite
care services.

In its current form, H.R. 6194 will provide Federal financial
participation, at the increased rate, for comprehensive
assessments and home health services for those individuals
determined to be in need of long-term skilled nursing
facility or intermediate care facility services.

It is estimated that there are 800,000 elderly (65+) in the
state of New Jersey. Under our current long-term care
system, about 20 to 25 percent of those elderly will need
nursing home care at some point in their lives. In New Jersey,
about 8.2 percent of the elderly qualify for services under
the current Medicaid program. Many of those individuals
could remain in the community longer, or maybe not need
skilled nursing care at all, if home health services were
available before their health condition deteriorated to-the
point that nursing home care is required.
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According to a GAO report to Congress; Home Health -- The
Need For A National Policy to Better Provide For the Elderly,
December 30, 1977, "until older people become greatly or
extremely impaired, the cost for home services, including
the large portion provided by families and friends, is less
than the cost of putting these people in institutions." We
believe the need for institutionalization would be further
reduced if comprehensive assessments and home health services
were provided for certain eligible elderly people that might
need long-term skilled nursing facility or intermediate care
facility services in the near future.

Third, H.R. 6194 should recognize medical social work as a
covered benefit under the bll. There is S ficant
documentation to show that, to enable an elderly or a disabled
person to maintain or to move towards independence, there
must be a well integrated system of health and social
services which will provide supportive care in a variety of
settings as the individual's needs change. Since Medicaid
is the major funding source of long-term care for the
elderly and disabled, medical social work should be included
as a covered service under the program.

Under H.R. 6194, it is unclear if medical social work is a
covered service. To ensure that the services are uniformly
provided nationwide, medical social work should he listed as
a covered service under the bill.

Fourth, H.R. 6194 should allow states to phase in implementation
of the program and initiate a co-pay system.

Medcaid expenditures in New Jersey, as in many other states,
have been increasing significantly. Because of the costs of
the current Medicaid program, the many required services
that must be included, and the requirement to implement
statewide, we have been unable to fund a medically needy
program.

W:e are concerned that if H.R. 6194 was enacted, we would be
in the same situation of not being able to implement a
worthwhile program because of insufficient state funds.

Because we do not have a medically needy program, we have an
especially great need to provide home health services to
individual s whose incomes are above the community Medicaid
eliqibiliLy level but below the institutional level. Implemen-
tation of II.P. 6194 will be more costly in states without
medically needy programs because those individuals currently
receive no services under Medicaid. States like New Jersey
should be permitted to phasein impementatation of the program
on a geographic basis to reduce the initial cost of the
program.
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States should be also permitted to estabish a co-pay system
for individuals whose incomes are above the community normal
Mediciad eligibility level. Currently these individuals do
share in institutional expenditures and therefore should
defray the cost for community care as well. For example,
providing full Medicaid coverage to individuals whose incomes
equal $700 a month, without their sharing in the costs for
care, seems excessive. Initiating a co-pay system would
also discourage unnecessary utilization of services and
therefore could be a useful cost containment measure.

The items we have outlined are Federal financial participation
in the full range of home care services through a single

hnamgif source, the availablitv of home health care to
individuals prior to their needing services at skilled
nursing homes and/or Titermediate care facilHties, the
inclusion of medical social services under H.R. 6194 and
allowzing states to phase in Tmplementation of H.R. 6194 and
initiate a co-pav system. These proposals compr ze logical
steps leading to the implementation of a continuum of care
long-term care model operating on the principle that people
are entitled to receive care in the most appropriate, least
restrictive and cost effective setting.
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P.Ge 28
Chapter 400

400 Resources and Income
48o. TABLE A

Variations in Living Arrangement Medicaid Eligibility
Inccme Standards
(Countable Income)

Licensed Boarding Home
Eligible person $369.00
Eligible couple $738.00

Head of Household

Living Alone
Eligible person $261.00
Eligible couple $369.00
Eligible individual with ineligible

spouse only $369.0o

Living with Others
Eligible person $241.00
Eligible couple $362.00

Living in Household of Another
(Receiving Support and Maintenance)
Eligible person $184.oo
Eligible couple $312 .00

Title XIX Approved Facility - includes
person in acute care hospital, skilled
nursing facility, intermediate care
facility (Level A, B, and ICF4iR),
licensed special hospital (Class A, B,
C) and Title XIX psychiatric hospital
(for persons under 21 and 65 and over)
or a combination of these facilities
for a full calendar month. $714.00*

Aahe Medicaid Cap' is appiied to gross income
(i.e., income prior to application of income exclusions).

Department of Human Services Page Date
Transmittal Letter 5//9 7/80
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STATE OF NEW JzRSEY

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
TRENTON, N.J. 08625

ANN KLEIN

NEW JERSEY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY DELIVERED BY DEPUTY COMMISSIONER GERALD REILLY

BEFORE THE SENATE COM14ITTEE ON FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

CONCERNING MEDICAID HOME HEALTH BENEFITS

May 22, 1979

Our Department would like to facilitate greater use of home health
services by Medicaid recipients, particularly in situations where
such services are a less costly alternative to institutional care.
A shift in policy at the Federal level is crucial to our efforts.
To overcome Medicaid's unintended bias against home care and toward
institutional care, we propose the following:

1. Title XIX should be amended to, in certain situations,
equalize institutional and community eligibility standards so
that persons who mirht otherwise be institutionalized can re-
main in their own homes when it is cost effective to do so.

Under current Medicaid regulations, persons having up to $568
in monthly income may receive Medicaid nursing home care, but
may not receive Medicaid home health services unless their
income is below the SSI standard. We propose that, for persons
medically determined to require institutional dare. Medicaid
eligibility for home health services should be made equivalent
to the institutional eligibility ceiling of $568 per month.
Once determined eligible, the person would pay a certain per-
cent of his income toward the cost of his home health ser-
vices.

2. Federal financial participation in the full range of home care
services for low income persons should be provided through a
single fundinp source such as Medicaid.

The medical orientation of Title XIX home health services pre-
cludes maintenance of the individual in the community without
supplementary social and personal services derived from other
sources. If one of these support services is disrupted, the
home care recipient is often forced to enter an institution.
Single source funding of a full range of home health related
services will overcome the current fragmentation, and in many
cases, may prevent or delay the use of more expensive insti-
tutional care.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

I am Gerald Reilly, Deputy Commissioner of the New Jersey Department

of Human Services, and former Director of the Department's Division

of mIedical Assistance and Health Services.

Faced with the increased costs of institutional care, with a severe

shortage of long term care beds in our State, and with the knowledge

that some of our recipients could be better served in the community,

we are studying ways to increase the effective utilization of home

health services in our Medicaid Program. A shift in policy at the

Federal level is crucial to our efforts. Today I will summarize

for you two proposals which constitute a practical approach to the

expansion of Medicaid home health services, and which would broaden

alternatives to institutionalization within a cost containment

frame,.-.orkc.

The following statistics about New Jersey's Medicaid Program

clearly indicate why our interest in home health services has

risen. Medicaid expenditures for nursing home care in our State

were $157.2 million in FY 78 and provided care for 18,730 persons.

In addition, about 2,600 Medicaid eligible individuals are also

awaiting placement into long term care facilities. At the same

time, iedicaid's FY 78 home health expenditures were only

$3.8 million or less than one percent of the total for medical

assistance. (However, this figure does represent a 99% increase

over FY 77 home health expenditures). While the Federal and State

Governments are paying a high price for nursing home care in

New Jersey, a study conducted for our Department two years ago
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showed that about 10% of the total nursing home population (about

1,800 persons), while meeting the medical necessity criteria for

nursing home care, could have received appropriate care in the

community, if the adequate social and medical services were

available.

Increased availability of home health services under both Medicare

and Medicaid would enable New Jersey and other states to create a

more rational system of long term care, with levels of care more

closely matched to individuals' needs. I would like to suggest

two changes in the Medicaid Program that would foster greater

utilization of home health care, and that would better integrate

such services into a continuum of care.

First, Title XIX should be amended to, in certain situations,

equalize institutional and community eligibility standards so that

persons who might otherwise be institutionalized can remain in

their own homes when it is cost effective to do so.

Under current Medicaid regulations, states may expand eligibility

to persons needing nursing home care if their income is 300% of

the SSI standard or less, that is, up to $568 per month. However,

in order to be income eligible for Medicaid home health services,

these persons' incomes must fall below the state's SSI standard,

which in New Jersey is $227 per month. About 30 percent of New

Jersey's elderly population fall into this "eligibility gap":

their monthly incomes of between $227 and $568 make them.potentially

eligible for nursing home care but not for community based care.
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Even the establishment of a medically needy program, which New

Jersey currently does not have, would not be enough to resolve

this problem. The income level to which a medically needy person

must "spend down" is 133% of the AFDC standard for a unit of one;

in New Jersey this would equal $165 in monthly income. Evidence

from other states has shown that this "spend down" income standard

is so low that persons must have crushing health costs in order

to become eligible for Medicaid. Rather than suffer a sharp drop

to a subsistence level standard of living, they may choose to

enter a nursing home, where they are at least guaranteed adequate

food and shelter.

To equalize the institutional/comunity eligib-ility staJndards 2nd

to remove Medicaid's unintended bias toward institutionalization,

we propose the following:

For persons medically determined to require institutional care,

Medicaid eligibility for home health services (or medical day care)

should be made equivalent to the institutional eligibility ceiling

of t,568 oer month. Once determined eligible, the person would pay

a certain percent of his income toward the cost of his home health

services. Persons should be permitted to choose the community care

over the institutional option as long as the cost of community care

is less than the net cost of institutional care. This provision

would prevent utilization of home health services in situations

where nursing home care would be more efficient. A reasonable

argument could be made that, consistent with a social policy calling
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for maximum independence, we should be willing to pay for such home

based care even if it exceeds the cost of institutional care by

some acceptable amount (for example, no more than 125%). However,

this would compromise the cost containment aspect of our proposal.

In contrast to a spend -down program, this proposal would be

simpler to administer, and with an income based co-pay system,

it would better provide for an individual's normal costs of living.

while he is receiving home health services.

Our second proposal is that Federal financial participation in the

full rance of home care services for low income persons should be

provided through a single funding source, such as Medicaid.

A frequently cited barrier to utilization of home health services

as an alternative to institutionalization is fragmentation of

funding sources and providers. The medical orientation of Title XIX

home health services precludes maintenance of the individual in

the community without supplementary social and personal services

derived from other sources. Fragmentation of funding tends to

foster fragmentation at the point of service delivery. For example,

a typical Title XIX home health recipient might receive medical

services from a home health agency, homemaker services from a

Title XX contractor, and nutritional services through a

Meals-on-Wheels program. If any of these services is disrupted,

the entire plan of hooe treatment is often jeopardized.
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In instances where home care is equally or less expensive than

institutional care, the reluctance to expand Medicaid reimbursement

to nonmedical services necessary for the implementation of the

medical treatment plan is shortsighted. In the institutional

setting, items such as housekeeping, meals, and personal care are

part of the per diem cost that is Medicaid reimbursed. If parity

between home care and institutional care is to be created, such

services must be reimbursed when the recipient is not able to pay

for or provide them himself.

As for the current fragmentation of service providers, a single

source of reimbursement could encourage existing home health

agencies to provide a more comprehensive package of services or to

coordinate other providers and ensure that all necessary services

are supplied.

We believe that increased utilization of home health services under

Medicaid is dependent upon the availability of a full range of

support services. If such reimbursement is not made available

on an income related basis to individuals in their own homes, the

result is often more expensive institutional care at a higher

public cost.

S U MM ARY

The two proposals that we have outlined here are expanded Medicaid

eligibility for community care of persons otherwise needing

institutionalization, and reimbursement for a broader range of
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services under one funding stream. These proposals comprise a

logical expansion of the existing Medicaid Program. The current

system encourages institutional care even when less expensive home

care is a viable option. Our two recommendations are designed

to overcome this perverse incentive and to foster a more rational

system of long term care.

Over the long run, increased home health services for all elderly

and disabled persons through Medicare is a desirable national goal.

However, we recognize that there are many unanswered questions -

particularly in regard to cost - that currently prohibit such a

large scale change in the Medicare program. Therefore, as an

intermediate step, we are advocating the expansion of home health

services to persons otherwise requiring Medicaid institutional care

and in situations where the cost of home care is roughly equivalent

to or cheaper than institutional care. Increased home health

services in this context will alter Medicaid's current bias toward

institutionalization, and at the same time, will provide further

data that may help us effectively plan for the provision of such

services on a universal basis.
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The CHAIRMAN. Is that another way of saying we want to make
every opportunity available for people to not have to go to institu-
tional care?

Mr. Russo. Most definitely. We need institutional care. There is
no question about it. But we need, probably more at this time,
more of the other alternatives in the community.

There was some testimony given earlier by, I believe, Dr. Fox in
reference to the nursing homes and the number of persons in
nursing homes who might not have to be there. We know in New
Jersey that there are people in nursing homes who don't have to be
there.

We had an independent study made, and we found that people
are in nursing homes who probably should not be there, who
should be living in the community. The problem is that support
services are not available in the community, so they are in a
nursing home.

And when you get a gray area of a person, you are going to err
to benefit that person. If he can be cared for in a nursing home and
there is no other alternative, that individual will stay in the nurs-
ing home.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't we have some people in hospitals where it
is not really necessary for them to be in a hospital except that
there is a trigger for some of the provisions under medicare?

Mr. Russo. I don't really think there are people in hospitals.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought there were admissions that were for

that purpose, to start the medicare clock running after discharge
from the hospital.

Mr. Russo. There are people in hospitals because of the 3-day
hospital limitation under the medicare program, but my under-
standing is that the reconciliation bill before the Congress has a
clause in there to eliminate that.

I don't know whether that is still in there or what the status of it
is, but at one time it was in there. Other than the 3-day medicare
provision, there are a lot of people in hospitals that require long-
term care, not because they have been placed there specifically to
provide long-term care but because the alternates to get them out
of the hospital were not available.

There are not direct admissions for long-term care purposes.
Dr. VLADECK. If I may pursue that one more moment, Senator,

we, as Tom knows, had quite a bit of controversy in this over the
last several years in terms of the reimbursement to hospitals for
patients awaiting nursing home placement.

As we have begun to try to resolve that and thought that was
one problem solved, we have begun to regularly hear from the
hospitals about the patients who no longer belong in the hospitals
who have been told so; certified by PSRO's as no longer needing
acute care, who the PSRO's had not certified for skilled or interme-
diate care but who can't be sent home without some combination of
home health services.

And those people are in the hospitals, particularly in urban
areas in considerable numbers.

Mr. Russo. One of the biggest problems that we face, and this
has been discussed earlier in the other testimony, is the eligibility
issue.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did you have a statement for our record, by the
way?

Mr. Russo. Yes; I do.
The CHAIRMAN. We will include that.
Mr. Russo. The eligibility issue, for those States that do not have

a medical need program, they charge to H.R. 6194, the Medicaid
Community Care Act of 1980, attempting to address that issue.

But it is a burning issue. We are talking about alternate care
and we are talking about expanding home health care, and medical
day care, and all of the other services that are available in the
community under the current definitions of the medicaid program.

The biggest barrier is the eligibility standard and we have to
address that issue. If we don't address that issue we are going to
have people living in the community who are not going to get
services under the medicaid program. There is no question about it.

We have got to close the gap between the community eligibility
cap and the institutional eligibility cap, and if we don't do that we
are still going to continue to drive people to institutions because we
are going to pay for them in the institutions.

But they are living at home and their income is below a certain
standard and there is a large discrepancy of nearly $500 between
institutional and the community cap. We are not going to be able
to provide these services.

The CHAIRMAN. This is one of the things that you feel should be
addressed now?

Mr. Russo. This should be addressed as soon as we can address
it.

The CHAIRMAN. The program that we would legislate through
the bill, S. 2809 is to be demonstrated over a period of 3 years. In
other words, experience of 3 years before a final national program
is designed.

The things you suggest seem to be those that could be met within
the demonstration period.

Mr. Russo. This should be addressed at the present time because
as of today an individual making-I am talking about an individu-
al, not a family situation-who has an income of less than $714 can
receive care in the nursing home and medicaid will pay the full
cost of that care.

However, that same individual, if he were living in the communi-
ty and his income exceeded $261, would not be eligible for medicaid
services. We are pushing people, basically, into nursing homes for
care.

The CHAIRMAN. You kSow, the PAIS, the preadmission screen-
ing and assessment teams, under the bill, we created them for the
purpose of screening, assessing and establishing a plan of care
prior to any person receiving benefits under title XXI.

They would be designated by each State and may be any one of
the following entities: local, city-or county health departments.
What you are suggesting, Freeholder Sigmund, is a possibility, or
you suggested a mandate specifically for county governments?

Freeholder SIGMUND. Senator, I never presume to dictate a man-
date of that magnitude. I am suggesting that the experience
countrywide right now seems to reflect that of New Jersey, and
that is, willy-nilly, because the county government in the United
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States is the only regional government de facto in the United
States.

People talk regionalism, eat it and sleep it, and all the rest of it.
But the only de facto regional government that exists in the
United States is the county government.

Because of a series of factors, and because the welfare system is
run out of the counties and all sorts of other factors, the county
becomes the focus of a lot of these problems.

I was just suggesting that if you were talking about some sort of
coordinating mechanism, that you do not create another Federal
bureaucracy, that you use this already-existing regional govern-
ment that already has a lot of these problems falling on its shoul-
ders as the ongoing organizing mechanism throughout the country
perhaps with the State Department of Health overlooking it, or
whatever.

I came today to tell you about what we find in Mercer County,
and I know that we find in the counties across the State in our
extension discussions I have had with NACO personnel, et cetera,
across the country and a lot of the solutions are those that have
already been obviously suggested earlier today both at this panel
and earlier on for alternatives, et cetera, that could be implement-
ed right n..v.

But- I know that in our county we are ready and willing to
implement right now but that we have the problem both of eligibil-
ity criteria and of funding to face rather than that of organization
to face. We are ready and willing to be able to organize the solu-
tions. We don't have the funding and we have the problem about
eligibility.

The CHAIRMAN. Tell us about Mercer County and how you do
bring together, in an orderly way, a response to the services. Do
people have to shop around Mercer or is there a central place for
people to tie in and know what services are available?

Freeholder SIGMUND. There is not, as yet, a central place. We
run the nursing home that is effectively the only medicaid facility
in the county because, as you know, private nursing homes are
reluctant at best and recalcitrant at worst about accepting medic-
aid patients.

So, in effect, we run the medicaid facility in the county. The
problem that was just described about the hospitals in the county
running to us and saying, "Look, we have all these people here
who shouldn't be here. You take them at Donnelly Hospital." It
happens every day. We can't do it. We can't absorb them.

So, what do you do? You either expand the Donnelly Hospitals of
this country-that is, the county nursing homes of this country-
that are, in effect, the only medicaid facilities ad infinitum, or you
go to some sort of intermediate solutions.

We have in the county a human services department that would
be able to act as a coordinator. We, of course, have the county
welfare department, as every county in the United States does,
that can act as a piece of that puzzle.

It can be done on the county level. And the problems come from
the county. They come from the municipalities. There are several
wonderful people out here right now from Mercer County who, for
instance, are very much involved in the various social service
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delivery systems, particularly those that have to do with caring for
the infirm elderly, the less infirm elderly and they tend to come to
the county for extra funding for those programs.

As I say, it is becoming more and more the focal point for all
these levels of government, all the levels of the private social
service agencies, the hospitals themselves to turn to in order to try
to resolve and to coordinate these problems.

I am just arguing that that is probably a good idea. We had, for
instance, a request that we are still trying to work out. Here is one
of the alternatives that we are trying to get going and that is to
fund, through the county, some $62,000 worth of contribution
toward this congregate or assisted living concept.

With the $62,000 that we would have to spend as part of the pot
for the congregate living, we could take care of only four people a
year at Donnelly Hospital on the county taxpayer's dollar. We can
take care of 40 people a year in the congregate or assisted living
situation on the county taxpayer's dollar.

It is that kind of a solution that we are eager and willing to work
on.

Family day care centers. We have a proposal from a group in the
county that would like to run family day care centers for senior
citizens, as some people do on a licensed basis for children. We
don't have enough funding under any of the Older Americans Act
titles to really fund that on a proper basis.

But, of course, there is another solution that is an intermediate
solution. Sending people and more money to the existing day care
centers or resource centers in senior citizen projects. I know one
person in the audience right here today who does that. She has a
terrible time having that program survive.

That is the kind of thing that if it does survive and if it does
flourish, keeps people in a senior citizen project for much longer
than they would be able to ordinarily. It is those kinds of solutions
that I think county governments can deal with very effectively.

The CHAIRMAN. And, of course, those specifics are included
within the Senate bill that we have been addressing.

Freeholder SIGMUND. I know what the alternatives are. All I am
suggesting is the organizing mechanism.

The CHAIRMAN. That congregate response, that is the most dra-
matic-$62,000, and that would be--

Freeholder SIGMUND. Because you can mix it in with HUD funds
and section 8 funds under the U.S. Housing Act and all sorts of
other things. $62,000 is what it would take to take care of four
people at Donnelly Hospital in a year. Again, that is $62,000 of
county taxpayer money. That is not all the third party reimburse-
ment money that we get for those same four people at Donnelly. In
other words, it costs more than that to take care of those people at
Donnelly.

But, of the county property taxpayer dollar that has to go into
that mix, $62,000 that we spend at the congregate living facility
takes care of 40 people as opposed to four people at Donnelly.

The CHAIRMAN. Congregate housing legislation is something I
have worked on a long time to try to have this congregate re-
sponse; some of the chores, some of the needs taken care of to keep
people in a home setting.
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In what community are you going to reach people with the
congregate idea?

Freeholder SIGMUND. In Trenton right now.
The CHAIRMAN. In a public housing project?
Freeholder SIGMUND. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It is certainly the easiest. There you have the

community.
Freeholder SIGMUND. This is actually run through the Lutheran

Church, but it is on a nonprofit basis. They are eligible for all the
funding that a public housing project would be eligible for. I would
suggest that you do expand the category, eligible under existing
programs, to include nonprofit housing as well as regular public
housing.

The CHAIRMAN. And even beyond, as a matter of fact.
Freeholder SIGMUND. You used to call it apartment hotels, and it

was fancy.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a section 202 project?
Dr. VLADECK. Yes, it is.
If I could just say something about the 202 congregate housing

experience, that is one of the cases where we seem to have a public
program that nobody can argue with because it works so well.

The only concern I would have is, given construction costs these
days and budget problems these days, the question of getting simi-
lar services into existing dwellings, regardless of ownership. There
have been experiments in New York State and other States with
what they call enriched housing, which is simply renting or pur-
chasing a block of existing apartments and then providing the
same kinds of services as you do in new 202 with congregate
housing developments and a section 8 subsidy.

The problem, of course, is that the Federal subsidies at the
moment tend to be limited to federally supported housing and I
would very strongly urge consideration of expansion of Older
Americans Act or other support for congregate services, not only
202 projects but existing nonpublic housing as well.

The CHAIRMAN. I agree with you completely, but you know the
problems we had this year starting the year with no budget request
for congregate housing and then having to battle for $10 million
for the whole country, and getting it into the appropriations. But I
agree with you.

Freeholder SIGMUND. If our statistics are right, just think of the
multiplication out of that $10 million, if you are doing it versus a
nursing home expansion.

The CHAIRMAN. Exactly.
Yes, Mr. Russo.
Mr. Russo. Senator, if I may, I would like to address the 12 long-

term care channeling projects that have been approved by the
Health Care Financing Administration to review the study meth-
ods of improving community health care.

I would like to address this because they are demonstration
projects. I think we should consider some of the problems that we
have had in the past with demonstration projects. We have hun-
dreds of demonstration projects in this country funded by the var-
ious sources.

73-607 0-81--6
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They exist for 2, 3, 4 years, whatever the duration of the project
is. Many of them prove to be very successful, very effective, cost
effective, good from the program standpoint, but then, when the
demonstration expires two things happen: The funding source ex-
pires and no one has the funds to pick up the project and continue
with it, so they die; the other problem is that most of the demon-
stration projects are given under some sort of a waiver provision
and that once the demonstration ends, that waiver also terminates
and then you go back to your old rules in the game and the old
rules of the game don't permit you to carry on the project even if
you have the funding to do so.

So I think that is something that very seriously has to be looked
at. I think there is not much sense in providing moneys and
initiatives for demonstration if the outlook for continuing them
when they prove good, successful, and cost effective doesn't really
exist.

And I am fearful that the same thing may happen with these 12
long-term care channeling projects.

Dr. VLADECK. If J may say one thing further about both the
channeling projects and the proposal in your bill, S. 2809. In my
own view, and I realize it is not entirely shared, there is no great
mystery. There is no great magic involved in establishing some-
thing like the PAT agencies described in your bill.

There is a lot of unease because we haven't done it before and,
therefore, in the current climate, let's do it on a demonstration
basis rather than enacting a statute. But every statute, in a
sense-particularly these days-is in a sense a demonstration. Con-
gress can always undo what it has done.

I think a lot of people who are in the business of providing
services are a little battle scarred by the history of federally sup-
ported demonstrations. And if people think something is a good
idea we ought to go do it and if it turns out not to be a good idea
we can undo it.

I would share very strongly Mr. Russo's sense that to the extent
that we call things demonstrations because we are afraid they
don't work, they might not work, the cost of calling it a demonstra-
tion may be greater than the advantages. If it doesn't work and it
is not a demonstration you can still stop doing it.

I feel that way about the channeling projects and I feel that way
about-although I don't agree with everything in S. 2809, with the
basic thrust of it. If it makes sense to do this, let's do it and let's do
it in a number of places.

ITe CHAIRMAN. Does S. 2809 to you mean no diminution ofFederal money support but a reorganization of the delivery mecha-
nism? I would think that there is no question that if this is success-
ful-we had some testimony before you were here that if we suc-
ceed with this approach it will not mean a net reduction of Federal
expenditures and the reason is, more people will be served, which
is fine, but in a different way.

Freeholder SIGMUND. But more people will be served.
The CHAIRMAN. And remaining home, the less expensive way, so

we will be meeting more human needs.
Dr. VLADECK. Senator, public expenditures for nursing home care

have been growing at a compounded annual rate of 15 to 18 per-
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cent for the last number of years and everyone projects they will
continue to grow at least as fast.

We are going to be spending more money on the care of the frail
elderly one way or the other. If we are going to be spending more
money let's spend it better.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the point, absolutely. And reaching more.
I think it is implicit, but you better say that.

Dr. VLADECK. I will be happy to say that as well-spending it
better for more people.

Freeholder SIGMUND. To pick up on this particular point, of
course the demonstration project mentality is the thing that does
do in a lot of good programs and I think, unfortunately, it has been
responsible for a lot of the attitudes that we have in the United
States that these social programs don't work; why do we keep
spending money on them?

The problem is that ironically the ones that do work are the ones
that go out of business. We have demonstrated they work and then
they don't get funded anymore. This kind of an approach to a
program that takes care of the infirm elderly, something that all of
us are going to have to face either in our own lives or in the lives
of our family members at one point or another, is probably the best
place to start changing that demonstration mentality because
people are more willing to spend money on a long-term permanent
basis on this particular social problem than almost any other be-
cause it hits us all, as long as the criteria are not too limited.

I think another mistake that we have made in this country on a
continuing basis is to assume that the only people who should be
helped by social programs are those who are at a low economic
level. I think that that has also created enormous resentment
about social programs in the United States.

It is either all or nothing. Once you reach the cutoff level you
are literally cut off from those services. Again, if we could build
into all of these kinds of services for the infirm elderly a sliding
scale approach, one that says families that can help should help,
but we are not going to cut them off at the point at which they
make x number of dollars; we are going to continue to help them.

All of this will add not only immeasurably to the solution of this
problem but will help the American public to understand what it is
that government at all levels are trying to do about taking care of
social needs.

I would like to, if I might, tell one story that has to do with what
I have discovered as gaps in the present system that I think can be
addressed more simply than a whole new approach. And this
doesn't have to do with the care of the infirm elderly but simply
the whole question of home health care.

In late 1978, the very young-at that time 19- or 20-year-old
daughter of two of our county employees in Mercer County con-
tracted a very, very rare viral neurological disease. It turned out to
be terminal and absolutely past any remedy. They could do nothing
for it at any stage of the disease. You simply have to watch the
person deteriorate and die.

After 3 months of being in the hospital the team met-whatever
those initials are-took over and they told the parents since it is a
terminal illness and they needed the bed she had to go home. So
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they took her home and they paid for nursing care at home with
what was left of their major medical policy after paying off all the
hospital bills.

And, of course, that money soon became depleted. At that point,
because both of the parents had been long-term county employees,
another county employee came to me and told me about this plight.

I then told the father about the SSI program and the fact that
she would be eligible, because she was permanently and totally
disabled, for SSI benefits and that that would trigger some sort of
medicaid help, whatever was available for medicaid help for home
health care.

The amazing thing about this part of the story is that nobody at
the hospital at the time of the discharge of that girl had told the
parents about that. It was pure happenstance that they ever found
out that she was eligible for medicaid at all through the SSI
mechanism.

There is a gap in the system obviously that needs to be filled and
could be filled immediately. You don't need any new legislation to
have people in hospitals tell people what their rights are, and what
they should be looking at that already exists out in the system.

Then, they found out because the child was so young, that she
could only get $164 a month from the SSI benefits but, of course, it
did trigger the medicaid mechanism.

What they have been able to get from medicaid though is some-
thing that puts them and, I imagine, everybody else into a Catch-22
situation, and probably some of this has already been discussed,
but let me tell it from the point of view of these people.

They are allowed aides. They are not allowed skilled nurses to
come into the home under medicaid. The aides are allowed to bathe
the girl, to turn her over and to straighten the room, but in this
case they can't even feed her because feeding is accomplished
through a nasal gastric tube and these aides are not allowed to use
that tube, nor can they touch the catheter or the suction machine
that is needed to keep her clear enough to breath.

Therefore, the mother kept trying to work, would have to return
home to keep performing these functions that the aides were not
allowed to perform because medicaid will not pay for a licensed
practical nurse or an RN to come and provide home health care.

It kept getting more and more complicated. For a while the
mother quit her job. Then, of course, the economic situation got
worse because she wasn't working. Then she went back to work
and she is caught in the syndrome again of having to return every
couple of hours in order to suction out tne cnild or to feed her, all
these functions that simply are not allowed under the medicaid
program, again, something that could be just expanded now.

So the other big problem that this family finds is that doctors are
not allowed to come under medicaid home health, to the home but
you can get an ambulance, put the patient in the ambulance, take
the patient in the ambulance to the doctor and medicaid will pay
the fee for the ambulance and the doctor, but you can't do it the
other way around. You can't have the doctor come to the patient.

And, of course, in a situation like that, that is practically an
impossibility plus about three times more expensive than if the
doctor would come to the house. Those are a few of the kinds of
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gaps that could be covered right now, allowing LPN's or some sort
of skilled nursing or better trained aides, who would be allowed to
perform these functions to be covered by medicaid allowing some
sort of sliding scale perhaps or RN care itself because, of course,
these people even now have to pay for somebody to take care of the
child from 11 o'clock at night until the morning time so that they
can get some sleep to be able to go to work the next day.

And it should allow for the doctors to visit at the home as well as
taking them out of the home. Those are some of the suggestions
that I would have to correct the system right now.

The CHAIRMAN. Did I ask about training people for the compre-
hensive response within the home and home health care and these
ancillary chores really?

Freeholder SIGMUND. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there people? Is this an occupation that has

any attraction or is it possible to find people to do these home
health care jobs?

Mr. Russo. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In going the next step, and I know it would be

very difficult to go to the simple health procedures that are barred
now that you just described.

Freeholder SIGMUND. If the mother can be trained and the father
can be trained to do it why can't the home health aides be trained
to do it?

Mr. Russo. I think, if I may, Senator, the description or example,
without getting into the technical accuracies of the statements on
medicaid eligibility, simply points out the issue discussed earlier,
and that is the fragmentation and the definitions of when medical
care is medical care and social care is social care and this real gray
area that we get into.

And I think it was highlighted by Barbara's example, although I
am not sure of the technical accuracy of what medicaid will cover
and will not cover. I don't think it is necessary to go into that at
all, but I think it highlights the issue before us and that is the
fragmentation of the services.

And once you reach a certain definition medical care falls off
and you pick up social care or personal care and one can't do the
other, and that is the whole thrust of getting one funding source
and one administrative source to take care of some of these areas.

Freeholder SIGMUND. Senator, by the way, this family did offer
their home to any member of the staff who would like to come and
see this particular situation as an example of what families do go
through and the kind of help that they think they would need.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that this is not federally hard and
fast in some of these areas. States can come in and have some
ability under the law to make commonsense adjustments here. Is
that what you are telling me, Mr. Russo? Do you understand your
State authority to be such that some of these road blocks can be
removed at the State level?

Dr. VLADECK. Tom may want to respond to that. Basically, yes,
although it is only partially within the State's legal jurisdiction.
There is no question under title XX, or even under medicaid, you
can cover a broader range of services and you can define what you
pay for.
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But, to ask us to get into the issues of the appropriate profession-
al accreditation for a mix of services that may come under the
coverage of a Nurse Practice Act, or so forth, is perhaps something
that State governments should have the courage to approach more
systematically but is fraught with perils of one kind or another.

The CHAIRMAN. This would have to-and maybe we are getting,
not afield but perhaps within our time limitations too far afield-
be some professional training that could bridge this whole range.

I wonder if in Mercer Community College anybody is structuring
something that could be acceptable within the professional commu-
nity. Why couldn't there be this extension of the nurse's aide idea?

Freeholder SIGMUND. If anybody out there who is muttering
knows anything differently so that I could help this couple, please
tell me, but for 2 years they have been going through this and
these are the regulations that have been enunciated to them by
every authority in the State of New Jersey.

The CHAIRMAN. Now we are decreasing our need for school
teachers, but it seems to me we are increasing our need for service
people. It should be, I would think, promising for those who like to
feel themselves of importance to others to get into some of these
activities, and I would think the community colleges would be a
good place to have this as a part of their curriculum.

Now, what have we missed here? We are well beyond the time
that I promised everybody we would have here this afternoon. Can
we go down the line with conclusions?

Mr. Russo. I would like to make a suggestion that in reference to
an earlier statement I made of the need for some national policy or
guidelines and not simply various caps from time to time to fill
gaps and provide the services and still fragment the system, that
some possibility be given to a kind of White House conference on
health or home health care.

We have a White House Conference on Aging. We have one in
the area of youth. To my knowledge, we have not had anything in
this area of home health care, or the health area and possibly it
might be beneficial if something of that type might be considered.

The CHAIRMAN. That might be something worthy of tomorrow's
gathering here, too. Are you going to be here tomorrow?

Mr. Russo. I will be here tomorrow.
The CHAIRMAN. Good.
Dr. VLADECK. Senator, in conversations I have had with congres-

sional staff people and health and human services people relative
to your bill, to the Waxman-Pepper bill, to others, the constant
response we get is that we are in a time of increasing perceived
budgetary problems and everyone is very reluctant to take a budge-
tary risk; that maybe if we expand eligibility for home health
services instead of substituting for nursing home services it might
cost us an extra billion dollars a year or $2 billion dollars a year
that we don't have.

I would suggest, and I have made the argument and would like it
to be on the record of today's proceedings, that if we do nothing we
are taking an enormous risk. In fact, if we do nothing instead 1/Y4
million people in nursing homes at $15,000 a year now, by the end
of the century we are going to have 2/2 million people in nursing
homes.
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We are still going to have waiting lists. We are still going to
have people inadequately served. We are going to be spending
three times or four times as much. There already are entitlements
for institutional services, and they are going to eat up all our
dollars unless we start to channel people away from them toward
services that they would rather have.

If that means in the short term some budgetary risk, I think it is
a risk well worth making because Federal nursing home expendi-
tures are now growing at the rate on the order of $1 billion a year.

That is just going to compound forever into the future unless we
start to turn things around.

Freeholder SIGMUND. A White House conference was suggested
by Mr. Russo. I would be happy to offer a courthouse conference
and get together with some more of the county officials, at least in
this State, and discuss your bill and come back with recommenda-
tions from the county.

I do want to say that I saw something on television last night
that there are going to be something like 50 million strong people
55 or over within the next 10 years, so I think that we don't have
to worry about political support for these programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Excellent. We would like to have the opportunity
to send you some written questions, as Senator Bradley mentioned
earlier, and I think we might, too.

Finally, are there any statements from those who were here
today and as part of this hearing you want to include in our record
that have not been included?

Ms. WINIFRED LIVENGOOD. I just want to say thank you very
much, Senator, for convening this very wonderful and first historic
hearing in New Jersey on home health legislation. We really ap-
preciate, from the industry and, most of all, from the patients who
we serve who are currently not really getting a fair deal. So, we
thank you very much for coming. [Applause.]

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for all you have done through the
year to develop the full program, and this has been so helpful to
us. Thank you.

Ms. WINIFRED LIVENGOOD. You have helped us out in leading the
Congress down there. It wouldn't have gotten as far as it has, and
we thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you all.
At this point I order printed all statements of those who could

not attend and other pertinent material submitted for the record
including the text of health care conference to be held tomorrow.

[The material referred to follows:]
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Ms. Letitia Chambers
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Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20201

Dear Ms. Chambers:

It was good to chat with you at ETS on the 24th. We appreciated the
real involvement of the various Congressional staff members.

Pursuant to our conversation, I am enclosing a statement on behalf of
ARC/NJ for inclusion in the record of the hearings of November 23-24.

Thank you for this accommodation.

Sincerely,

Elteth M. Boggs, Ph.D.
Chairman,?
Committee on Governmental Affairs
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ONoninstitutional Lang Term Care Services

for the Elderly and Disabled Act.

(S. 2809 96th Congress 2nd Session)

We of the Association for Retarded Citizens in New Jersey Join with others in

taking pride in the active role being played by both our U. S. Senators in furthering

legislation to assist citizens of any age who may have physical or mental impairments

to remain in their homes and communities. We welcome the forward thrust represented

by S. 2809, sponsored by both Senators Williams and Bradley. We affirm our convic-

tion that current efforts in this state and elsewhere to provide community based

living arrangements and services for persons formerly residing in state institutions

or nursing homes must have a stable funding base and must result in a credible, re-

liable, system of supports for vulnerable persons in the community lest persons

deinstitutionalized find themselves in conditions more deplorable than those they

were experiencing in the secure if sometimes barren environments of the larger and

more segregated facilities.

It is our understanding that it is the intent of the bill to provide for all

types of persons who qualify as disabled under the Social Security Act and who ba*

been institutionalized or who might be at risk of institutionalization. This

adults of working age as well an older persons, and even includes children with

comparable disabilities. The needs of such persons will vary with current age, with

age at onset, and with the type and degree of specific functional impairments.

There are approximately 300,000 persons with identifiable mental retardation

receiving SSI benefits, and about 250,000 receiving adult disabled child's benefits

(cont'd)
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umder Title II. Allowing for dual benefits these two programs account for at least

400,000 persons of whom perhaps 100,000 are in some type of institution.

The Social Security definition of disability implies a dpgree of severity of

the disabling condition such that it can be safely said that almost any eligible

person whose primary disability is mental retardation must be considered at risk of

admission to an institution if he or she were to be left without economic and social

supports.

The two income maintenance programs within the Social Security Act (Title XVI

and Title II) do supply basic income to cover food and lodging under favorable cir-

cumstances for persons that have no other income. Their complementary health care

payment components (Titles XIX and XVIII) do not adequately cover health care needs

of those with chronic disabling conditions, however. Moreover, as a number of

demonstration projects have already shown, many of the needs experienced by such

persons are not medical but social and instrumental. Many of these latter needs

can be met in principle under Title XI but, with the "capping" of appropriations

under that Title, the availability of chore serviced, housekeeping assistance, home

maintenance, shopping, transportation and the like for senior citizens and the non-

elderly disabled are, de facto, very limited.

Furthermore, where disability includes a mental impairment, there can arise a

range of needs not adequately encompassed under the usual definitions of "home

health' or nhomemaker-home health aide'. There remains a need for psychosocial

counseling, guidance, advocacy, case management, social supervision, and, on

occasion, protective intervention which are not adequately delineated or apparently

contemplated under the text of S. 2809 as introduced.

Such needs are not limited to the mentally retarded. Indeed recent surveys

indicate that in nursing homes most of which cater to the elderly at least two

(cont'd)
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thirds of the patients have significant mental impairments, mostly of a benevolent

kind. Like the majority of severely retarded persons, they do not represent a threat

to the well being of others, but are at risk of harm to themselves as a result of

their own lack of capacity to protect themselves and their own interest.

We are also concerned that S. 2809 will not permit benefits to flow to disabled

persons whose income slightly exceeds the limits for SSI, but who lack eligibility

for a higher social security benefit. In New Jersey, where there is no medical

indigency component to medicaid, this would impose a particular hardship on disabled

persons with incomes in the range of 6250 to $700 per month. Such persons are not,

under present rules, eligible for medicaid payments except to cover the total cost

of board, maintenance, social services, personal care, personal needs and medical

care to the extent that these costs exceed their available income. These same

persons cannot, however, put together a less costly package of home or community

based care where the combined costs exceed their actual income.

We note, furthermore, that S. 2809 contemplates co-payments from persons who

are receiving SSI or have equivalent income. Since the SSI level is calculated to

provide only a minimally adequate level of subsistence without significant budgeting

for the services of others, it seems inappropriate to insist on co-payments at these

levels.

Finally, we have some real reservations about the structure of a Title mII

which depends on (a) depleting other Titles and (b) an authority to draw on general

revenues but without any entitlement.

(cont'd)
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In Summary

1. We applaud the stated purposes of the bill.

2. We believe the provisions are inadequate to achieve the purposes and hence to

meet the expectations stated:

(a) The covered services do not include sufficient attention to social and

instrumental needs, including supervision for persons with impaired social

competence.

We recommend coverage for social and instrumental services including

psychosocial counseling, social supervision and protective services.

(b) The bill discriminates against disabled persons with low incomes (above

SSI level) who, for one reason or another, do not currently qualify for

Title II benefits.

(c) For persons in t'h income rangs of $250 to $7-0 a sonth the bill fails to

provide equal access to comparable services for persons in community

situations as compared to persons in medicaid certified institutions for

the retarded or child psychiatric units.

3. We advocate eligibility for persons meeting the disability tests who may have

income above SSI but below 3 x SS1.

4. We consider the co-payment requirement for persons at or below the SSI level

(federal level of $238 per month) unreasonable.

5. We have the grave reservations about massive mandatory rechanneling of funding

.currently delivered under Titles XIX and X.
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Submitted for the record in connection with the November 23, 1980,
joint hearing of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources
and the Senate Special Committee on Aging held in Princeton, NJ

Submitted by Eileen C. Murray, Director, Medical Personnel Pool,
of Saddlebrook, New Jersey

As we all know, the costs of hospital-based care have
increased at a very rapid rate in recent years. Similarly,
long-term care expenditures for those in nursing homes are on
the rise, consuming more and more private and public dollars.
These budgetary facts have led to a heightened interest in
noninstitutional home care, such as home health care, which I
know both Senator Bradley and Senator Williams share.

Because monies for providing home-based care are scarce,
there is great concern in seeing the Medicare and Medicaid
services delivered efficiently and at a reasonable cost. For
that reason, I felt that you might be interested in looking
carefully at a working solution. This is an alternative to the
sometimes polarized positions taken by non-profit and proprietary
agencies.

We are a proprietary agency, interested in achieving
the best standards of service to the people entitled to
Medicare assistance. We feel strongly that such legis-
lation should not proceed from the assumption that the
best interests of the patients and government are inimical
to those of proprietary agencies. Indeed, as Director of
Medical Personnel Pool for over ten years, I believe that
private agencies can make the program more economical and
efficient and thus provide a tremendous service to every-
one involved when - and this is an important proviso -
they work in conjunction with and under the auspices of
non-profit home health care providers.

Let me illustrate this alternate point of view by
briefly describing how the program works in the Bergen-
Passaic area. The non-profit agencies in this area are
responsible for evaluating each patient's needs and legal
rights to Medicare benefits. In addition, they provide all
councelling, check constantly the service being provided
by the subcontracting proprietary agencies, provide all
sophisticated care, i.e., visiting nurses, physio-thera-
pists and confirm that the state requirements, such as
weekly narratives, are carried out.
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In instances where non-profit agencies give StateCertification classes and assign these aides, we are avery necessary adjunct to their rosters. In the past,before proprietary agencies were used, there was a hugegap between those patients who qualified for Medicareand those fortunate enough to receive care. Today, ifa patient involved needs Medicare assistance and isevaluated and approved, when the non-profit has no one tosend it calls upon the proprietary and refers the caseto it. All decisions regarding length, kind of cover-age and evaluation of aides are made by the non-profitprovider. The advantages of a system such as this areas follows:

1. Neither the non-profit agency nor the
proprietary agency has vertical control.
There is a dynamic tension which keeps
everybody honest. The non-profit agency
has total discretionary power; may deal
(or not deal) with a proprietary agency
as it sees fit. This creates a compe-
tition among the proprietary agencies
and motivates them to keep efficiency
and service at a high level and costs
competitively reasonable.

2. All expenses involved in training aides
including advertising, classroom space,
manuals and equipment, faculty salaries,
office salaries, continuing in-service
programs and many others are assumed
100% by the proprietary agencies. This
necessitates large volume in order to
meet such investments and expenses and
still make a fair profit. Since the non-
profits operate like comparison shoppers,
the rate charged is kept stable.

3. If a proprietary agency provides a Certi-fied Home Health Aide, careful adherence
to the rules and regulations set forth
by the non-profit agency is a must.
This includes confirmation of a tine test
and a physical examination. After the
aide is placed, weekly narratives are
submitted, signed by the Registered Nurse
from the non-profit agency. Ineptitude,
personality problems or insensitivity
are not tolerated. Because most aides
are in the nursing field for a relatively
short period of time it is mandatory that
they spend the first few months or so
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under constant surveillance by the non-pro-
fit agency. As partners each must perform on
a high level if they are to get along. Each,
also in effect, polices the other. This may
sound like strong language, but the real dan-
ger lies in the autonomy inherent in the systems
being opted for by the non-profit agencies and
those proprietaries seeking licensure.

4. Checks and balances are imperative if careless-
ness, loose supervision or price gouging are
to be avoided. Such inclinations are implicitly
inhibited by a system such as we feel we employ
harmoniously in Bergen and Passaic Counties.
At the risk of being repetitive, the non-profit
agencies have the buying power and the rate is
kept stable due to the competition among the
private agencies.

5. The rate which Medical Personnel Pool of Saddle
Brook, Inc., cIa d e iEare Tor home health
care is exactly the same as the rate charged to
1 7ivate patient. Thiere-isnot one pen
crease in rate simply because the overnment is
paying the bTIY. By llnfnik the Medicare rate
and the private rate, the government is spared
the possibility of excessive charges. (Such a
guideline wer it toebe made law would provide
a logical way of protecting the interests of
both the government and the private health care
agency.)

Now, I would like to address myself to the I
_ potential problems of fraud and abuse

and excessive costs among proprietary home health providers.
Obviousi' these same potential dangers exist within the non-
profit community. The lack of recognition anywhere in
your letter is disconcerting, In the many years prior to
the use of supplemental health care help from proprietaries,
the non-profit agencies were awarded grants and given many
incentives to care for deserving patients under Medicare
laws. Now, without grants or payment of any kind other
than those hours an aide actually works, the job is being
done and done well, with the help of proprietary agencies.

It would be very interesting to make a comparison
study of the results of methods of several years ago and
today's cohesive, partnership method, used in Bergen and
Passaic Counties. I must point out that this is the re-
sult of the excellent work being done by non-profit agencies
in a condition where they can pull from a labor force which
was not available to them in the past=
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In closing, let me commend the non-profit agencies in
our area. Medical Personnel Pool of Saddle Brook feels
privileged to work with honest and dedicated people such
as those at Community Nursing Service in Hackensack, Nursing
Service Incorporated in Ridgewood, Tri-Hospital in Passaic,
Passaic Valley Visiting Service in Little Falls, Visiting
Nurses of North Bergen in Mahwah, Englewood Public Health
in Englewood and Protective Services for the Frail Elderly
in Hackensack.

The people in these organizations work long the hard
to provide the best care possible to those who so desperate-
ly need it. I am proud of what these agencies have achieved
in the Bergen-Passaic area and equally proud to have helped.
We feel this system is a healthy alternative to unilateral
contrQl by either profit or non-profit agencies.

73-607 0-81-7
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A Statement of Policy of the iercer County Board of Freeholders

With Regard to

The Needs of the Infirm Elderly

The Board of Freeholders of Mercer County recognizes the urgent need
for compassionate care and adequate housing for the infirm elderly in our
community. The elderly cannot wait for a more favorable economic climate or
a better tax base; their need is now and it grows more acute every day. The
most desperate situation is that faced by the infirm elderly from low and
moderate income groups. Inflation has virtually destroyed their ability to
fulfill basic needs for food, shelter and medical attention. We recognize
also that these needs will be faced by increasingly large nirnbers of our
population, as spiralling costs put health care out of the reach of more
and more of our citizens.

No one group or governmental agency can address all the needs of the
elderly. It is the intent, however, of the Mercer Count), Board of Freeholders
to enunciate and, with the cooperation of this Administration, implement a
broad-based policy to address the desperate needs of those elderly who are
economically and physically unable to meet that need themselves. It was to
this need that President Barbara Sigmund, in her recent inaugural speech,
referred, as follows:

"This Freeholder Board knows that high on

the people's agenda for the 1980's in this county

are such items as the need for more Medicaid beds
and alternative ways of caring for our infirm aged."

Re-building Donnelly Hospital

oar first concern is to improve the quality and availability of long-
term health care for Medicaid-eligible elderly persons in Mercer County.
Donnelly Hospital, a county-operated facility, provides overwhelriingly the
largest number of Medicaid beds in Mercer County. There are currently 253
infirm, needy elderly on the waiting list for admission to Donnelly. Private,
long-term care facilities have been able to serve only a small fraction of
these elderly in need, because Medicaid reimbursement has not allowed for a
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sufficient economic return.

Donnelly Hospital is a very old facility, originally designed to care

for tubercular patients. Both physical structure and age naike the present

plant inadequate to provide long-term health care in a cost-efficient canner.

It is impossible to meet federal and state requirements and ensure m-axr.t.a.

Medicaid reimbursement, so that the expenditures of tax monies are kent at

a minimum, unless Donnelly is rebuilt.

A Certificate of Need was secured from the State Deoartnent of Health

in September, 1979, in order that a necessary long-range plan for Donnelly

could be prepared. The plan is to include a review of the programnatic and
financial feasibility of rebuilding the present facility, and expanding its

capacity, together with a study of the uses to which the present building

would be put. The consultant would also prepare the second Certificate of

Need required by the state to actually comnence re-building.

There can be no question that the continued operation of Donnelly

Hospital is vital to the people of Mercer County. The Board of Freeholders

and the Donnelly Hospital Board of Managers are strongly of the opinion,

reinforced by experts at the state and federal level, that Donnelly must be

rebuilt to meet present day standards of staffing and operation and to

provide the desirable level of patient care.

We, therefore, call upon the Administration to proceed without delay

to engage a consultant to prepare the study which will enable us to carry

out our expressed intent to rebuild Donnelly Hospital on its present grounds.

Twenty-five thousand dollars was put aside in the 1979 Capital Budget for

this purpose.

Alternatives to Institutionalization

A second area of immediate concern for this Board is the need to

develop alternatives to institutionalization for those elderly persons

who need help with the necessities of daily living, but who are not so

inf irn that they require long-term nursing care.a'v.- of these people,

Whose families are unable to care for them, have no place so go but a

nursing home at the present tine .As a result, nct c-Iy is an e

burden place- on the family or the taxpayer fcr expensive residential
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nursing care, but the elderly person becomes prematurely dependent and

often despondent when isolated from normal community living. Who among

us would choose the dependence of a nursing home if one could remain

independent with some help?

We, hereby commit ourselves to lend our support to viable alternatives

already underway in Mercer County and to continue to explore the feasibility

of new approaches being developed by experts in gerontology. These

include the following:

1. Providing a County grant to Lutheran Housing, Inc.

which will help provide Assistance with Daily

Living Services to 40 fragile elderly persons

presently on the Donnelly Hospital waiting list

or referred by the Mercer County Welfare Department

so that they may reside and be cared for at Luther

Arms, the new HUD-subsidized housing facility for

the elderly, located at Broad and Market Streets,

Trenton. This grant will permit Lutheran Housing

to care for 40 elderly persons for the same amount

of money ($62,000) that it would cost the County

to care for 4 of these persons at Donnelly for the

same period.

2. Conducting a study, included in our present Certifi-

cate of Need, of the uses to which the present Donnelly

building could be put to alleviate the tremendous

demand for Medicaid beds. Such alternatives would

include senior citizen day care and sheltered care

at the present Hamilton Township location. Senior

citizen day care would permit families who are able

to care for elderly family members in the evening

and on weekends to bring their loved ones to the

center in the murninig and take them huoe in the

evening. Persons tra-ned in gerontology would

engage these seniors in meaningful social activities
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2. Continued

suitable to their age and interests. The costs
for such a study are included in the 1979 Capital
Budget item of $25,000.

3. P'romoting another very promising alternative form
of care - Senior Citizen Family Day Care. This
would require the creation of a program, under
qualified auspices, which would identify and super-

vise homes to which the senior citizen could go
during the day while a relative is at work. Again,
these care takers would, be instructed in the field
of gerontology and visited regularly by the super-
vising agency to ensure optimum care of the elderly.
The County should set aside money in its 1980

Title 'a contingency fund for match money for this
program and should vigorously lobby the State
Department of Human Services to provide the necessary
Title EO monies.

4. Supporting the Princeton Senior Citizen Center
(for which the County obtained a federal renovation
grant in 1979) with a CETA worker to provide

continuity in day-time programming for seniors.

A multi-faceted program such as the one outlined above would provide
services to the aging population of the County who need and deserve such
services after a lifetime of useful and productive work in the community.
This approach would also provide financial and emotional relief to the
families of senior citizens who need some sort of support. This program would
aid the cause$ of humzan dignity by allowing the elderly infirm to live with
as much independence as possible, in an atmosphere of peace and safety. It
would have t.e advantage of costing less to the cc.-ounity than the multipli-
cation of full nursing home facilities, while prcviding for the
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kind of nursing care at a new Donnelly Hospital that those who need it richly
deserve.

The Mercer County Board of Freeholders urges the Merce: County Adminis-
tration to proceed with these initiatives for our senior citizens
immediately.
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BRAHNA TRAGER
HEALTH CARE CONSULTANT 415-488-9583

P.O. Box 93 Telephone SOfi
San Geronimo Of no answer call:
California 94963 9241144)

December 12, 1980

Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr.
U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and
Human Resources
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Williams:

Thank you for your kind letter concerning my participation in the

New Jersey conference on home health care.

Those of us who have been involved in the development of effective

home health resources have been aware of your commitment to these
services and we, as well as the consumers who are the ultimate
beneficiaries of the services,are deeply appreciative of the efforts

of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources and the Senate
Special Committee on Aging in making the issues involved more visible

through the holding of hearings such as those which were jointly
held on November 23rd.

I would also like to take this opportunity to congratulate you,

Governor Byrne, and Senator Bradley, for the excellence of the

conference which followed the hearings. As you probably know, I have

participated in a good many conferences during the course of my

professional career, and I have rarely attended one which was so

carefully and intelligently organized. It is unusual to meet with

a group of people who are both knowledgeable and eager to act in the

interests of comprehensive health services. Both Mr. Spector and
Mrs. Livengood, as well as the committee, deserve commendation, for

what I am certain must have involved a considerable investment of

thought, time and effort in the planning of such a successful meeting.

Publication of the conference proceedings in the report of the hear-

ings will indeed be a contribution to this field. It will provide

additional support for effective policy, planning and service develop-

ment. Since you have invited further comment, I am attaching a brief

(cont'd)
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statement which supplements my remarks at the conference. If youthink that the material has already been adequately covered at the
hearings, please feel free to omit it.

Thank you again for your kind letter. I do indeed appreciate 4

Cordially,

Brahna Trager

BT/mm
Enc.
cc: Governor Byrne

Senator Bradley
Jed Spector
Winifred Livengood
Kathy Deignan
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December 11, 1980

TESTIMONY CONCERNING ADDITIONAL CHANGES REQUIRED

IN HOME HEALTH SERVICES LEGISLATION AND REGULATION

Brahna Trager, Health Care Consultant

Medicare changes with respect to home health services included

in PL 96-499 are important steps, providing for more practical and

potentially more economical health care service delivery. Removal

of the costly three-day hospital entry requirement, provision for

improved access to the services by those with marginal income and

allowance for a more realistic approach to visit "count" will greatly

enhance the usefulness of these important services.

Several barriers to effective use of home health services

still remain:

-- The Medicare distortion of the concept of professional "skill"

eliminates the possibility of intervention through health supervision

and health monitoring. Interpretation of "skill" as direct treatment

(the "laying on of hands") reduces the possibility of important health

care measures which could control morbidity (and cost) for a vulnerable

population.

-- The Medicare concept that the initial professional visit for

assessment purposes has no value which is reimbursable. This position

fails to recognize the linkage between determination of need, planning

for treatment and service delivery -- a linkage which is essential to

the quality of care. The Medicare position is something of a paradox,

in view of the current emphasis on "channelling" of consumers to

appropriate resources. The initial home visit for assessment purposes
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is an accepted practice in all home health services of good quality.

It is standard practice, following such assessment, to take the

necessary action, however time consuming it may be, to take the

necessary steps to arrange for care elsewhere if, on assessment,

home care is not considered the treatment of choice. In this respect

"channelling" is a function which is inherent in good quality home

health service~s and reduces the need for parallel services. The

financing of this visit should therefore improve the quality of

coordination as well as protect continuity in the provision of home

health care.

-- The arbitrary division in paraprofessional services (Home

Health Aide, Homemaker, "Chore", etc.) which allows for Medicare

reimbursement only for the "Home Health Aide" function,fragments

an important element in the home care sequence. Effective parapro-

fessional services are those in which there is a flexible flow of

functions between those involving personal care, those involving

maintenance of a supportive environment, those involving observation,

and those involving healthy interpersonal relationships. The splitting

of these functions between a variety of paraprofessionals with different

titles reduces the effectiveness of all of them and creates costly

duplications.

-- The effectiveness of any part of the health care delivery

system is affected by the degree to which it is accessible, available

and so organized that it is capable of providing adequately for the

range of services required by the target population. At the present

time, home health services in the U.S. are deficient in all of these

aspects. Policy, planning, funding, and implementation of a long-
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httr of NM arei
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES GERALD J. REILLY

CAPITAL PLACE ONE Deputy CommIRIon,,
ANN Y&AIN 222 SOUTH WARREN STREET SELMA RUBIN
CommIlelo,, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08625 Deputy C-rnm'slonm

December 17, 1980

The Honorable Harrison A. Williams, Jr.
Senator
352 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Williams:

Thank you very much for this opportunity to enter additional
comments pertinent to the November 24, 1980 Governor's
Conference on Home Care into the records of the Senate X
lo.,,,ittee on Labor and 'Huran Resources and the Special
Committee on Aging.

I would like to clarify an important statistic which was
incorrectly alluded to at the conference, thus uninten-
tionally perpetuating an all-too-common misconception
regarding the proportion of nursing home patients who are
"unnecessarily" or "inappropriately" institutionalized.
Several speakers made statements to the effect that, "over
thirty percent of New Jersey nursing home patients do not
need to be in nursing homes", usually citing "a study done
for New Jersey Medicaid". Such claims, although well
intended, considerably overstate the incidence of inappro-
priate nursing-home placement.

The study pointed to was, in fact, a 1977 study done for
our Division of Medical Assistance and Health Services by
the Urban Health Institute. It involved in-depth reviews
of approximately twenty-five percent of all Medicaid
patients at the Intermediate Care Facility level B (ICF-B)
receiving nursing home recertifications over a three-month
period. ICF-B corresponds to level IV-B, a level of care
providing minimal nursing and residential services to those
for whom living in the community is judged impractical, but
who are not sick or disabled enough to require skilled or
higher level intermediate nursing services. ICF-B or IV(B)
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is the lowest level of institutional long-term care covered by
Medicaid. It was selected for examination because, by definition,
ICF-B patients are closest to the need for alternate care and
most likely to provide accurate indicators of the types of al-
ternate settings and services required in New Jersey.

Other levels of long-term care in New Jersey are SNF or Level
III, which involves skilled nursing care for persons with acute
or sub-acute medical or mental dysfunctions requiring continuous
skilled nursing care, and ICF-A or Level IV(A), the upper level
companion to ICF-B. Upper level ICF-A patients are judged to
require substantial assistance with personal care needs on a
daily basis rather than the minimal assistance required in ICF-B.

The study concluded that thirty-five percent of those patients
at the ICF-B level could be discharged if apropiate lower
levels of care were available to them; that ithirty-five
percent of ICF-B, not all nursing home patients. And, since
ICF-B comprises about twenty-two percent of all Medicaid nursing
home patients (ICF-A about seventy percent and SNF about eight
percent), the figure implies that actually only about seven to
eight percent of all nursing home patients possibly could be
discharged if appropriate lower levels of care were available.
Thus, incorrect interpretations of the data have lead to a
considerable exaggeration of "unnecessary" or "inappropriate"
institutionalization.

Still even seven to eight percent is too high, and we must
strive to develop and implement policies that will enable
those clients to have access to lower levels of home and
non-institutional care. Not only wouldthe discharge of
those seven to eight percent into lower levels of care comply
with our fundamental principle of least restrictive, most
efficient, humane, and appropriate care, it would also make
available those nursing home beds for patients on our 3,000-
person waiting list who truly require institutional care.

To this end, we have vigorously supported H.R.-6194, "The
Medicaid Community Care Act of 1979" as well as other remedial
legislation. H.R.-6194 focuses precisely and effectively on
that element of the Medicaid reimbursement system - the
Community Cap - that perversely ensures unnecessary institu-
tionalization. Our efforts at the State level cannot succeed
until that disincentive is addressed.
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Again, thank you very much, Senator Williams, for this opportunity
to clarify a frequently misunderstood and misused statistic.

Sincerel

Ann Klein
Commissioner

AK:8
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MR. SPECTORs Good morning. if everyone

will find a seat, please. I'd like to welcome yoi

all to the first Now Jersey Conference on Home-

Health Care and I would like at this time to

introduce to you the Governor of the State of New

Jersey, the Honorable Brendan T. Bryne.

Bill Bradley will speak first bef6re Gov- E

ernor Byrne. Also, the prepared remarks of Sena-

tor Harrison A. Williams, Jr., who had to return

to Washington earlier today, will be printed in

the record.

(Senator Williams' prepared remarks follow:)
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REMARKS BY SENATOR HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR.
BEFORE THE GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON HOME HEALTH CARE
HENRY CIIAUNCEY CONFERENCE CENTER
ROSEDALE ROAD
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1980

IT IS A PERSONAL PLEASURE FOR ME TO JOIN YOU TODAY TO

PARTICIPATE IN THIS SPECIAL CONFERENCE ON HOME HEALTH CARE

POLICY. THE ISSUE OF HOME.HEALTH CARE HAS BEEN OF SPECIAL

CONCERN TO ME FOR MANY YEARS.

I WANT TO COMMEND GOVERNOR BYRNE FOR SPONSORING THIS

EFFORT. THIS CONFERENCE DEMONSTRATES TIHE PRIDE WE FEEL IN

THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY FOR TAKING THE LEAD IN THIS CRITICAL

AREA OF NATIONAL POLICY.

YESTERDAY, THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,

WHICH I CHAIR IN THE SENATE, TOGETHER WITH THE SENATE SPECIAL

COMMITTEE ON AGING HELD A HEARING ON THIS ISSUE IN CONJUNCTION

WITH TODAY S CONFERENCE. BECAUSE OF MY FEELING THAT THIS

ISSUE IS OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE, I HAVE MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO

KEEP THE COMMITTFES' HEARING RECORD OPEN SO THAT THE PAPERS

AND TRANSCRIPTS OF THIS CONFERENCE CAN BE INCORPORATED AND.

PRINTED IN THE FINAL RECORD FOR THE USE OF CONGRESS.
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LEGISLATION THAT WOULD REVISE OR EXPAND HOME HEALTH

CARE SERVICES WILL BE AN IMPORTANT ITEM ON THE AGENDA OF THE

NEW CONGRESS, WHICH BEGINS IN JANUARY, I AM ENCOURAGED TO

SEE THAT THE URGENT NEED FOR ACTION HAS FINALLY BEGUN TO GAIN

THE RECOGNITION IN CONGRESS THAT WE HAVE BEEN SEEKING FOR

NEARLY A DECADE.

IN T1HE PAST WEEK, CONGRESS APPROVED AMENDMENTS TO

THE IMEDICARE HOME HEALTH PROGRAMS UNDER THE 1980 BUDGET

RECONCILIATION BILL. THIS LEGISLATION WILL PERMIT AN

UNLIMITED NUMBER OF HOME HEALTH VISITS PER YEAR UNDER PARTS

A AND B OF THE MEDICARE PROGRAM. THE AMENDMENTS WILL

ELIMINATE THE 3 -DAY PRIOR HOSPITALIZATION REQUIREMENT UNDER

PART A, AND WILL ELIMINATE THE $60 DEDUCTIBLE PROVISION
FOR HOME HEALTH UNDER PART B. THE BILL ALSO REQUIRES AN
APPROVED TRAINING PROGRAM FOR HOME HEALTH AIDES.

OTHER AMENDMENTS UNDER THE RECONCItbIATION BILL

RELUIRE THAT "MEDICARE-ONLY HOME HEALTH AGENCIES ESTABLISH

BONDING OR ESCROW ACCOUNTS, THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES IS REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH REGIONAL INTERMEDIARY

OFFICIFS FOR HOME HEALTH AGIENCIES TO COORDINATE SERVICE

PROGRAMS AND TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.
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A NUMBER OF OTHER LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS WERE INTRODUCED
IN THE CURRENT SESSION OF CONGRESS. ONE, WHICH I SPONSORED,

WOULD AMEND THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT TO PROVIDE A NONINSTITUTIONAL

PROGRAMS OF COMMUNITY-BASED, LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES FOR THE

ELDERLY AND THE DISABLED.

THIS BILL NOUID CREATE A NEN TInlE XXI OF THE SOCIAL

SECURITY ACT BY COMBINING ALL HOME HEALTH AND IN-HOME SERVICES

WHICH ARE CURRENTLY UNDER MEDICARE, MEDICAID, AND THE TITLE XX

SOCIAL SERVICE PROGRAMS.

IT WOULD FSTABLISH A TEAM OF INDIVIDUALS REPRESENTING

NURSING, SOCIAL SERVICES, ADVOCATES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

AND THE DISABLED, AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS, ALL UNDER

THE GENERAL DIRECTION OF A PHYSICIAN. THIS TEAM MOULD

SCREEN, ASSESS, AND ESTABLISH A PLAN OF CARE FOR PERSONS

RECEIVING BENEFITS UNDER THE NEW TITLE.

THE LEGISLATION WOULD HELP PROVIDE AN ORGANIZED SYSTEM

OF MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES FOR THOSE LIVING IN THE

CD1I;IJNITY AS OPPOSED TO PERMANENT CARE INSTITUTIONS. IT

CAI S FOR SKILLED NURSING CARE, RESPITE SERVICES, HOMEMAKER

AND HOWIE-HEALTH AIDES, AND PHYSICAL, SPEECH, AND OCCUPATIONAL

THERAPISTS Flurt TSnuE IN HEED OF u WE ASISTANCE.
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IN ADDITION, THE BILL WOULD DROP CERTAIN UNNECESSARY

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN INDIVIDUAL TO QUALIFY FOR SUCH NEEDED

SERVICES. IT WOULD ENCOURAGE LESS DEPENDENCE ON HOSPITALIZATION

AND NURSING HOME CARE AND WOULD SPUR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DAY

CARE CENTERS FOR SENIORS.

I VIEW THE INTRODUCTION OF THIS BILL AS AN IMPORTANT

FIRST STEP TOWARD GENERATING A NATIONAL DEBATE ON THE PROVISION

OF HOME HEALTH CARE. I SPONSORED IT KNOWING THAT WE MAY

NEED TO ADJUST OR IMPROVE THE LEGISLATION, BUT, THERE IS

LITTLE DOUBT THAT ALL OF US, NOT JUST SENIORS, WILL BENEFIT

FROM THIS EFFORT.

CURRENT MEDICARE AND MEDICAID BENEFITS COVER ONLY A

SMALL PORTION OF THE SERVICES USUALLY NEEDED TO MAKE HOME

CARE A VIAB1E OPrION, THE OLDER AMLERICANS ACT PROVIDES THE

ASSISTANCE NECESSARY FOR NUTRITION PROGRAMS AND SOCIAL

SERVICES, BUT CANNOT FULLY SERVE IN-HOME NEEDS,

DATA RECENTLY MADE AVAILABLE TO THE CONGRESS FROM

THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES INDICATES THAT

PUBIIC AND PRIVATE SPENDING ON HOME HEALTH AND LONG-TERM

CARE HAS DOUBLED SINCE 1965 AND WILL DOUBLE AGAIN BETWEEN

1980 AND 1985. PUBLIC EXPENDITURES FOR NURSING HOME CARE

ALONE WAS $800 MILLION IN 1965 AND IS EXPECTED TO REACH

OVER $9.0 !BLIAION BY 1984,
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AS THE PROPORTION OF OLDER AMERICANS IN THE UNITED

STATES CONTINUES TO GROW DURING THE CONING DECADE, THE ISSUE

OF HOME HEALTH CARE AND IN-HOME SERVICES WILL BECOME MUCH

MORE IMPORTANT, AND OUR RESPONSE WILL HAVE TO BE MUCH MORE

DIRECT AND COMPLETE.

IN OUR DISCUSSIONS TODAY WITH THESE EXPERT PANELS, WE

SHOULD CONSIDL-R FEASIBLE CHANGES TO EXISFING PROGRAMS THAT

WOULD MAKE AVAILABLE A WIDER RANGE OF HOME HEALTH CARE AND

LONG-TERM CARE OPTIONS TO THOSE PERSONS AT RISK OF ENTERING

AN INSTITUTION. WE SHOULD CONTINUE TO SEEK A COMPREHENSIVE

PROGRAM OF SERVICES AND TO DEVELOP BETTER METHODS FOR FUNDING

AND REIMBURSEMENT.

WHEN WE CONSIDER THE OPTIONS FOR FINANCING HOME HEALTH,

WE SHOULD BE CAREFUL TO PRESERVE THE ROLE OF FAMILIES AND

OTHER VOLUNTARY SUPPORT GROUPS. WE SHOULD CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES

TO THE PRESENT DISINCENTIVES WHICH OFTEN PREVENT INDIVIDUALS

WHO WANT TO STAY AT HOME FROM FINDING AND PAYING FOR THE SERVICES

NEEDED TO MAKE THAT CHOICE A REALITY.

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROVIDE IN-HOME SERVICES

HOLD THE ULTIMATE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE QUALITY AND EFFICACY

OF DELIVERY UNDER THE DIRECTION OF STATE AND LOCAL AGENCIES

ADMINISTERING FEDERALLY ASSISTED PROGRAMS. WE SHOULD

CAREFULLY DEVELOP A SYSTEM THAT WOULD ENCOURAGE THESE

PROVIDERS TO WORK TOGETHER TOWARD THE COMMON GOAL OF

QUALITY CARE, RATHER THAN A SYSTEM WHICH WOULD IENCOURAGE
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FACTIONS AMONG COMPETING INTERESTS. TO ACHIEVE THIS, EXTENSIVE

AND PERHAPS FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES MAY WELL BE REQUIRED IN THE

WAY WE ORGANIZE, DELIVER, AND FINANCE CARE FOR PERSONS WITH

IN-HOME HEALTH NEEDS.

ANOTHER CRITICAL ISSUE THAT WILL HAVE TO BE ADDRESSED

IN ANY DISCUSSION ABOUT THE FUTURE OF COMPREHENSIVE CARE IS

THE ISSUE OF PERSONNEL. How CAN WE INSURE THAT AN ADEQUATE

NUMBER OF TRAINED AND DEDICATED PERSONNEL WILL BE AVAILABLE

FOR THE HOME CARE SYSTEM? WHAT OPTIONS SHOULD WE CONSIDER

SO THAT SCHOOLS COULD DEVELOP OR EXPAND HEALTH PROFESSIONS

TRAINING PROGRAMS RELATED TO HOME HEALTH SERVICES?

I AM ANXIOUS TO REVIEW IN MORE DETAIL THE RECOMMENDATIONS

THAT WILL RESULT FROM THIS CONFERENCE. AND, I AM GRATIFIED

THAT I SHARE WITH OUR DISTINGUISHED PANELISTS IN THIS EFFORT

THE OVERRIDING CONCERN THAT THESE PROPOSALS BE AIMED AT

PRESERVING THE DIGNITY AND INDEPENDENCE OF THE ELDERLY AND

DISABLED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PUBLIC POLICY.

THE 1980'S WILL BE A TIME OF NEW CHALLENGES TO BUILD

ON THE GAINS WE HAVE MADE. OUR EFFORTS ON BEHALF OF OLDER

AND DISABLED AMERICANS, NOW, WILL ENHANCE THE QUALITY OF

LIFE FOR US ALL, AND WILL SECURE OUR PRIDE AS A NATION.

#I #1#
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SENATOR BRADLEY: I'm not the Honorable

Brendan T. Byrne. I'm your Junior Senator from

New Jersey, Bill Bradley, and I want to say that

I am pleased to be here today to join Governor

Byrne and Senator Williams in sponsoring the

proceedings of this conference which will be a

part of the official Senate record.

Yesterday, Senator Williams and I con-

ducted hearings on home-health care in New

Jersey. From an academic perspective I found them

extremely helpful. These will also be a part of

the hearing record of the Labor and

Human Resources Committee, the Aging Committee,

and the Finance Committee.

From the list of participants this

conference looks to be a very fruitful one.
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We have some of the most able people

in the country in home health care h(

audience and I nope with toat kind o:

experience you will be able to focus

critical issues in home-health care al

those of us who are trying to legisla1

laws write them wisely. -
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Too many people today, too many elder-

ly and disabled, in my judgment-, have no choice

when it comes to treatment. They are either

pushed into a nursing home, into an institution,

or they go without care. About 15 percent of the

elderly are either bedridden or require assistance

in basic functions of living. About a third re-

ceive some kind of Government Assistance. Many

others can't afford any kind of service.

In our reimbursement policy there

is a strong bias, as most all of you know, toward

institutional care and I think that it has created

unacceptably high cost for both State and Federal

budgets.

For example, last year $8.5 billion in

Federal dollars went to nursing homes. $1.5

billion in Federal dollars went to home care ser-

I
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vices. Now, somewhere between 15 and 40 percent

of all institutionalized individuals don't have

to be in those intitutions.

If that isn't a startling enough fact, we

only have to add one other that comes much closer

home, and I'm sure Governor Byrne will talk about

it in greater detail, and that is, we here in New

Jersey and also other states have reached the limit

on our Medicaid budgets. Indeed, Medicaid

faces a possible bankruptcy situation in the

State of New Jersey next spring unless very ser-

ious action is taken.

So with that kind of background, your

charge as participants in this conference is very

important because what we need to do is develop

a plan of action for New Jersey and for the count

concerning home-health care services.

I think that we all already agree that th

expanding availability of home-health care ser-

vices is a desirable goal. I think we can achieve

that goal and I've committed myself to achieve

it. Senator Packwood and I have introduced a bill

S-2809 X
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It's the Noninstitutional Long-Term Care

Bill. In negotiations between

Senator Packwoodand me prior to introduction, we

were concerned that we not leap into another ex-

tremely large Federal program without knowing where

we were going, so one of the parts of our bill

is the demonstration phase. It will create ten

statewide demonstrations across this country

to test some of the concepts which you will

hopefully develop in conjunction with the other

people who are contributing to this record. They will

allow us to see if, indeed, home-health care can

lead to deinstitutionalizing people, to assessing

some level of demand for home-health care services.

Yesterday, for example, one of the wit-

nesses concluded what I felt was a different

message than I had heard - that the cost per

individual in home-health care versus insti-

tutionalizing the individual will be less, but

the overall Federal cost will be more, because

as soon as home-health care is open, you suddenly

have opened up populations that you never thought

before were in need of medical care. We also want

to recognize in the bill that each

state is different, and has its own way of
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delivering home-health care services, but that the

need to organize this delivery system on a state-

wide basis is absolutely essential.

Some of the providers who were there

yesterday, people in the front lines in Union

County and Essex County, were quite adamant

on the danger and the difficulty of trying to

administer the fragmented system that we have

out there today. So what we want to do, Senator

Packwood and I -- Senator Williams was also a co-

sponsor -- is to concentrate into a new title,

Title XXI of the Social Security Act, the home-

health care services that are now available, to

make it an expanded service, to take into considera-

tion the differences among states, and to do it in

a dernonstration context so we can test the delivery

systems and the reimbursement patterns.

Our thought is to make this a

five-year demonstration so that once you get

used to the waivers that are embodied in the

demonstration, you don't have them yanked back

at the end of one year and then you're back to the

old system. Instead you have five years in

which to test the viability of a new Title XXI of the
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Social Security Act.

Although I will not be here for the

rest of the conference, I'm looking forward to

reading the record and to hearing your suggestions.

Because in these matters I, as a member of the

Finance Committee that will be writing the law,

will rely very heavily on your experience. To

the extent that your experience is in New Jersey,

that means that it's even more positive from my

perspective because you are the people to whom I

am most accountable.

I appreciate the opportunity to come by

and say hello to you. I apologize that I won't

be here for the rest of the session, but I do have

staff members, Martha Darling and Dennis Marco,

who will be here and will report back to me in full.

I have to deal with another health-related matter

and that is the Super Fund legislation that comes

up on the floor, hopefully today around one

o'clock, and I have to leave.

I want to thank you very much for inviting

me and for holding this conference. I'm glad to

be a part of it. I look forward to reading your

contribution which I think will be significant

in helping us frame the proper legislation in
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the coming session.

Thank you.

MR. SPECTOR: We home care people are

about to demonstrate our large degree of flexibili ty,

so without further introduction, the Honorable

Governor Byrne.

GOVERNOR BYRNE: Thank you. I was anxious

to have Bill Bradley get to Washington, frankly,

because that super fund for chemical wastes is

very important. There is no state that needs it

more than New Jersey, and there's no Senator that's

taken the leadership more effectively than

Senator Bradley has so I'm always happy to let

him get to Washington and bring back the super

fund to New Jersey.

It's nice to be back here. Just before

you came in yesterday there was a group that left

and I was with them for part of the time dealing

with how the Government officials get along with

the press and that was an interesting few hours,

Ed Koch came down for that one. I don't know if

he had left by the time you got here last night.

He doesn't get to New Jersey very often. When he

does, I enjoy teasing him.
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I accused him of asking me whether when

he comes to New Jersey he can bring stuff back to

New York duty free. That just started off a little

discussion between Ed Koch and myself here.

I also told him that we rejected the watez

that New York offered to supply us when we found ut

it was diluted. That took him a minute or

two.

I told him we were very gracious in New

Jersey. We let him come over from New York free

a-.d 't4. L costs h.-A a Gdollar-.-aUd-a-half to get back.

He may not show up again for awhile in New Jersey.

We had a great time and back again this

morning and I have to shift gears. I'm here

often enough. I'm reminded of the story of the

94-year-old fellow who went to the funeral parlor

to pay his last respects to a departed friend and

the funeral director looked at him and said,

.It's hardly worth your while to go home."

I've been here often enough over the week-

ends that it's hardly worth my while to go home.

I was anxious to come and I'm proud of the atten-

dance here and the quality and turnout and the

problem you're attacking.

Let me first put your problem in a politic 1

73-607 O-81--9
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perspective and to say very honestly from where I

sit, there's probably no political plus in any

program which involves the delivery of services.

If you build a building, you get a lot of politica1

credit. If you build a turnpike or a big high-

way or a large building for health care delivery,

that's where you're going to get the political

credit.

If you staff the building, if you improve

the quality of services in the building, you do

not get much political plus out of it, and I

report that just as a political fact of life and

also I would report it as a challenge to you be-

cause I think one of the things that you've got

to do as leaders in the field is to build a

constituency for care. We don't have it in the

State today and we don't have it in the United

States today.

A constituency for care. I would hope

that that would be on your agenda, if not for

this meeting, as a continuing role in your

responsibility as leaders in the field. I guess

if you ask thn rhetorical question, "What's new,"

you would get the more interesting answers in the

health care field than almost anywhere else, and
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if you ask the question, "What's new in New Jersey ,

I think we can document significant leadership in

the field of health care, home-health care and

hospital health care with various programs, many

of which are controversial.

Hospital costs continue and diagnosis-

related payments to hospitals, various out-patient

approaches, a number of different, and I think -

enlightened in ways, of treating patients outside

of hospitals, local clinics. I was in East Orange

a week ago Sunday for the dedication of one in

East Orange General Hospital.

In emphasis on that type of treatment whicl

prevents sickness, I do think that New Jersey has

shown leadership in that regard and I know you'll

hear more from Commissioner Finley who's here

and from Chancellor Hollander who's here and from

other members of State government.

Now, we're not without controversy, either

as an administration in general. As a matter of

fact, I sort of thrive on controversy and am used

to it if I don't thrive on it. I like to tell

people about the lady who wrote to me and said,

'Don't worry, Governor. Your accomplishments will

outlive you, and I hope soon," she said.
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Some of the things you try don't work, but

I think that the fear that it won't work shouldn't

and frankly in a State like New Jersey, can't be

the reason for not trying, so that you, I believe,

meet this morning in a good climate, a climate of

a State that's willing to listen to youl that's

willing to be innovative; that's willing to dares

to make a mistake if in taking the chance, the

chances for success appear to be better than the

chances for failure.

So I, too, am interested in the result of

your deliberations here, and I just hope that as

result of those deliberations, we can find ways

to improve, some new directions, and some methods

of mobilizing a little more public support for

what we're doing. But whether or not we mobilize

the purchase support, the basic bottom line is to

do what's needed and to do what's right, and I

believe that they will be your guideposts in your

efforts today.

Thank you.

MR. SPECTOR: Thank you, Governor Byrne.

At this time it gives me great pleasure, once

again, to introduce our key note speaker for the

day, Brahna Trager.
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Brahna Trager has been a professional in

home-health care and long-term care for many years.

She is the author of three reports to the Special

Committee on Aging of the United States Senate.

She has also written texts for publication for

the Department of Health, Education, and welfare,

now H.H.F. and she's been the author of numerous

articles and reports in home-health care and related

fields.

Brahna has been an administrator of a

home-health services' committee to long-term care

and was administrator of the Crippled Childern's

Services in California State Department of Public

Health for a number of years. She has participated

in research projects related to non-institutional

community services and has served as a consultant

and advisory board member in various state and

local projects.

And most recently Brahna has become

co-publisher of the Home-Health Care Services

Quarterly, and I'm proud to bring you today

Miss Brahna Trager.

MS. TRAGER: Thank you very much. It was

kind of reassuring to hear those remarks, I though
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So often the public people, people who seem to

represent us, act as though they had never really

heard of home-health services before and it was

nice to find at least that degree of sympathy and

comprehension about the need in a group like this.

I guess we can start on a little bit more

of an upbeat even though some of us have in recent

months been feeling a little bit depressed about

the service program altogether. I couldn't agree

more about the Oedipus complex that makes everybod'

want to have a building instead of a bunch of

services and I often say that you can administer

home-health services out of a tent. They can be

very, very good, too. You don't need buildings

and you don't need rugs and you don't need a

Bigelow on the floor and your name on the door to

do it with..

Home-health services do belong in a gray

area of our health delivery system, in part because

they're relatively hew in the United States, and

in part because they've been poorly understood.

The limitations and understanding have been in-

fluenced by the way that the services have been

defined, and by the fact that they've been incor-

rectly presented as an alternative to, and therefo e6,
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competitive with, instutional services which have

had a great deal more status and a far better

financial base, although it could be said that

institutional services have to some extent been

misunderstood.

The fact remains that home-health services

have not achieved a position of high priority in

public policy. As a result the potential of a

set of services which could be of great importance

to significant sections of the population have not

been realized.

One of the interesting aspects of this sit

uation is that one cannot accuse the planners, the

policy makers, legislators, or the community

organizers of indifference. No, indeed. Whenever

the issue of the increase and the costs of other

methods of care arises, when the high cost of

hospital care of the increased utilization of long

term care institutions are considered, the head

shaking and the gloomy predictions about the

increased lifesytle which should be a matter for

rejoicing are accompanied by a renewed interest

in cost control measures, and in this context,

home-health services do have a high priority, at

least in verbal discussion.
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Along with considerations of capping costs

the circular issue of home-health care as an alter -

native to institutional care comes around again.

While it is true that the values which might be

achieved by providing care in the home and commun-

ity are invariably stressed, the overriding con-

sideration is, of course, the issue of cost.

The question that is paramount simply

phrased is this: How can care be provided which

is cheaper than the care that is being provided

in the present system of services? Of course,

we're not inhumane. We're not indifferent to

such important issues as quality and acceptability.

We would like the cheaper care to be as good or

even better than what is now being provided,

particularly for the disadvantaged sections of the

population who are now accounting for a fairly

large percentage of the health social budget in

the United States and who may, with projected

demographic changes, and inflation, increase that

percentage in the future. But these more humane

considerations tend to get lost in the weighing

of cost control measures.

Since the use of home-health services

almost invariably enters into such considerations,
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it is surprising that the development, the scope,

the utilization, and the position of the services

have not changed very much since the major source

of reimbursement,publicly funded insurance for

home-health care,became available in 1965. The

bulk of home-health services are Medicare reimbur-

sed.

Medicare expenditures for home-health

services in 1969 amounted to 1.2 percent of total

expenditures. in 1977, that is 12 years after

Medicare reimbursement became available

health services, Medicare expenditures for these

services amounted to 1.8 percent of total expen-

diture, hardly a stunning record of growth.

Medicaid expenditures for home-health

services, which are intended for the poorest

section of the population and probably the sickest

amounted in 1977 to about 1 percent of the same

year. For that year, Medicaid's share of nursing

home expenditures amounted to more than 89 percent

of public personal health care expenditures, more

than $6 million excluding skilled care and inter-

mediate care facilities.

The picture of home-health care is much

the same for service availability. In 1969 there
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were approximately 2200 Medicare certified agencie

in the United States. Ten years later, this number

had increased by slightly more than 500 agencies,

a total of 2,788 certified agencies, concentrated

mainly on the two coasts and in heavily populated

urban areas with little or ncthing elsewhere.

It is rather difficult in these circumsta ces

to support a conclusion that there is, indeed,

great interest in home-health services, either as

a health resource, a social resource, or as an

alternative to other care for the population.

it's difficult to understand why this should be

so. Why do these services which seem to offer so

much not have the same rapid development and the

same utilization patterns as other services in

the health delivery system?

When Gertrude Stein, a somewhat esoteric

but influential American writer,was at the end of

her life, she was heard to ask, nWhat are the

answers," and after a pause she asked, "What are

the questions?"

Perhaps that exchange would be a good

part of the departure in the present discussions,

for it does appear that the difficulties may lie

in the fact that we have consistently chosen to
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look for the answers before we have asked the

questions or perhaps it is that when we have asked

the questions, they have not been directed to the

central problems and have produced answers which

more often than not have been irrelevant.

It might be relevant, for example, to go

back to the first questions lost sight of in the

abundant and frequently confusing discussions that

we've been hearing over the past eight years,

questions which might be directed to home-health

services' objectives. What should the services

do? Who needs the services? They might be

directed to service definitions. What are home-

health services and how are they defined?

While for most of us who are or who have

been providers, people and service objectives

usually come first. Our situation is so much

affected by the quality of public understanding

which the Governor just spoke about that it might

be well to restate the definitions for the record.

What are home-health services? In a

simpler time when families stayed together, when f .

women worked outside the home, when unmarried

sons and daughters remained at home to take care

of sick family members, when one of the occupation
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or vocations of many middle and upper class women

was to visit the sick, poor, providing health and

comfort, and when the family doctor added charitab le

home visiting to his daily round, home care was

perhaps, it seems in retrospect, a simple thing

which might be easily replicated today in our

industrialized society. Whether it was reliable

and of good quality is something we can't really

judge.

In any case, though we hear today a good

deal about formal care, the care provided by

family members, we do know that it is often pro-

vided at great personal cost, that family members

and entire family constellations might be destroye

by the heavy burden of care of those who are sick

or functionally impaired.

A family itself is different today. Many

of those who are most in need have no effective

family support or have no families at all. The

family doctor does not visit the home and the

women who formerly provided health and comfort

are now doing other things, usually working for

a living. If this were not so, we would not have

an institutional industry today.

As a matter of fact, the beginnings of
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the modern version of services in the home was

not at all a nostalgic attempt to replicate forme

times. It was an intelligent professional effort

to achieve better therapeutic results.

The first home care as a professional

outgrowth of this effort developed in the United

States in the early 1940's. It was a coordinated,

formerly organized set of services, initially hos-

pital based. It provided a very wide range of

services in the home, supplemented by visits to

the hospital or the outpatient clinic as necewaazry.

The therapeutic considerations in this effort

were based on the observation by health profession la

that many people did not get well as quickly as

they should in institutional settings.

At either end of the age spectrum, childrei

and older patients did poorly in hospitals, par-

ticularly when hospitalization was prolonged.

While early discharge was a common practice with

children, older people tended to require longer

stays. Therefore organized or coordinated home

care programs had quite different objectives from

those that are prevalent today.

Their standards, the pattern, and scope

of the care provided were primarily directed to
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improved therapeutic outcomes. Economy was not

a primary objective, though they appeared to have

certain cost advantages as well. Although the hone

care movement started in hospitals, they became

attractive as free-standing community programs

as well. Some of them attached to health departmnts,

some to visiting nurse services, and some estab-

lished as independent community services.

These programs provided what it was det-

ermined that the consumer required in the way of

services, provided that the plan was feasible.

The American Hospital Association identified 15

services which should be available to the consume

at home. There was sound reasoning in this instace.

on a wide range of services.

It recognized the fluctuating nature of

both acute and chronic illness and various levels

of disability. It recognized as well the fact tha

there are differences in consumers at all ages

and that these differences are frequently accentua ed

in periods of illness and disability, and while

few individuals might need all of those services

or might not need them all of the time, it is

important to good care that the right services

should be available in the right combination and
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at the right time since arbitrary limitations

could make an important difference in what

happened to the consumer and to the future course

of his illness.

very few of these programs make distincticns

about age or about the duration of care and pre-

sumably the programs were considered effective

and continued to grow. When service definitions

were developed as they usually are in a new servi

they were based on some basic principles, all of

them encompassing the therapeutic objectives of

home-health care. These principles defined the

services as organized; that is, having a sound

administrative base, as coordinated; that is,

providing for linkage of the components of care

in an effective combination, and comprehensive;

that is, including all of the professional,

paraprofessional, and related services and equip-

ment essential in the home. The care was to be

characterized by its continuity; that is, the

assumption of responsibility for the duration

of the need.

The pattern of delivery was in these

definitions based on assessment of the illness an

its care requirements of the consumer and the
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family, if there was one, and of the environment

in which the care was to be provided; that is, the

feasibility of the home and the willingness of the

people who lived in it to receive this method of

care. The care was considered appropriate to

people of all ages. These elements have been re-

tained in all professional definitions, the most

recent formulated by the major national organ-

izations involved in the provision of home-health

services.

Its general outlines are as follows: Home

health services are that component of comprehensive

health care whereby services are provided to

individuals and their families in their place of

residence for the purpose of promoting, maintainin

or restoring health or of minimizing the effects

of illness and disability; so this is appropriate

to the needs of the individual patient and family

are planned, coordinated, and made available by

an agency or institution; the services are pro-

vided under a plan of care that includes but is

not limited to appropriate services components,

such as medical care, dental care, nursing, physical

therapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy, in-

halation therapy, social work, nutrition, home-
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maker home-health aide services, transportation,

laboratory services, medical equipment and supplies.

This definition is intended to meet most situation

in which it might be feasible to maintain any

individual of any age at home with care adapted

to the needs of the problems of the illness and

disability. If today one were to ask the average

health professional or legislator or even the

average home-health services' provider to give

a definition of home-health services, the answer

would sound something like this:

Home-health services are a part time inter-

mittent service provided to Medicare insured

people who are housebound but not custodial and

who require skilled nursing services, and at

least one additional service, possibly for some

physical therapy or occupational therapy or some

limited home-health aide services provided that

these are primarily restricted to physical patient

care.

This description illustrates a point.

Prevalent understanding of home-health services

today has little or nothing to do with an accurate

service definition. It is a description of an

insurance benefit, the Medicare insurance benefit,

73-607 0-81-10
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which have also been adopted by Medicaid. It is

also the home-health benefit which is sold by

private insurance when home-health is included in

an insurance policy.

There is, therefore, a clear distinction

to be made between home-health services of good.

usable quality, and an insurance benefit which off rs

a few selected services delivered in the home

under restricted conditions. This difference

in definition is of great importance. It has

influenced public understanding and it explains

the confusion and consequently the limited financi 1

support available for home-health services. It

provides at least one answer to the problem of

the very limited utilization of the services. Home

health services have not been used because they

have not been very useful in their present form

as that form is defined by the major funding

sources, and while one could ask why the public

at large does not use or support more flexible

services, the answer would be, which would come

closest to the truth, would be that most home-

health service agencies today do, in fact, limit

the services they offer to fit the insurance

benefit since there is very little alternative
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funding available.

The services have been skewed to the

funding sources and this distortion has reduced

the usefulness of the service. This suggests a

related question, what services should be avail-

able to people if they are to be cared for effec-

tively at home? The answer is, of course, that

ideally the broadest possible range of services

should be available.

In periods following acute illness in a

short stay at the hospital, early discharge would

be more feasible if selection from at least five

or six home delivered services could be made in

combination as needed for care. But even within

the range of services with which are presently

reimbursable, a change in reimbursement policy

with respect to the functions of home-health

personnel could make a great deal of difference

in the usefulness of the services and in appropria

service utilization. These changes are mainly

of a practical nature.

General experience with utilization

indicates that a major barrier to effective use

is the application of the definition of skill in

Medicare. In nursing, for example, which is one
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of the primary services, the present requirement

is that it must be what has been described as

hands on nursing; that is, nursing in which some

direct treatment is provided. Such nursing

functions as the monitoring of patient care, the

supervision of patient progress, the establishment

and maintenance of treatment regimes are not

considered skilled for reimbursement purposes.

These functions in nursing care are, however, the

very core and essence of nursing skill and probably

the most important to the principle that the

level of care provided should be commensurate

with consumer need.

The fact that supervision and monitoring

cannot now be made available has had something to

do with the reluctance of referral sources to

consider home-health services seriously. A

similar restriction exists in reimbursement polic es

for the use of other professional services for

reinforcement, supervision, and monitoring by

physical therapists, occupational therapists, and

social workers. Preventive intervention is a

key element in the control of morbidity, particularly

in situations in which illness has a high potentiaL

for future long-term impairment, and this is not
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available at present in home-health services.

A second barrier is one which places on

the consumer the burden of maintaining the personal

environment during periods of illness. Reimburse-

ment regulations require that paraprofessional

functions be divided into two separate areas, those

that require as in the case of the professional

the laying on of hands, which are considered

health related services and are reimbursable;

and those which have been classified under at leas

a dozen titles, all of them ineligible for Medicare

reimbursement because they are considered social.

The many successful home care programs

which are almost universally available to the

populations of western European countries have

always relied heavily on the use of paraprofession

and this level of service from a practical point

of view is the backbone of effective home care.

Paraprofessionals simplified the problems of

caring for the sick and impaired who live alone.

They help to solve the problenof sick members in

multi-problem families. They relieve the strain

of care in intact families in which a family membe

may have an acute or long term health problem.

The combining of responsibility for physic&
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care with the maintenance of the living situation

so that both the hands on functions of the health

aide and the environmental support provided by

the homemaker could be assumed by the same person

would make for a less nonsensical and a more

economical pattern of service and establish

trust in service effectiveness.

While it is not related to the range of

services provided in current programs, effective

utilization has been greatly hampered by the

part time intermittent requirement for service

in Medicare which other home-health requirements

have always been adopted in Medicaid. While

most home-health care is used in a pattern of

part time intermittent service, the necessity to

restrict every service to this requirement for

reimbursement services has sometimes been carried

to absurd lengths by physical intermediaries.

There is an important reason for a policy

of greater flexibility in this requirement. There

are times when a short period of illness could be

managed effectively in the home, avoiding a

hospitalization or in the case of an older person,

avoiding a long term institutional admission. If

a period of continuous care could be provided durii
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that illness, a more effective pattern would allm

for fluctuation in consumer status and allow the

provider and the consumer to decide together what

the most useful pattern of care should be.

The part time intermittent pattern works

well during periods of convalesence or maintenance,

and allowances for periods of special need,

particularly for the older consumer, could avoid

institutional admission which occurs simply

because a week or two of intensive supportive

care ins tae sole has not*v been a-vacladsbditC. n

for a percentage of the admissions that have

occurred for this reason, a drastic change in the

life circumstances of vulnerable individuals has

been the result.

The next important question has to do

with, of course, people. What population should

home-health services reach? The definitions

from the professional fields say people of all

ages. Home-health services of good or even

adequate quality and range could, in fact, be

helpful and useful for people in all age groups,

and for people at all economic levels. When the

potential target populations are reviewed in terms

of the costs of health care, the characteristics i
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spending by age grcups in the population provide a

profile which offers some insight into potential

need. About 60 percent of all health care spending

in the United States in 1978 was for people in

the 19 to 63 age range. This is, the largest age

group in the population.

It is also in this age group that threaten ing

childhood disabilities begin to become a handicap,

a handicap to fulfillment and social contribution.

It is also in the latter ranges of this age group,

starting at about age 45, that the first evidences

appear of what later become the heavy, individual

family and social burden of long term impairment,

particularly when these evidences are ignored

or untreated.

About 12 percent of the spending for healt

care occurred in the age group under the age of

19. This population has been decreasing, but it

is in this age group that we find the teenage

pregnancies, the babies born with low birth weight

the birth defects, and the susceptibility to early

childhood disease and disability which are the

precursors of impairment and dependency in later

life.

Tinally, there is the population over the
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age of 65. Variously labeled "the aging," 'the

elderly' 'the very old" generally seen in stero-

types which include senility, incompetence, dep-

ression, dependence, and general uselessness.

Sterotypes which are not at all accurate since 80

percent of the people in the old age ranges consider

themselves to be in good health and may, even

those with multiple health problems, are living

satisfying, actively, and productive lives. This

group, however, accounted for 29 percent of all

health care spending. This is the smallest group

in the population, but 43 percent of short term

hospital expenditures occurred in this age group.

Next to hospital care, nursing home care

was the most expensive health item for persons

aged 65 and over. 86 percent of the nursing

home population in the United States in 1977 was

made up of people 65 and 3lder. If home-health

services cannot initially be made available to the

population at large and a categorical approach to

service delivery remains the only interim choice,

what sections of the population are most likely

to use home-health services effectively, assuming

that the services are flexible, of broad range, adl

good quality.
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Population analysts have identified high

risk or vulnerable populations in various ways.

Current emphasis is usually placed upon services

to that section of the population over 65 labeled

in various ways, 'the impaired elderly" or the

"frail elderly," primarily because of the costs

of care which have been thought excessive for this

age group.

Another way to look at the population and

its needs might be to identify the factors which

increase risk and vulnerability. The first of the e

is poverty. If there did not exist in the United

States a population in which more than 16 percent

live in poverty, the national health record would

be considerably improved and expenditures might

be substantially reduced for both short and long

term care. The poor at all ages are at greater

risk or poor health than the rest of the population.

People in poor families are hospitalized more

often. They remain in the hospital for longer

periods that the non-poor. They lose more work

days, more school days, and they experience

proportionally far greater disability from chronic

disease that the non-poor. Although two million

children have been reported as having activity
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limitations due to chronic disease, it is inter-

esting to note that a recent home-health utiliza-

tion study in 1977 in New York State reported

that only 1.1 percent of its service population

were children.

The second factor includes a range of

problems which are very commonly, and I believe

mistakenly, consigned to a catch-all category

called "social," although it is generally accepted

that they have significant effects on health

status. These are related to deficiencies in the

social support system available to the "at risk"

population: Latchkey children in female head of

families in which the mother works; untreated

teenage health problems, disabled adolescents who

have'traumatic or long term disability; the chron-

ically ill, middle aged wife or husband with or

without children when the presumably healthy

spouse is working, and finally that section of the

older population in which the destructive com-

bination of poverty and chronic impairment are

combined with the absence or limited capacity of

family support for care.

In the age group over 65, about 30 percent

live alone. Home-health utilization studies indic
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ate that about one-third of the consumers live

alone. Most of them, a large number, are women.

In these older age ranges when there is family,

family members are frequently employed or are

entering the vulnerable age ranges themselves and

if there are spouses or siblings, they may also

be limited in their capacity to provide supportive

help because of chronic illness.

we hear a good deal today about concern

with -- that one of the dangers of providing home-

health services is the danger of drying up the

family support system. About 80 percent of the

care which is provided today in the United States

is, in fact, provided by family members. We are

also told by the providers of community services

and by some of the hospital discharge planners

that one of the frequent factors which precipitate

institutional placement is the breakdown in health

and in the emotional reserves of family members

who have come to the end of their caring capacitieE

through execution, which the provision of supplem-

entary services in the home might have avoided.

The guilt and despair in these families

when they are brought to the point of institutional

izing a family member is familiar and depressing tc
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anyone who has worked with this age group. It

would be generally acknowledged, I think, that

effective health care measures cannot be limited

to care in hospitals, in clinics, in physicians'

offices, or in long-term care institutions. Thes

or most of them are measures which usually come into

play after something has happened.

we are all hearing a good deal about life

styles these days and about the values of pre-

vention, but while education for changes in life-

style have a very real, long range preventive

value, there is or there should be something

between this ideal and the use of a limited,

expensive set of resources. The accumulated effects

of intercurrent illness for people who are at

risk, whether they are children with diabetes,

forty-five year old men who have already acquired

heart disease, or 77 years olds with emphysema,

do not appear suddenly.

When the incidence of most prevalent

chronic diseases are compared across age groups,

it is evident that there is no rapid decrease in

health status at 65 or any other particular age.

The tend is progressive and gradual for adults

beginning to be apparent in the 45 to 54 year old
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group and continuing steadily up through the 85

plus group.

Those at risk are not confined to any

particular age group, in fact, 49 percent of those

reporting that are unable to carry on their major

activities are under 65. The frail, if that term

is to be used, are the disabled population, not

necessarily the so called 'old," although people in

the very old age ranges have somewhat higher rates

of disability.

In all age groups, the risk factors of

disability are affected by income, by the absence

of social supports, and these include, along with

such income related factors as bad housing, poor

nutrition, inadequate or unavailable preventive

and treatment resources, limited or nonavailable

effective family support systems. Among the

poor, these early precursors of disability are

neglected and until they become serious, and then

they require urgent measures.

In the older age ranges which have attractM

so much attention in recent years because very

small percentages of them are accounting for in-

creasing health care costs, they are the neglecte4

problems which have created the concept of alter-
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natives.

What have home-health services to do

with any of these facts? As they are presently

available, the answer is apparent. Very little.

If the course and the cost of chronic disease in

this country were to be significantly affected

by home-health services, a substantial shift in

policy would be required. That shift would be

based on a recognition of the facts rather than

the fiction. The need for an alternative does

not arise when an individual is on the point of

entering a short stay or long term institution.

The alternative to the more costly forms of care

does not lie exclusively in education or life-

style changes, either.

Between these two, there are a series of

effective intervening measures which could be

available and many of these, if not all, could

be available in accessible, effective home-health

services. They might be better insurance against

last ditch measures than the measures which are

now considered insurance. They could insure

against potentially health threatening problems

before the threat arrives.

Here another question arises. How can
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effective, accessible home-health services be

made available? The general assumption has been

that the creation of Medicare for the elderly

population and of Medicaid for the sick and poor

should have accomplished this objective. That

they have not is attributed either to the

failure of home-health services to interpret thei

usefulness or to the indifference of physicians

and consumers. Medicare and Medicaid have, in;

fact, provided a great deal of necessary care to

both of the populations for which they were inten-

ded.

The emphasis in the planning of the

legislation, however, was on the provision of

reimbursement for institutional care, because

that care was accurately seen as most burdensome

economically for these groups. What was not

considered was the fact that reimbursement does no

build service capacity, particularly when services

have not been in place in any substantial amounts

for purposes of population and geographic coverage

If there has been overuse of institutional service-

some of that overuse, at least, must be attributed

to the availability of institutional resources

combined with reimbursement for utilization.
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In the absence of anything else, the

fact that the institution may have not been

appropriate for everyone who was admitted was of

less importance than the fact that both the beds

and the funds were there. On the other hand, home

health services have not achieved population

coverage or geographic coverage during the period

when long term institutional beds increased by

232 percent. There was a reduction in Medicare

certified home-health agencies between 1971 and

1974 when Federal policy imposed very rigid

constraints on the circumstances in which the

services could be reimbursed, and it was only

when the shortsightedness of these measures was

stressed that a degree of flexibility allowed for

the slow growth of the services in the last five

years.

It might appear that similar problems have

never been confronted before in the United States

or involved there. This has not been the case,

however. When in the post-war period, there was

a Federal recognition that both the scarcity of

acute hospital care beds and poor geographic

coverage by hospitals was presenting a threat

to the health of the population, the Hill-Burton

73-607 0-81--11
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Act in 1946 and over succeeding years made an

adequate supply of short stay hospital beds avail-

able.

More recently, interested in health/main-

tenance organizations through Public Law 93222 in

1973 and in the 1976 amendments, supported recog-

nition of this form of service delivery was fundinj

for health/maintenance organizations for planning

and startup costs, feasible grants, planning

grants, initial development grants, and loan

programs. Last year H.M.O. grant funds were

doubled by the Congress and totaled $48 million.

As a result of this support, this form

of service has grown from 39 health maintenance

organizations serving 3.5 million people in 1971

to 230 programs serving almost 9 million people,

almost 5 percent of the population in 1980.

Home-health services have not received

this kind of developmental support. In a five-

year period between 1962 and 1967, about 50 short

term home care demonstration grants were awarded

under the Community Health Services and Facilities

Act. No further efforts of capacity building for

home-health services were undertaken between 1968

and 1975. In 1975 and in two succeeding years,
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$3 million were budgeted under the Health Revc-nue

Sharing and Health Services Act for demonstration

grants lasting 12 to 17 months. These short term

grants have been generally considered inadequate

for reliable service development.

The legislative conferees noted that the

future of home-health services must depend on

Federal support of the development and financing

of these services. Minimal financing through

short term demonstration grants does not make the

future of home-health services promising in terms

of developing viable and accessible services.

The question of cost has dominated every discussicn

every legislative consideration, in fact, almost

every reference to home-health services for a

number. of years.

Before the question, How much will it cost

is asked, it might be relevant to ask what the

objective in spending the money should be. If it

were possible, for example, to provide nursing

care at home for a sick, young mother, the ser-

vices of a well trained paraprofessional for a

couple of weeks to avoid hospitalization and the

placement of children, that might be a good bargai

If it were possible to provide home-health care
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for a 50 year old man with a history of heart

disease when he is bedfast with an acute, upper

respiratory infection and to monitor his health

at home for several months, that might be a good

bargain. If it were possible to provide a week

or two of intensive home-health care followed by

several months of health monitoring to a 75-year-

old man or a woman living alone when he or she has

an intercurrent illness which might otherwise req ire

hospitalization and transferred to a long-term

care institution from the hospital, a frequently

traveled path to the long-term care institution,

that might be a bargain.

If it were possible to take over the care

of an elderly family member for two or three familY

vacation weeks to avoid or defer a decision for

permanent institutionalization, that might be a

good bargain. And if, for a relatively small

percentage of the population, particularly those

in the older age ranges who are at risk for

institutional admission, if it were possible to

confront the fact that a few hours of paraprofessi nal

service and an occasional visit by a professional

would be needed indefinitely, that might prevent

or delay for that period of time a more costly
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choice, that might also be a very good bargain.

It is probable that what is being pro-

vided at present is not a good bargain at all.

To wait for the time when the need, whether it is

medical, social, or custodial, has arisen, and then

to make fourth decision, and fourth choices, seems

on the contrary to be very expensive as most

unplanned events are apt to be. In this context,

if some of us are asked whether we are advising

our planners and policy makers to buy a"pig in

a poKe, tne unavoiaable reply is tnat in all prob-

ability, that purchase has already been made with-

out advice.

There are few hopes that so called "cost

control measures" without some alteration in the

service system will achieve their objective. The

demonstrations and research efforts directed to tht

costing of home-health services as they are

presently delivered, simply describe what we have

and what we have is an absence in a set of servicei

for the population that is that object of cost

control. What we have are services that do not

provide the right mix and are delivered more or

less for the wrong reasons. They are not matched

in service pattern or in duration to consumer need
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This combination is not going to produce

any information except a record of the costs of

something we have concluded as not very effective.

This, however, is not the cost question that is

considered relevant today. The most frequently

asked questions arise when support for effective

home-health services systems are considered is

what will it cost in dollars and cents? And the

subsequent questions are: Will it save institutional

days? Will it be cheaper than institutional care?

How many days will it save? And finally, will it

be an add-on cost?

There have been a number of efforts to

answer these questions. Some of them have come

from Congressional reports. A Congressional

report in 1972 estimated that if one day of hos-

pital care for one patient in 20 could be served

with available home-health care, a total of $100

billion in savings would be realized. Blue Cross

of Greater Philadelphia reported that with home-

health care over a period of nine years, nearly

seven additional hospital beds were freed at no

additional cost to the community.

The Congressional budget office in 1977

referred to this evidence on cost stressing the
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fact that the cost studies referred to hospital

care. It cited a study indicating that 85 of

245 patients, presumably candidates for long-

term institutional care, were maintained on

continuing home care and would have required

institutional care if home care had not been made

available. Twenty five of the patients would ha e

died. Over a period of 24 months, 23 patients

improved to the point that they were no longer

home bound, and 116 remained stabilized under the

program's continuing care.

The Congressional Budget Office report

suggested that a long-term care system would be

necessary in view of the projected increases in

the aging population and proposed several differen

options for long-term care service systems, all of

them involving a wide range of home based services

The fact remains, however, that the best basis

for costing the service would be experience with

an extensive home-health services system, one tha:

had, in fact, dealt with the population in need of

long-term care.

We have not had this experience in the

United States. The home-health services from whic

any existing data might be drawn have usually limi ed
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their services to a maximum of 90 days or to the

15 limitations which Medicare regualtions impose,

except for a minimal experience with consumers

who are able to finance the care from their own

funds.

Aside from the fact that there is no

assurance that any of the research on cost is

reliable, a question arises again, Are we attempting

to cause a result or are we looking for a way

to control the causes of the expenditure?

The best way to control the costs of long-term

care and to some extent, acute care as well, would

obviously be to avoid the excess morbidity that

necessitates that expenditure. This might be

achieved through home-health measures of preventiv3

intervention.

Some of us believe that this would not be

too costly and while it might not immediately show

economies and the utilization of institutional

beds, it would do just that in the long run. AS a

matter of fact, for the long term consumer, this

preventive approach to impairment over time if the

initial effort to develop sources could be achieved

might require far less in the way of services and

achieve far more in the way of results, than we ca*
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assume from the studies now in the field.

The word 'preventive,' which usually seems

to describe something non-medical and therefore

not the business of health establishment, is

meant here to mean that services are delivered

exactly when they are needed in order to control

and prevent the development of problems that are

preventable. This means service delivery before

the institutional choice ever appears as a pos-

sibility. Home-health services are a key element

in long-term care. They are both a health service

and a supportive service. They must be linked in

the system if it is to be effective.

In the face of much of this rather

disconcerting evidence, we continue to hear the

same statements about home-health services that

taking care of sick people, particularly older

people in their homes, is humane because they are

happier therej that home care is preferable to

institutional care because older people do not

adapt well to institutions, that taking care of

people in their own homes preserves and maximizes

the contributions of informal care; that home-

health services are an alternative to institutionaI

carep that providing the services would prevent
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peoplebeinginstitutionalized inappropriately; that

home-health care would prove to be cheaper than

institutional care.

Like all arbitrary statements, these shoul

be taken with a grain of salt, but if they are evem

partially true, they should again be followed by

a series of commonplace questions. Why have home

health services been so minimaly utilized? Why

have the development of home-health resources been

so slow and so disappointing? Why has there been

so limited an attempt to get at the question of

cost if cost comparisons are, in fact, relevant to

the need for care at home as compared with the

institution?

Here we have the questions that have been

presumed to be central to the issue of home-health

services and their value, and we have some partial

answers. We know that there is a population in

need of long-term care. We know that this populat on

has multiple problems and that the present situati

is threatening to a growing population and threat-

ening to a system of management based on last ditch

efforts.

We know that neither Medicare nor Medicaid

home-health services have provided care that fits
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'inow that some experience with home-health servic s

have demonstrated that they have effectively

avoided institutional care and even replaced it.

They are not an alternative. They may,

however, be a more appropriate way of caring for

a sizable number of people. We know that no

resource which must provide a set of professional

and paraprofessional services for a population

without the means to buy them can be self-gener-

ating anI that no such service complex can survive

o)n reimbursement alone. We know that physicians

and discharge planners and care planners cannot be

expectel to be enthusiastic about the use of a

set of services which either are not available,

are inaccessable, or are so restricted that they

cannot be used with any great degree of confidence

particularly over the long term.

We know that efforts to develop home-

health service resources has been in the face of

the estimated need so minimal as to make no

Difference. We know that research based on presen:

efforts is unreliable because the base in which

it is being undertaken cannot provide an accurate

point of departure.
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A formidable barrier exists in the legis-

lative structure on which home-health services

are based. Funds for service reimbursement must

be sought from a dozen or more sources. I think

at one point we figured 18. Public programs

deliver from one another in their eligibility

requirements, in the services they provide, in

the definitions of those services, and in Federal,

State, local matching arrangements.

There has been very little standardization

in the claims' review process. What is

reimbursable in one locale may be rejected in

another.

The insecurity that this fragmentation

engenders adds to the problem of the consumer,

the planner, and the provider. The consumer, of

course, is the ultimate sufferer in this fragmente

and uncoordinated system. The costs are human,

but they are also costs in practical terms, and

however willing the general public may be to suppoi

its vulnerable populations, the disarray in the

arrangements for such support is less than encour-

aging.

The key question, What is to be done? The:

may be several answers. Years ago Franz Goldman,
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the father of theory and home-health care, said

that effective services begin with sincerity of

intent. He called it the will to do and while

this may sound somewhat naive in view of much of

the cynicism that is prelevant today, it would

be difficult to find a substitute for the action

that follows from a determination to achieve an

objective which is essential to the public.

Following from this determination, the

formulation of public policy and the steps which

implement such a statement of intent are essential.

These involve the placement of responsibility in

an identifiable and accessible public-unit which

will begin the task of unifying definitions,

standardizing measures of quality, reconciling

the disparity in program differences, via a via

the target population and their eligibility, bring

ing some order into the morales of Federal-state-

local managing arrangements, reimbursement policie

and claims' review. It will mean a somewhat longe

range, but coordinated and planned approach to the

development of accessible resources. One of the

most important elements in such a program will be

the influence in this system of rational arrangeme to

for noninstitutional care of the population now in
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need of the long-term care. This latter approach

may be the single most important element in long

term cost control. None of these efforts can be

let to chance or to good intentions. These steps

are long overdue and we will continue to ignore

them at great risk.

Thank you.

MR. SPECTOR: Thank you, Brahna, for your

very thoughtful and challenging remarks. The rest

of the day, I think, and indeed the rest of the

year and the future has been challenged here and

we hope that we'll be able to deal with it.

At this time we would like to take a

break. There will be coffee outside. I would ask

that when we resume, the panelists for this morn-

ing's session please take your places at the front

We know who you are, you know who you are.

See you in 15 minutes.

(There is a recess.)

MR. SPECTOR: I would like at this time

to introduce this morning's panelists. The way

this will go for the intent purpose of the program

is we'll ask the panelists to speak. We would ask

that you would hold your questions if you have

some, perhaps write them down, until the end of th4
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panel discussion and from the time that they finigh

until the time we must adjourn for lunch, and I

will announce that at the end of the question/

answer discussion, you will have some time for

some response to the panel.

Brahna Trager will be here for the remainder

of the day and we did not give time for questions

and answers, but I'm sure, she told me she would

be more than happy to respond to your questions

if you have any throughout the day.

For the benefit of the stenographer and

for ease of identification, I'm going to introduce

the panelists, not necessarily in the order they

will be speaking, but rather from my far right to

my far left.

On my very far right we have Dr. Leighton

Cluff. Dr. Cluff is a medical doctor and he is

presently the executive vice president of the

Robert wood Johnson Foundation. Previous to that

he was Professor of Medicine at John Hopkins

University and held a similar position at the

University of Florida.

To my immediate right, Martha Darling,

who is the legislative assistant to Senator Bradle

Her primary responsibilities include the committee
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on Finance and Aging of which Senator Bradley is

a member. Martha came to Washington as a White

House Fellow in 1977 and worked in the Department

of the Treasury as Executive Assistant to

Mr. Blumenthal.

To my immediate left we have Rita DeCotiis.

Rita is the Executive Director of Nursing Services

Incorporated and is currently president of the

Home-Health Assembly of New Jersey. Incorporated.

Farther on to my left we have Ron Muzyk

and Ron is the Acting Chief of the Bureau of

Program Development for the New Jersey Division

on Aging, Department of Community Affairs. He is

also a staff member to a long term planning

committee for the State Channeling Grant which

you will be hearing from more about today, and he

is on the interagency task force on home care

services.

And to my very far left is Gerald Reilly.

Mr. Reilly is the deputy director of the Departmen

of Human Services and prior to that, he was the

director of the New Jersey Medicaid Program and

my former boss.

First speaking this morning will be

Rita DeCotiis.
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MS. DECOTIIS: Thank you. First I'd like

to say, what do you do when you're the speaker on

hame-care after someone like Brahna Trager? Kind

of leaves you speechless, doesn't it?

As president of the Home-Health Agency

Assembly of New Jersey, I would like to express

our sincere appreciation to Governor Byrne, Senat r

Bradley, and Senator Williams for their cooperati n

and co-sponsorship of this meeting today. I would

also like to say that the committee who was listed

on the back of the progran-has worked close to a

year on planning this conference. Let's all give

them a little thanks.

Some of the things that I'm going to say a ¶

going to be a little bit repetitious of what

-Brahna has brought to you already, but I think thef

bear repetition. I'm addressing you today as a

spokesman for the Home-Health Agency Assembly

of New Jersey, which represents the 47 certified

licensed home-health agencies in the State. These

agencies are a mixture of non-profit voluntary

hospital based, public health department based,

and one proprietary, and they provide services in

the home that include nursing, physical therapy,

occupational therapy, speech pathology, mental

73-607 0-81-12
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health, medical social work, nutrition counseling,

and home-health aides, all provided under a

physician's plan of treatment.

In 1979, 41,000 patients in New Jersey

were served. In the past few years, home-health

agencies have become increasingly involved in

hospice programs providing the skill, professional

care, and support services necessary to allow the

terminally ill patient to die in dignity in their

home.

The traditional eight - five home-health

agency day is becoming a thing of the past with

many facilities now providing care seven days a

week, 24 hours of the day. I can remember back

when I came back into public health. It was a

darned good job to have because it was Monday to

Friday and once in a while a weekend call, but

nothing more than that and it was from eight to

four. This is changing. Care of the acutely,

chronically and terminally ill in the home is not,

however, our only role.

Rome-health agency health conferences

provide nursing to private schools, offer health

consultation, educational and screening programs

in the community, and in many areas, act as the
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local Board of Health Nurses. we help the local

Board of Health meet some of their mandated stan-

dards. Home-health agencies are the only health

facilities today that can boast of such a wide

variety of involvement in health care in the home

and in community health.

We are deeply concerned with three basic

issues in the delivery of home-health as it

exists today under current legislation and is

proposed under pending legislation. The first issae

that we would like to speak to is coordination.

You're going to hear this over and over again

today. Title XVIII, Medicare: Title XIX, Medicaid;

Title XX, Social Services; and Title III, the

Older Americans Act. All provide for some aspects

of health care in the community. Each have

different eligibility criteria, different definiti ns

of many services, and different modes of entry int

the system.

Health services provided by Medicare and

Medicaid are basically under the supervision of

the Home-Health Agencies, but in many areas of th

State, there is little or no coordination of these

services with those provided by Title XX. It is

not unusual, the care of a patient to be paid by
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three or more funding services. I think Brahna

said 18.

Title XX may be supplying health care to

the patient with different personnel, often unsup-

ervised, and with no communication with the home-

health agency. It is not unusual for us who are

directly involved in the provision of care to go

into a home, to be having a home-health day there,

and discover two or three weeks later that Title

XX also is providing a certain number of hours of

care to this same patient. This is certainly

not good coordination of care.

It is essential in order to provide qualitY

home-health care that there be coordination of all

services and that there be a single point of entry

into the system. Channeling demonstrations, which

you will hear about later today, may show the way

to such a coordinated system.

Our greatest concern regarding channeling

demonstrations is that agencies involved be the

most qualified to coordinate a program that will

have such an impact on the delivery of home-

health care. We believe that home-health agencies

are one of the logical choices for a demonstration

project or should be deeply involved in the dem-
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onstration project.

The second issue is one that we are sure

you all are aware of, but feel we must, again,

restate our problems with cap law as it exists

today. Cap law limits any increase in municipal

and 'can't be" expenditures to 5 percent presents

a definite hardship for our public-based agencies.

These agencies are primarily reimbursed by

Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, and private

insurance companies, yet because of the cap

law, when there is a need for expansion to

provide home-health care, they're unable to, due

to constraints of this law.

Needed nurses or other professional staff

cannot be hired even though the personnel costs

would be reimbursed by fiscal intermediaries.

We strong recommend that this construction on the

publicly based agencies be removed and that they

be exempt from the cap law to allow them to expand

to meet existing and projected needs.

The last issue we would like to comment on

is funding for home-health care, its fragmentation

and inequities as compared with other health

facilities. I think Brahna kind of touched on thi

the Hill-Burton Act. As was said earlier, it's not
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unusual for home-health agencies to have on

their census a patient who may be receiving services

under three or more separate funding sources to

achieve a level of care that is skill inadequate.

As of now, Federal programs have not

provided the funding that would allow the type and

duration of services needed to render comprehensive,

long-term health care in the community. Home-

health agencies have been forced because of

funding restrictions to place greater emphasis on

short term care.

The Medicaid program in New Jersey, I would

like to say, although one of the most comprehensive

and best-planned programs in the country to assist

in keeping the extreme poverty out of institutions

has such a low financial eligibility for home-

health that only 7,000 people in New Jersey can

benefit from this. The Medicaid community health

cab interview by Waxman and Pepper would help to

alleviate this by raising the availability of home.

health care so that it would be comparable to ng

home eligibility and Medicaid.

Yesterday I heard two different figures

and I don't know which is right, but there is just

about a $500 gap between the Medicare eligibility
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for home-health care and Medicare eligibility for

nursing home care.

Title XXI which is the most comprehensive,

long-term care legislation as opposed to short te m

care funded by Medicare to date calls for initial

screenings and referral operations, but does not

really delegate where these will take place.

Further, it delegates as those eligible to perform

this preadminssion testing of facilities such as

a nursing home, which has never demonstrated

expertise in this area. This could only result in

filling nursing home beds.

we firmly believe that the point of entry

to any long-term health system regardless of the

funding source should be through a certified licened

home-health agency. In view of our history and

experience in patient assessment, referral, and

provision of care, this would certainly lead to

better coordination and less duplication and

fragmentation of services. Lack of expertise

in the aforementioned areas can only result in

inappropriate referrals to nursing homes.

We are all aware of its existence today.

Senator Bradley touched on it with those who are i

nursing homes, who do not belong there. But I'd 1 ke
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to say something else.

It could also lead to inappropriate refer als

to home-care. We who work with it every day have

a frustration of how to safely care for the sever ly,

physically, mentally limited person living alone

in a totaly unsafe environment. We have had litt e

support from the private sector of insurance. M

health insurance policies will pay for private

duty of registered nurses or licensed practical

nurses, but will not pay for the services of a

certified home-health aiWe working under the super-

vision of a public health nurse.

Too often patients who receive reimbursemt

for their post-hospital care are forced to engage

registered nurses in the home rather than the more

appropriate and cost effective use of the home-

health agency services.

The dollars spent in 1979 by the private

insurance companies for home-health care only amou ted

to 1.3 percent of our total reimbursement for home

health. Now, I think that's kind of a standard.

Nonprofit voluntary health agencies are mandated

by their charters to provide patient care regard-

less of ability to pay.

It states it right up there in black and
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white; however, few agencies are fully able to

live up to this commitment due to financial

restrictions. Funding from private sectors such

as United Way is not usually sufficient to meet

the needs.

Federal programs such as Medicare do not

allow the agencies to acrue any reserves and in tke

past few years, there has been only a few million

dollars of Federal funding, I think Brahna said

three, for the whole country that was available far

home-health expansion.

Now, this is the whole country. This is

not New Jersey. Over the years, hospitals have

received Federal financial support for expansion,

but very little assistance has been given to home-

health agencies. The problem in providing long-

term care is even more serious. If we are to

expand to provide services, we must have the

funding to enable us to hire the highly skilled

professional and paraprofessional staff needed at

salaries that would be equitable with their res-

ponsibilities and their responsibilities out in

that community are really tremendous.

With the constraints of the existing reim-

bursement methods and the limited Federal financiaL
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assistance, we ask you, the policy makers, how art

we to expand over and above the 20 percent annual

growth rate that we are already experiencing in

New Jersey? The need for long term home-health

care as a more appropriate form of care than

institutionalization is there, and we are confiden t

that we can provide that quality home-health care

given the backing of effective legislation and

sufficient funding.

Thank you.

MR. SPECTOR: Next I would ask Dr. Cluff

to speak.

DR. CLUFF: Thank you. It's a pleasure t

have the opportunity to be here with you today

representing the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,

which, as many of you know, has over the past eigh

years been very intensely interested and has

committed its efforts to improvements and access

to our hospital general medical care.

The Foundation up to this time has not

specifically supported programs dealing exclusivel

with home care, but it is an area of over-riding

interest to us. This conference today is an obvious

interest to those of us who represent the Foundati
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My comments will be a bit extemporaneous and I

have a few specific points that I would like to

make, which hopefully will precipitate some discu sion

and perhaps might even be a bit provacitive.

As we have over the past 18 months or so

attempted to try to look into the crystal ball

of the future in health care in this country, it

has, of course, come to our attention, as iI'm sue

that you're aware of as well, and that is that during

the 1960's and the early part of the 1970's, of c urse,

there was an extrordinary expansion in the avail-

ibility of public dollars and public programs for

provision of services of all kinds and particularl

in the field of health services. We recognize,

as I'm sure you do as well, that during the decade

of the 1980's, the rate of growth in the addition

of funds for support of such services will be

obviously much less than it has been in the past.

Various projections would indicate the rata

will slow at least in terms of growth of new healti

services and the support of existing health servic s

by perhaps one half.

In addition to that, we recognize also that

there is a growing concern in this country regardi g

the whole issue of, if you will, productivity and
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certainly in the area of health care with the

whole issue of cost effectiveness, that phrase

being exceedingly difficult to define in the health

care field; however, as one looks at the issue of the

cost of health services as all of you know, the

cost of health services have risen in an astron-

omical rate in this country in the past 15 to 20

years. Now, part of the issue here is clearly

also associated with the problem of disability

or functional impairment with our population. The re

were some 452 million work days lost in 1979 in

this country because of people being disabled

acutely, temporarily, or over a long term because

of disabling health conditions. Indeed, that

exceeded by 12 fold, the work days lost attributab le

to strikes in this country.

Indeed, it has been estimated that private

state, and Federal dollars contributed is some-

where in the neighborhood of $342 billion in 1979

to provide health, economic, social, and support

services to the disabled people in this country.

That represents as rather clearly to you as it

does to me a rather considerable expenditure of

funds in this country and commitment to meeting

the needs of our disabled people.
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In that regard I'm using the word "disabling,

or 'disability" in its broadest contexture frame-

work.

Now, in regards to the issue of home care,

one of the questions, of course, that needs to be

asked and has been asked this morning by Dr. Trage r

and by others, and that is who needs home care

and how do you decide who needs home care? Indeed,

you who are the providers of home care services

can answer that far more precisely than I can,

but certainly one thing I think was raised

earlier, and that is that indeed, home care is

not a problem that is exclusively confined to the

older population or the elderly population of the

country, even though at the present time it has

also been pointed out that it consumes the largest

proporation of the dollar of sources in this

country for all health services, at least as a

single population group.

Certainly, therefore, we can claim that

most of those with activity limitations, even

those with major limitations, still are under the

age of 65, but the cost of the health care services

goes over that age.

Now, another question in terms of who needs
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home care deals with the whole issue of the

assessment of the need of individuals. I was

interested in talking to some of you this morning

that, indeed, there appears to still be some

differences of opinion perhaps and certainly

different forms being used to identify those in

need, the level of their need, and the types of

services that are required. Indeed, it's been our

feeling that perhaps this in one of the weaknesses

of home care services and other kinds of services

at the moment, and that is how does one charact-

erize the functional disability of those who are

at home or could be at home and how does one based

on functional assessment identify the need? I'l

come back to that again in a moment.

Now, one of the important questions Senato

Bradley addressed and so did the Governor, and th t

is does home care cost less than institutional

care? In this regard, clearly we're primarily

talking about the nursing home Now, as has been

mentioned, there have been some studies done to

try to examine this issue. Por example, one studs

done entitled "Rome Care for the Elderly in North

Carolina,' a program titled 'The Client Centered
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Coordinative Program." Indeed, an effort was made

to try to examine this issue, but one great void

in providing services for this population was a

method for bringing together all of the appropriate

services to meet the individual's need and, indeed.

this gets back to Rita's point about the need for

coordination of services.

They used in that program a surrogate met hod

in order to try to coordinate the services needed

by the elderly population at home and indeed to

not only identify the need but to seek out the

services that the client required.

It was interesting to note that 60 percent

of those they served required no special nursing

attention, nor did they require any special medic al

services and that the cost of the rest of the

care in a rest home for those individuals not in

a nursing home comparatively was of $400 as

opposed to the cost of the home care program being

$410. It was recognized that 30 percent of the

population that they served required limited nursi g

or medical services and that the cost of an inten-

sive care facility for this population would have

been amounted to $880 and the cost of home care

was $474. Only 8 percent of the population required
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extensive special nursing care or medical services

and as we will know in this instance, the cost of

the nursing home care averaged $1190 per annum

and $581 for home care.

Now, it's this kind of study that is

critically needed if one wants to demonstrate wha

has been pointed out earlier, and that is that hone

care basically is capable of reducing cost and

total care. In this particular study, one can

claim that it did for certain selected portions

of the population. In a program sponsored by

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the program

known as our Health Impaired Elderly Program in

ten demonstration sites in ten states throughout

the country, one of the things we've been trying

to pay attention to are two things.

One is the appropriate coordination of

existing community resources. Is it possible to

reduce the need for institutional care and indeed

is the functional effectiveness that the popula-

tion served improved? Hopefully we'll be able to

obtain some information regarding that in those

ten demonstration sites over the next four years.

Again, however, it's this type of study that we

feel is absolutely essential if one is going to
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be able to justify the continued expansion of homf

care services.

One of the important studies that has

been done, to my knowledge, is now being used by

the United States Congress in assessing the whole

issue of home care and that is the so-called

'Weisser Study." It was reported in 1979 and I'm

sure all of you are aware of it.

Indeed, the cost effectiveness of day care

and homemaker services for the chronically ill was

done in a randomized study-reported and supported

by the National Center for Health Services Researc

Three critical findings in that study are having

major impacts on national legislation. That

study reported that they found that the cost of

home care was more costly than day care services.

Their findings suggested that day care may not

be cheaper than nursing home care, and they did

not show that homemaker services constituted

a cost effective alternative to long-term care.

Now, that study is currently having

profound impacts in Washington on the whole issue

of legislation regarding home care and perhaps

Miss Darling will speak to this later on. It's

this kind of study which contradicts many of the

73-607 0-81-13
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things you believe you're doing, which are so

important. The study had great weaknesses, howev r.

It was conducted over a two-year period

of time. The data was collected only about over.

an 18-month period of time and it is difficult to

know whether such a short term study is adequate

to effect the whole of home care services when

one is providing long-term care.

There is an interesting study being

conducted at the Johns Hopkins Hospital and the

Massachusetts General Hospital, programs coordin-

ated by those two institutions for home-health

care. A certain proportion of those individuals

being discharged from those hospitals who are

deemed to be requiring nursing home care by their

physicians are being randomized into two groups

and, indeed, one group is being assigned to a

nursing home, another comparative group is being

assigned to a surrogate or foster home program.

As I'm sure you're all aware, many elderly

people and chronically ill people being discharged

from the hospital do not have a home to go to

where there are individuals and residents who can

provide their care and, indeed, many studies

suggest that's an important reason why some people
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are admitted to nursing homes, not because thy

necessarily need the nursing home, but because

there is nobody at home to provide for their

care, so these two hospitals basically have

developed programs for care given in which the

hospital staff assumes the responsibility to

train them in providing home care services for the

individual discharged from the hospital who

resides in the home of the care giver for a period

of time until they can assume more independent

living again.

The data from that study up to this

point in time suggests that the cost is less for

the home care services or in the surrogate patient

care giver's home than it would be in the nursing

home on a per diem basis, but one of the interesti g

things is, and I would wonder if you haven't observed

this yourself, some of those patients actually

live longer and therefore if one looks at the

total cost of care, the total cost of care is

greater. But it's this kind of data that one has

to pay attention to.

The issue really may not lie in cost but

what is best for the individual to be cared for or

live at home or reside in a nursing home.
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Now, if one is really doing a comparison

with nursing home care which is certainly the

big issue in regards to the elderly, I'll just

recite briefly some data which clearly emphasizes

the magnitude of this issue. In 1970 there were

$4.3 billion spent for nursing home care in this

country and in 1980, it's estimated this will be

a $23 billion expenditure and this is an 18

percent compounded average increase.

Indeed, if the cost per nursing home bed

is assessed, the cost for a nursing home bed in

1970 in the country was $4,300 per year, and in

1980 it's estimated to range at $13,450 per

year, a twelve percent compounded average increase.

During this same period as you all know,

there were one million nursing home beds in the

United States in 1970, some 1.7 million in 1980.

It is important to note in terms of cost that the

national study indicates that 75 percent of all

Medicaid dollars in the United States are currentl

committed to supporting patients who are in

nursing homes. That doesn't leave much money

for support of home care services.

What about the population of the elderly

which have such profound impacts upon the whole
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situation, and I don't need to go over this with

you except to point out one very important thing

and that is that the population between the ages

of 65 and 74 is expected to decrease between now

and the year 2000 while the population over between

the ages of 75 and 84 will rise from 34 to 44

percent and that will be an increasing proportion

of those over 85 years of age rising from 5.6

percent to 10.5 percent.

If we think we have a problem now with

the disabled and the functionally impaired elderly

it behooves us to think clearly about what the

problem will be like in 20 years. It has been

mentioned before by Dr. Trager that, indeed, the

majority of the patients, 86 percent of those

in nursing homes are over the age of 65, but it

is critically important to recognize that 70 per-

cent of nursing home residents who over the age

of 70 and that, indeed, one-third of the patients

in nursing homes today are over the age of 85.

Now, 75 percent as Dr. Trager pointed out

of those in nursing homes are women, and this

presents a problem which, I think, is of critical

importance and 88 percent of them are single,

divorced, or widowed. So basically the family
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structure has changed dramatically for this

population.

One thing that struck me is why people ar4

admitted to nursing homes. In the 1977 study by

the Natinal Center for Health Statistics, one-

third of those individuals admitted in nursing hon e

in the United States are not admitted because of

what I can get from the data represent medical

or health problems, but are admitted because of

social or economic reasons. Now, it is also

important to point out that of those who are

admitted to nursing homes and pay their own bills

or have private insurance, do not have Medicaid,

that about 40 percent of them will be discharged

from the nursing home within three months but

of those who are admitted to a nursing home under

Medicaid, the average duration of occupancy in

the nursing home is one year-and-a-half.

In part that's attributable to the fact

that the individual in the nursing home on Medica d

becomes entirely dependent on those Medicaid fund

for their support, yet if they leave the nursing

home, the level of their support is not adequate

to provide for their care.

Now, these are some of the data that I have
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attempted to examine in dealing with interests

of this particular conference, and let me just

identify some of the kinds of questions which

have already been raised, but which I think need

very serious attention.

What are the means of payment for services

for individuals who require home care and/or the

kind of resources available adequate if they

were more appropriately deployed? I think

that's a critical question for all to ask, are

the existing resources available for home care

services adequate if they were more appropriately

deployed?

Clearly this would require some additional

coordination of services, a better means of assess ng

tUs means of those who require home care services,

and I have a great concern that any program dealin

with the home care of the disabled population,

particularly the elderly, should not be a

program that drives out volunteerism. Volunteer-

ism is a big part of home care services at the

present time, and from my own vantage point, the

activities of the Ohio Presbyterian Church and

the Baptist Convention of North Carolina represent

the kinds of voluntary efforts that can make an
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immense contribution to the home care needs of the

elderly and, indeed, we have to be very careful

that as we develop expanded reimbursement mech-

anisms to provide care for these people at home,

we don't drive out volunteerism.

In this regard, I happen to believe that

there's a crying need for an increased degree

of cooperation between private and public

sectors. I don't believe that the home care

disabled persons should be exclusively and totaly

a public responsibility. I happen to believe

that a cooperative arrangement between the private

voluntary sector as well as the public sector

is badly needed.

- .- Finally, one of the missing ingredients

in nursing home care from my perception of some

of the programs dealing with home care is their

lack of an effective linkage to the rest of the

health care system. Indeed, it seems to me as

though it is time we began to think not about

home care, petiod, but about the total care of

an individual who is disabled which may require

involvement of the physician, hospitalization,

nursing home care, and home care. Somehow or

other these have to be linked and they cannot each
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individually be considered in isolation of the

other.

If I were an old person, such as my mothers

who's 91, has a paralyzed right foot, has two

artificial prostheses, is partially blind, partial ly

deaf, but alert, and lives at home alone and

cares for herself alone. What she needs is a

little bit of home care periodically. What she

needs occasionally is hospitalization. What

she also needs occasionally is to see a doctor.

And what she also needs sometimes is to see a

podiatrist.

So that in essence it would be inapprop-

riate to talk about the needs of my mother as beiag

exclusively these for home care. Somehow her care

has to be linked into the rest of the health care

system and I think it's absolutely critical

that when one talks about home care services, one

put it in the context of the total health care

system and the needs of the individual which

will vary from point to point and time to time.

Thank you very much.

MR. SPECTORi Thank you. I now ask Ron

Muzyk to speak.
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MR. MUZYK: Good morning. As I was

sitting listening to Brahna Trager, Rita, and,

of course, Senator Bradley and Governor Byrne,

I was thinking back to somewhere around the neigh

borhood of two years ago when several of us at

the State level began to talk about long-term

care, long term planning, and in-home health

services. out of that came our first effort

about a year ago which we called the 1923

Conference. Some of you were there.

It brought together for the first time

three very, very, I would say, powerful funding

and resource agencies in this State, Title XIX,

Title XX, Title XXI State and area agencies on

aging to bring them together, to develop

some sort of working relationship with each other

to help foster transportation in home services,

energy management, et cetera. And from that I think

we can see today that the transportation needs

through the Governor's task on transportation of

the elderly and handicapped and the 1923 Conferenc

we are seeing transportation being coordinated

at the county level like we've never seen before.

we've brought it together.

one of the other seminars or workshops of
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this 1923 Conference was on in-home health

services. We brought together many, many leaders

from the State Federal government to talk about

it, and I think what we're seeing here today is

a result of that long process, having the voluntary

sector of the State all coming together to discuss

things that are very, very important.

When we bagan to look at the Division of

Aging and the Aging Network out there, we see sot

of a dichotomy or some sort of other mechanism

that on the one hand they tell us to do things

and work with people in other agencies, and on

the other hand they mandate that we provide

services. So when they passed the most recent

Older Americans Act Amendment, they set forth

that in a certain portion called "social services*

the area agencies in the State must certify that

50 percent of those funds be used to provide

three basic services,access, in-home services,

and legal services.

Yet inherent in those amendments was

the fact we had to pick up certain other services

previously.being provided by the nutrition

program so we saw we were picking up nonin-home

services, but after a small while, we see the
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pendulum swinging, through the 1923 Conference,

the Governor's Conference on Transportation,

our agencies have moved and are moving very

rapidly out of the transportation business. They

are finding other resources to provide that and

the pendulum is being swung into the area of

in-home services.

Those of you who were here last night saw

the film "Visiting Nurse and Health Services of

Elizabeth, New Jersey," one of our first programs

we started on the Division-of Aging and if you

look at each and every county in New Jersey,

some element of that program if not all is being

provided through the area agencies, through other

providers in almost every county, so our pendulum

is swinging and we are beginning to divert more an]

more funds into the in-home services area.

The other program that my director

Mr. Pennestri, who would have been here today

except that he is in San Diego at the Gerontologic 1

Society talking and giving a presentation on

congregate services, wanted me to talk about is the

program we started here in the State, and I'll

get back to this in just a moment.

As we said, with the Visiting Nurse Assoc-
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iation and the health services of Elizabeth, we

have semblence of programs. One of the things

that our director, Mr. Pennestri, feels is very

important and will be coming up in the new

amendments to the Older Americans Act which is

to begin to see new titles in the older

Americans Act which may deal with in-home health

services in one way, shape, or form.-

Either through the Channeling mechanism

or through the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation's

health impaired programs, we will see more and

more funds perhaps going through the Older

Americans Act for in-home services.

One thing you'll see changing is through

the White House Conference on Aging and the

Governor's Conference is that you'll see much

more impact on that long term planning in the

home-health services program because as we see,

as we begin to code all of the form reports and

meet with all the members of the task force and in

codifying this for the delegates, we are seeing

that in-hone health services and long-term care

planning is a very, very important element. It

is coming up and it is servicing, so our delegates

will then take it ; out to Washington. I think
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through the whole nation you see things happening

out in San Diego, my director, Mr. Pennesiri

is presenting a paper along with several other stzff

members on congregate services. We at the Divisi n

on Aging look at this as being one more way of

delivering necessary health and social programs

to the elderly. Congregate services began about a

year ago. We have seven projects out there

presently.

It provides some personal services, some

homemaker services, and nutrition and we're

exploring ways to make it more enriched by adding

elements of home-health such as visiting nurses,

home-health aides, et cetera. We hope to do this

soon.

Through other programs we have been placing

older workers themselves in programs we call

"residential housing aides" to pick up the light

house duties, the chores, the letter writing,

the other non-medical services, to the elderly

within nine projects in the State of Now Jersey.

That's working out very well and we're beginning

to go into a few more projects come this July.

When Jim Pennestri, our director, is

talking and doing things, he comes back to always
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our first director, rmrs. Harter, who, back in

1965 when the Older Americans Act came through,

she went for planning and coordination rather tha

for direct service development. She created the

county office on aging.

From about that time to 1972, we actually

got out there and planned and coordinated, pooled,

and capped and uncapped resources from more of the

providers there. Then came money. It began

slowly, began to build and build. We sort of lct

sight of the original concept that we, the area

agencies, are advocates for change for the elderly

to include them in the regular service channels

and add on our behalf for change, so therefore n

that the Older Americans Act came completely

around and all of our funds are going out now

through the area agencies to service providers

for all the things, we have a better chance to

begin to look at this problem of in-home health

services and long term planning in a more

concentrated manner. In our own Division as

Dr. Cluff mentioned today, we are working with

the religious community to develop in-home service

and other services through the religious communiti

in New Jersey.
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ile are also working with the housing

authorities again on the congregate services

program. Wie are educating and training people

in the field to be alert to the problems and

needs and services of the elderly person. We are

also working with what Governor Byrne alluded to

this morning, constituencies.

For the first time in a long time, the

Commission on Aging and the members of key senior

organizations have come together to plan strategy

to meet the needs of the older persons in New

Jersey. What we're working on is bringing

everyone together for common good and that is to

provide perhaps better in-home health services

and other services that the elderly in New Jersey

need and require. When you look at what will be

happening, perhaps it can be authorization to the

Older Americans Act and what has happened just

recently, we sort of feel that we can backtrack

on the aging Americans.

We must look at and reorder our priorities

As I said before, from the community performance

which you've held our priority is beginning to

come about, and that is for in-home health serviceE

We as a Division on Aging, working with the other
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divisions in the Derartment of Health, the Depart-

ment of Human Services, will begin working more

and more together to make sure that our constitue cy,

the elderly, is included in all home-health

services and pledge our support to carry out a

much bigger and better program if humanly possible

to meet those needs and to keep individuals from

being prematurely institutionalized but at the

same time allowing those who are institutionalize'

to come back into the community.

And we hope that the Older Americans Act,

our Congregate Services Program or Residential

Aides Program will be able toaddress this more

and more in the coming years.

Thank you very much.

MR. SPECTOR: Thank you, Ron. At this

time I would like to ask Gerry Reilly to give his

presentation.

MR. REILLY: I want to touch upon four

areas. The time is too brief to touch upon all

of them in sufficient detail, but they're all

important and I do want to mention them.

I want to talk about recent policy initiat ves

I want to talk about barriers to service. I want

73-607 O-81--14
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to talk about current policy developments. I wani

to talk about some long term views and projects.

Two key policy initiatives undertaken in the past

several years that are already substantially

acomplished involve first Medicaid coverage for

home-health services which Rita alluded to a

little bit earlier. It used to be that in order

to get help from the Medical Assistance Program

or Medicaid, one had to be sick enough to be in

the hospital in order to get home-health care,

somewhat of an anamalous situation which

parallels the Medicare principles.

We changed that several years ago and

developed a level of care approach which

involved an intense level, skilled level, and basic

level of care. The results of that change in

policy are rather significant in terms of expen-

ditures and people served.

In 1976 the New Jersey Medical Assistance

Program spent about $2 million on home-health

care. By 1980 that number had jumped to $9

million, an increase of 356 percent.

In 1976 we spent three-tenths of one per-

cent for home-health cservices. By..1980 it had

jumped to a magnificent 1.4 percent, a 366 percent
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increase, a small total portion of the budget

obviously but a rather important trend and shift.

In terms of people, 1976, about 570 people

per month, by 1980 about 1200 per month.

Second major area of policy change already

accomplished has been the shift from the Title

XX program to the Title XIX program where appropri ate

and possible. As you know, many county agencies

with the use of Title XX funds conduct homemaker

home-health aide programs in the state. A number

of these people receiving help under the home-

health aide portion of Title XX program were also

eligible for xix but were not being paid for out

of XIX. The Title XX funds of New Jersey are

capped.

There's a Federal cap. I suppose at that

time it was 2.5 billion. It moves up and down

with various appropriations, but essentially it's

capped so that the advantage was in moving servic s

out of Title XX which was capped into Title XIX

which was uncapped, thereby free and Title XX

served funds for additional services for people

who Title XIX could not assist, and that has been

underway in most counties of the State and is wor ing

fairly well, I believe.
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Nonetheless, because of the tremendous

and continuing increase in demand for services

in 17 of 21 counties, we now have restricted or

closed intake for county-sponsored Title XX and

county-assisted homemaker health services, so

that the Title XIX switch, as it's called, in

the trade was helpful for a few years, but

now that particular trick has been bled dry and is

not enabling us to respond to the current needs.

The barriers of the further progress,

obviously No. 1 is money. Number 2 is eligibility

Rita referred to the institutional cap. What

that means is if a person lives in the community,

they have to have income of $238 or less per

month to be eligible for supplemental security

income payment. If that person is in an

institution, the cap is three times that rate,

about $717 -- 714 per month, about a $470, 500

difference.

Now, the intent of that regulation is

benign. It is to assist people in meeting the

crushing cost of institutional care if, in fact,

they require it. Its impact in certain circum-

stances could be perverse because an individual

who was in a long-term care facility conceivably
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doing well enough for reintegration into the

community may face the prospects of losing their

medical assistance benefits on re-entry into the

community and therefore what was a benign regulation

of the cap that helped them while they were in is

a barrier to leaving. It can also in some cases

be an incentive to an institution of placement

as opposed to remaining in the community.

Someone has $250 of income a month, $300

a month, they need a good deal of support in the

community. They can't afford to pay for it. They're

not eligible for medical assistance. That

American might move into a long-term care facilit(

because of the unintentional institutional bias

of the eligibility process. There are a number

of current initiatives, some of which address

the above barriers of money and eligibility.

At the Federal level we have the Waxman-

Pepper Bill, the Medicaid Community Care Act of

1979, I believe is the title. This Act essentiall

involves an assessment process of every individual

who may require long-term care to see what their

needs are and what their abilities are on the

level of function and then it provides for an

increase in Federal financial participation to
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states of up to 75 percent. New Jersey is now

50/50. Under Waxman-Pepper we go to 75/25 for

home-health based services.

When it was demonstrated that the home-

health service was, in fact, the cost effective

alternative to institutionalization, this bill

would allow us to provide those services and it

would solve the problem, largely solve the problem

of the institutional path. It is a very good bill.

It has very strong support from most of the states

in the country. The American Public Welfare

Association has enforced the bill and is pushing

it very strongly.

Second Federal initiative Senator Bradley

spoke of this morning, Title XXI, sometimes called

Packwood-Bradley, in New Jersey called Bradley-

Packwood. This is a very, veryinnovative and

exciting concept. I-would have to frankly say

that I have some problems with the bill, not in

its intention, but I am a bit concerned about

fragmentation of the institutional care system

from the community system and at this point, more

inclined toward an approach which further expands

Title XIX to enable it to more effectively provide

home-health services and rather than a whole new
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in the field, XX, XIX, and XXI, although I have

to admit that before a conference similar to this

about a year-and-a-half ago, I, in fact, advocate

a title XXI.

Perhaps it was at our 1923 Conference,

I'm not sure. I've done some more thinking about

it and do have some serious second thoughts about

the concept of Title XXI, not its intention, but

its management implications as it would interact

with a reality of our current programs.

The third important Federal initiative,

and this is a Federal-state initiative, involves

something known as "channeling grants.' The

Congress provided $20 million a year or so ago

to the Department of Health and Human Services to

conduct demonstration grants around the country

The idea was to test out the concept of putting tho

total array of services necessary for an individual

available in a one-stop shop following a complete

evaluation of that individual's needs and matching

those two up.

All of you know the fragmentation of the

present system and the mine field that one has to

navigate forward to get services and the fact that
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we may choose certain options because we're not

really aware of the other options available.

Channeling is a simple concept and it's almost

self-evident in its implications.

New Jersey fortunately was one of the 12

states awarded channeling demonstration grants.

The grant has two pieces. One, the local service

delivery site demonstration which, in New Jersey,

will either be Essex or Middlesex County. That

process is now under way. The process of selectic

with Federal site visits have happened in the

last two weeks or so.

The second aspect of it and a very much

smaller aspect of it in terms of finance is that

New Jersey has contracted to deliver to the

Federal Government at the end of a one-year

period a plan for long-term care. This plan for

long-term care will be the combination of the

process that Ron Muzyk described earlier of a numb

of beginning to ccm? together and trying to pay

attention, more careful attention to this issue.

The difficulty we have is that all of us are

responsible for variety of programs and can't put

the kind of time and attention and effort into any

one program that it warrants.
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One of the benefits of the long-term

care planning grant is that it has enabled us to

recruit some staff people who will work under the

direction of Mike Laracy from my staff, working

with the health department, Department of Communi

Affairs, Public Advocate, and so forth, and a wid

variety of people in advisory capacity which is

the process now under way to assemble that, to

develop a comprehensive chronic care plan for

New Jersey.

I have with me a copy of the Department

of Human Services' report which carries a pretty

good article -on the Channeling Grant and they're

available in the back of the room as you break for

lunch, and I won't go into the details of it at

this point. The article does it well.

A second State level current initiative

involves revisions of the home-health manual by th

Division of Medical Assitance to cover personal

care services. For a number of years we had heard

mysteriously that New York State had a very extens ve

personal care program that went much farther than

we did and that we really should investigate it.

When we did that, we were advised by our regional

friends lnH.H.F. that we really should model our-
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selves on New York because they may have been

doing some things that went somewhat"beyond the

pale" and they might be in for a big audit

exception. We were therefore cautious and did not

plunge in.

AS it turns out and it often does in the

case of New York State, I think the moral there

is to steal big and no one can do anything about

it, Federal policy moderated in the direction of

New York State rather than New York State moderat ng

in Federal policy. Therefore, we revised our

home-health manual to contemplate the use of

personal care services as an added way of getting

more services out there and also relieving Title

XX because not only could we substitute

Medicaid for the home-health aspects, the Title

XX had been paying for, but we could pay for some

of the personal services that Title XX had been

paying for.

The problem is, it has a $4 million annual

price tag. It has surfaced at the most unpropiticus

moment for the Medical Assistance Program because

we're struggling with a $50 million deficit right

now. So that has put the personal care revision

on the back burner for a little while.
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I'm optimistic that all that hard work

was not done for nothing and, in fact, we will

be moving to a personal care program in the New

Jersey Medical Assistance Program. I can't say

just when, but I'm confident that we'll continue

that movement, and we'll get there.

Dr. Trager's point about not viewing home.

health as an alternative but as part of a system

is extremely important and brings me to the

last major topic that I want to share with you.

Dr. Cluff pointed out that people are living

longer in the united States and that that trend ii

likely to continue with the over 75 population

growing at a much faster rate than the merely

over 65 population. Both of those populations

together are going to grow by about 50 percent by

the year 2000.

We as a society have a choice to make. We

have to decide how we're going to respond to the

phenomenon of more and more aging Americans

and how we're going to respond to the phenomenon

of the societal changes that have put children

in California, in Flordia, in Michigan, and

grandmothers and grandfathers in New Jersey, and

grandchildren in France.' It's a whole different
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world. How are we going to respond to that?

I think athat we're going to respond to it

by meeting those needs. Even in an era when

absolute dollars in health care, perhaps, are goi g

to be less than the - the growth is going to be

less than it has been, but I think inevitably we'xe

going to invest in that system. If we continue

present policy and practices in the United States,

we're going to spend a staggering amount of

$24.5 billion by the year 2000. Notice I said

"point five." It always makes it sound expert.

$24.5 billion in capital outlays for long-term

care construction. We're going to spend

$70 billion a year averaged out over the next 20

years in operating costs for those facilities,

-$70 billion.

In New Jersey we're going to spend $600

million in capital, and that's in 1980 prices.

You compound that at 8 percent and it gets astron-

omical. We're going to spend a-billion-and-a-half

dollars in operating costs over the next 20

years.

The discussion about cost and benefits

of home-health care versus institutional care

perhaps becomes a bit beside the point. One way o
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another we're going to spend an enormous amount o

money over the next 20 years. That confronts us

with a great opportunity.

We have options. We have choices. We car

decide whether we're going to simply repeat the

practice of the past ten years, past 20 years,

or we're going to do .things a little differently.

We have great options and great choices before

us. I think that we really get off on the wrong

foot when we get on to the argument, is hone-

health less expensive than institutional care?

For some people it is. For some people

it isn't. As a society, I don't know. What we

have to have is a balanced, rational view of what

our long-term care policy is going to result in.

What kind of a system we want to have in 19901s

1995, and the year 2000. Do we want the same system

we have today or do we want a better system? Money

is not the object. We have the money. We're

going to spend it one way or another.

So I'm going to suggest at least my view

of how we should in broad terms plan to spend

that money. I submit this view to you as preliminar3

thinking. I've been gonng to meetings for the past

two or three years where everybody is agonizing
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over the problems of long-term care and what -are

we going to do. What are we going to do? We're

at cross roads. It seems to me we're in more of

a traffic jam than at cross roads. Nobody seems

to say, "Here's what you're going to do."

Being a very humble character, I'm going

to suggest what I think we ought to do. Some of

this is eclectic. I've stolen this from many

people. That's what eclectic means.

As I see the chronic care system, we have

to develop in this- State, it has four inter-rela

parts. Number 1, it has the nursing hone. I'll

say No. 4, it has the nursing home. Number 3,

it has the community care system, both social

and health, and that's an aspect of what we're

talking about today. Number 2, it has congregate

housing. And No. 1, it has the family support

system policy.

First, with regard to nursing homes, I

think it's terribly important that in our

justifiable concern, we should develop an

appropriate alternative to nursing homes and we

should not make New Jersey a wall-to-wall nursing

home. We should not lose sight of the fact that

there is an absolute need for additional, and long
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term care facilities in this State. At the prese t

time there are 3,000 people waiting for placement

in New Jersey with help from the Medical Assistanc e

Program. These are people for whom there isn't

a lot of option.

We are providing many of these people

with home-health services that we can and patching

together what we can to keep them together nin the

community while they're there, but these people

need the kind of care that can only be provided

in a long-term care facility, and we don't have

the facilities. We have 5,000 facilities in the

pipeline, what we call 'paper beds" in the State

and so forth, but people don't sleep in paper

beds and we're getting better and better at man-

aging the planning system with the real requirements

of people, but at the present time, there's a

mismanagement.

We can't lose sight of the fact that we're

going to need some additional beds and that by

investing in those additional beds, we won't do

that at the expense of developing appropriate

complementary systems. I won't call them

alternatives, I'll call them complementary systems

Within nursing home and environments, I
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think we have to pay a lot more attention to what

we call in our Department "normalization policies,'

I think if people are going to have to be in the

nursing home, I think there are lots of things

we can do to make it as normal as possible. One

Monday, for example, people shouldn't have to line

up to come to meals. When it is time to come

to meals, in a long-term care facility, people

who can come to the dining room should be able

to come to that dining room any time they like,

within a half hour, 45 minutes before the meal.

and sit down. If you've ever been in a nursing

home where people line up to go to meals, it's

a very bad situation as people jockey their chairs

and rumble into the room with the time and get to

the table and swipe the desserts and so forth.

Just common sense says you don't so that. That's

what normalization is about.

Try to make the facilities as home-like

as one possibly can within the necessary constrai s

of an institutional environment. I think that

we have to address the question of cost reduction

in nursing homes through some sassessment of the

standards, both life safety standards and the

operating standards. We've been described as a
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fire company society. That means that after the

fire comes, the barn burns down, we respond. We

send the fire trucks. Perhaps what was really

called for was a bit of fire prevention in the

barn, cleaning it out once in awhile, but that

doesn't suffice.

We adopt a standard and build concrete

barns from thence forward. I think that we have

to rethink that way of responding in a situation.

Resources are too scarce to do that. Also, I

think that the nursing homes should begin to be

thought of, perhaps, as not the isolated instituti ns

apart from the community, but perhaps as a hub

of a community care system working is strong

alliance with the home care system and the other

alternative systems.

we in out certificate of need requirements

recently published by Commissioner Pinley in the

health department now require new applicants for

certificates of need to demonstrate their role

in helping to foster a coherent community system

in order to qualify them for some preferential

treatment in applying for scertificates of bneedm

and I think that's a very important advance.

Now, I know that maybe some sensitivity

73-607 O-81--15
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among various groups is involved. Who has the

lead role? Who has the secretary role and so

forth. I think that we have to overcome all that

just by dialoguing together and working together.

I don't think we can look to hospitals to become

that hub of the chronic care system because

they're just not really basically very interested

in this area.

I think there is some responsibility of

working with nursing homes and the other parts of

the system that they can play an important role.

The community health and social services system

obviously has to be developed and that's what we're

talking about today. Community care is less

expensive for some but not all. It depends on the

level of functioning. Obviously a person who

requires this kind of care has to have an assessment.

I think the primary candidates for community care

should be people who either require minimum care

on a long term basis to keep them independent from

free standing situations or dwelling units, or

for whom a high level of care for a brief period

of time will offer the likihood of a return to

cell functioning or minimum care status.

I think that if more is required, the
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congregate housing option or the long term

care facility should be considered. In looking

at the community care system, we have to pay very

careful attention to the personal needs of that

system, the personal needs of that system. we're

going to need a lot of people to do different

kinds of things in the future and the time is now

for our secondary educational system and our

higher educational system to begin thinking about

those needs in the next decade and begin developin

people who will find rewarding and fulfilling

careers in this area and it is going to be clearly

a very, very large growth area in the service

sector.

The third option I think we have to talk

about is congregate housing, and Ron Muzyk talked

about service programs. They're beginning in

their department working with congregate housing

sites. we have to think massively.

Bruce Vladick, who's with us today, in his

recent book, unloving Care, which is the definitive

policy history of nursing homes in the United

States, he calls for the construction of 200,000

units a year in congregate housing. A large secti n

of those congregate housing units, a large portion
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of that can be seen as an alternative to the

700,000 or a million long-term care beds that we'de

going to have to build in the next ten or 15 years,

assuming present patterns continue.

Some of that congregate housing can be the

alternative for those beds. We can build one and

not the other. That doesn't say we don't build

any long-term care facilities, but we can

build some fewer number as a consequence of

congregate housing.

I define congregate housing in this

environment as something that provides specially

enriched housing for the elderly and disabled.

It involves help with meals, chores, shopping,

visiting, and health services. It is particularly

well suited and in my view for people who need

moderate to high levels of community care, that

they can be sustained in a least restrictive

environment that is appropriate to their needs at

less cost than in a health care facility.

I think an important philosophy underlying

the nursing of congregate care is a philosophy of

self-help. A lot lof elderly people and

disabled people can give strength and help to one

another, and the opportunities of community
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living makes that more likely to happen. In

addition, obviously, if community care is going

to be provided, it can be provided much more

efficiently if large numbers of people who require

that care from time to time can be together in a

fairly close proximity as opposed to the visiting

homemaker having to move to two or three places

or the nurse to five or six places in a day. These

facilities when brought together in one place

can provide a way to do that a lot less expensively

and I think in a lifestyle that can be quite

normal and certainly far preferable to lonely

isolation or the extreme security and protection

but may be sometimes excessive in a long-term

care facility.

The fourth part of this long view policy

is a policy of family support. One dilema

in improving chronic care systems is how to provid

diminishing appropriate support for family and

friends. we obviously need a process to evaluate

the needs of people seeking services both to

insure the people most in need get help first and

that families can continue to provide reasonable

support. We should not discriminate against the

elderly who have to reside with their family.
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For example, in New Jersey we have severa

benefits that you don't get if you live with

your family. You don't. get a property tax exempt on.

You don't get Lifeline. What we should do is

make these benefits portable; that is, if my

mother lives with me, my mother's property tax

exemption should come with her. My mother's

Lifeline credit should come with her, not whether

it would be the difference if she lives with me

or doesn't, but it would be one small way for

public policy to assist families who do reside

together with their elderly members. In add-

ition to being a social statement, it will provide

a little bit of economic help as well.

I think that that's something we should

put on the agenda today in New Jersey. We also

got included in the rewrite of the Lifeline Bill

this year, but it didn't happen and we'll try

again this year.

We also need to assist families in more

developed programs of respiratory care, preferably

the care should be in the home rather than in

the institution where we can put people in the

home to assist rather than take the person out

to an unknown perhaps threatening other place.
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In conclusion as we look at the long term

of home-health care and chronic care systems,

I think that we can provide the elderly, physically,

and mentally disabled people in the United States

and in New Jersey a decent affordable place that

is least restrictive to their independence and

freedom. A system cannot consist of alternatives.

A system needs to consist of parts that work to-

gether in concert.

We need facilities. We need services.

We need an ideology.

The chronic care system that I have out-

lined may or may not be less expensive than our

current approach, but I think it will certainly

be better. After all, getting more value out of

dollars spent is an important aspect of the

strategy of cost containment because the

growing number of political influence and power of

the elderly will bring strong pressures to build

and to spend more in whatever system we fashion,

and I think by building a long-term care system

that works we will spend less than we otherwise

were trying to satisfy the unmet medical needs

that will inevitably flow from the continuation 0

our current, largely institutionally based approac
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Thank you.

MR. SPECTOR: I will now ask Martha

Darling to speak.

MS. DARLING: It always is left to the

people from Washington to come and tell you the

bad news. There was a statement that money may

not be the object but it certainly is a

constraint. Let me just try to fill in for

you a couple of points that I might make as one

who sits in Washington, D.C., and is aware of some

of the trends that are of note in that town and

the kinds of messages from out in the country-

side that members of the Congress receive, or at

least think they receive, from the mixed messages

that come through votes and through various

lobbying efforts by all manner of groups.

The first thing I would note is a

growing awareness in Congress about the

change in demographics of this country, the larger

and larger percentages of the population that are

going to be older. That awareness has not fully

extended to the health care system, but it is going

to hit them all in the face next year with the

need yet again to consider how we're going to
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finance the Social Security system.

Fundamental demographic changes mean

there are going to be more and more retired people

who are going to be receiving benefits as

contrasted with those who are working and there-

fore paying into the system. Quite apart from the

notion that Social Security is an insurance

system, we now take the money in and we immediately

pay it out. There is no insurance pool and

therefore the growing cash flow problem is one of

considerable seriousness. I think you're going

to find in your members of Congress that they are

very aware when you start talking to them about

the changing demographics.

In some respects, we are preparing a way

for you to go to talk to them about the needs of

home-health care and related services as well.

I think members of Congress are becoming more and

more conscious of some of the numbers that

have been talked about today.

Another trend of which everyone in

Congress is aware -- it's been alluded to this

morning on a couple of occasions -- is increasing

health care costs, Some would'say
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rampant inflation in the health care sector. There

are many contributary causes. One of them is the

reimbursement system that's built into Medicaid

and Medicare, fee for services,

There is high concern and I think this

concern is something that will not change with

the new administration. The growth in our health

care costs is going to kill any administration

unless changes are made in some way, shape, or

form,

Now, a consequence of health cost inflation

which is very important for the whole home-

health area is that there is a considerable

reluctance to put Federal dollars into programs

of unknown shape and size, Everybody, even those

members of Congress who were not there at the

time, will tell you about the terrible learnings

that came from Medicaid and Medicare. Many of them

who were there will tell that they were, in effect,

snookered into voting for these programs with

claims that wouldn't cost very much and it would

bring very needed services to the elderly, the

poor, whomever the beneficiary group the arguer

wanted to cite.

The fact is that there was not accurate
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judgment, there probably couldn't be accurate

judgment about what the demand, what the need

for those services was going to be; nor, indeed,

what the costs of those services was likely to

develop into; nor the fragmentation of the

kinds of services that could be offered; nor the

wonderful, exciting technological break-throughs

in the whole health sector and what you could do

with machines to help disease prevention as well

as disease treatment, nor their considerable

cost. But nonetheless, all of these learnings work

against any new program, even our Title XXI.

This is why we've designed it with a

five-year demonstration segment in it, so we can

find out what's going to go on.

We heard yesterday from speakers, and I

think most people here would agree, that there is

a lot of need, a lot of demonstrated need that

you know is out there. If Federal dollars start

coming much more on line, we're going to start

bringing some of those people into the partially

publicly funded system, which is good and

proper. I don't think anyone disagrees with

that agenda or disagrees with the statements about

developing more comprehensive approaches. But there
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are a lot of folks down in Washington, let me tell

you, who are very anxious about how much that's

going to cost and where they're going to get the

money from because one of the other messages they

hear from the countryside is to get government

off our backs. Don't tax us any more.

We have a new administration coming in

which has promised the reverse, large tax cuts,

which leads me to the question of how Federal

budgeting gets done. All Federal budgeting is

really done at the margin. We have in place

large chunks of the budget -- Medicaid, Medicare,

welfare programs, defense spending -- about

75 percent of the budget which is untouchable,

unless we decide to reduce Social Security benefits.

You can imagine how popular that is as a way

to save money in Washington, D.C. So you have

a large chunk of the budget that's untouchable,

large chunks in addition which are held tightly by

some very important programs and groups which come

under the control of Senator Williams' committee,

the Labor and Human Resources Committee.

I don't think you would find very much

there that you would choose to cut in order to
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fund your program. Most of those are discretionary

programs. The National Institutes of Health which

fund a great amount of the basic research which,

with any luck, will continue to contribute

to the prevention of some of the disabling

conditions that people experience throughout

their lives. Job training. Which one of you

is going to get up and tell me which things we're

supposed to cut in order to increase the funding

in these other areas. I mean, I'm hard pressed.

Everyone has an individual list of

suggestions, but if you can all get together

and put together a list, I would be very surprised.

This is something we've asked the governors,

in fact, to come up with. What would they

be willing to trade off for string-free

Federal money? This is an issue which will

come up in the Senate tomorrow, and we have to see

about getting it passed because, believe it or not,

that's very important to funding many of the health

functions that you're concerned about as well.

They cannot come up with a list, and it's

unreasonable of us to expect them all to agree.

Similarly, it's somewhat unreasonable of us to

expect the Congress of the United States to

come up with a similar list.
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Many of them would like to fund these services,

would like to give a lot more money to them.

The budget -- and Title XXI -- is going to be a

question of negotiating, of looking at what our

resources are, of pruning some of our social programs,

because as I say, the demographics are becoming

more well known to the Congress.

Let me also say a word about the savings

from preventive services. There is no doubt that

savings come with early intervention as opposed to

late intervention, less intensive care as opposed to

more intensive care. There's just no doubt. It's

hard to prove to members of Congress, though.

One can talk about increasing services

on home-health as a cost effective alternative,

but that's an almost impossible thing to prove

to the satisfaction of people who feel that

they're going to have to unbalance the budget

by another dollar because of additional expenditures.

I'm telling you that because it is part of

the Washington scene.

It's very difficult to argue for prevention

because Congress and senators dont' have a
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very long time frame for their budget decisions.

They're budgeting one year at a time. We need

to look at the next decade, the next two decades,

the next three decades. It doesn't happen very

frequently in the Congress.

Congressmen are up for election every

two years. It's hard for many of them to look

beyond the polls or the next November, and for

very reasonable considerations in their own minds.

So theories about prevention being less expensive

are sometimes hard to focus on.

Let me mention one last thing, the

study that Dr. Cluff mentioned. This was a very

controversial study. It has been challenged

already by witnesses and testimony before

various committees of the Congress. I don't

think it has really locked itself on the

consciousness of most Congressmen. We do

need more extensive studies. Two years to

look at some long term cost considerations

is a little thin, even our five-year proposal

in our Packwood-Bradley bill is not going

to tell us a whole lot about what the cost is
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going to be in the long term, So continued

experimentation will be required,

I wouldn't worry about that study poisoning

the waters yet. I think the budgetary considerations

and the short term perspectives of a lot of

members of Congress are more important, You've

got a big education job to do, You've heard,

those of you who were around yesterday, from

Senator Williams and also Senator Bradley,

both yesterday and today. Those are two Senators

who are aware of this issue.

They are not followed by legions of

their colleagues in that awareness as yet,

I think it would be appropriate for you to go

see members of the House from New Jersey. Where

you've got organizations in other states, you've

got an education job to do with their members of

Congress. I think with education we've got

some prospects for being more comprehensive in

the way we're thinking about these problems at

the Federal level. Most especially, the kinds of

projects that you by your entrepreneurial ability

and good will have managed to fashion at your
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local level are essential to moving these

ideas.

When we hear about the visiting nurse

service in Elizabeth, when we hear about demonstra-

tions in other states, like Triage in Connecticut,

the Wisconsin projects, those are the things that,

as they knit together, as that information

becomes more well known across the land, are

going to make it possible to get more movement in

the Congress. We envision our Title XXI as a

start on that. It's not nearly as comprehensive

as many people. would like, but then again, we've

got some real concerns about making sure that

it's as reasonable as possible in order to be

passed in the next Congress,

So if we are a little defeatist in

Washington, understand where we are; and forge

ahead because it's what you folks are doing that

is gQing to allow the people in Washington to

start moving with much greater resources and

in the directions that are needed,

Thank you very much,

MR. SPECTOR: We just have a very little

73-607 0-81-16
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bit of time before the captain signals me from the

door. I would like to thank the speakers very

much for sharing their time and talents with us.

The Governor has left for me to give to you as a

small token of his appreciation for that very

sharing, and I'll do that now. They're all the

same.

If there is some response from one

panel member to another or to the group, I'll

entertain that briefly now.

MR. REILLY: Just a point about that we

can't be unmindful of the cost. I absolutely

agree with that. We can't be unmindful of the

cost. Sometimes I wonder if we're caught in an

empirical trap where consensus really hasn't

built broadly enough for to decide if we're going

to do something, therefore we study it, we study

it, we study it and they'll be enough studies that

will prove different things on all sides of the

issues, but it will at least throw enough dust in

the air that we decide not to move.

The point I'm trying to make is that if

we do nothing, we will move. We'll move our

predictable current pathways. We will have those

enormous expenditures. And we'll have a system
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just like we have now that we don't like so that

we have to begin thinking not so much in terms

of cost benefit of home-health, because I don't

think -- I frankly think home-health is more

expensive than institutional c are, but it is

better in certain situations.

It is consistent with what I think we

owe as a decent people to our elderly citizens

and we should be spending a little more on the

side for home-health care from time to time for

a more congregate setting,.but it's going to be

far better for people, but I think if we don't moe

to change that simple cost benefit analysis, we

will not move at all and be awake. You will in

1990 have 1.4 percent on home-health care and

95 percent on institutional care.

That's really my point. Don't look at the

money as a constraint. It's a constraint, but it'

also a resource. We're going to spend it one way

or another.

MS. TRAGER: I'g glad to hear you say

that the Weisser Report has not really captured

the total brains of our Congress because as a

consultant' to those projects, and when the report

came out, of course, everybody started, my phone
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was ringing off the wall. "Aren't you going to

do something?, and I kept saying, "Nobody's

going to take it that seriously."

As it turns, out, it has been rather

widely distributed but there are some term flaws

in it, not just the fact that it's a two-year

study, but actually the intrinsic projects them-

selves had problems.

In the next issue of the Home Health

Services Quarterly because everybody was upset,

we had gone to press already but we opened it up,

There will be a supplement in that issue and many

of the participants in the projects as well as the

other people who critiqued it will appear,

will discuss it in a little more detail and then

in the spring issue,. I'm going to talk a little

bit about my experience as a consultant and what

some of those problems were.

It's not a terribly accurate report. That's

no reflection on Bill Weisser. It's just simply

what he was given and what he had to use is not

something that we need to take all that seriously

because it really would be tragic if we did.

MR. SPECTORs Anyone else at this point?

Questions, comments?
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DR. CLUFF: Could I just make one comment

In response to Gerry, I agree with everything

Gerry said but I do happen to believe that now

and increasingly in the future, in order to justiy

the expenditure of public funds for any program,

one may not necessarily have to prove cost

effectiveness, and I'm not even sure as I pointed

out with that health care system, but I think

one's going to have to be certain that one knows

that the services provided are different effectiv ly

and effeciently at a reasonable cost and that

the services' providers can, indeed, be readily

shown and proven to have an influence upon

the lives of the people served, and I don't think

that's going to require just anecdotal stories.

I think it's going to require more than just

PI knew Mother Jones out there and I have no

question in my mind but that she got better."

I think it's going to require some reason-

ably good analytical work to try to demonstrate

that the services provided are delivered effective ly,

efficiently, and at a reasonable cost and that the

people who are being served are actually improved

and can be shown to have done so.

MR. SPECTOR: Any more comments? Okay.

Enjoy your lunch and be back here at 1:30, please

here is a luncheon recess.)
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A F T E R N O O N S E S S I O N

MS. LIVENGOOD: The meeting is going to

be called to order.

I'd like to introduce myself. I'm

Winifred Livengood and I'm the executive director of

the Home-Health Agency Assemb]j in New Jersey that

represents all the agencies that Rita described to

you this morning. I guess this conference means as

much to us as it does to anybody in the room, and I

want to express for the Assembly again our thanks

to the Governor and to senators and'particularly to

the Governor's Cabinet, many members of whom are

here today, for giving their time and expertise to

this problem which we're glad to know is now

beginning to be more universally recognized as a

problem.

Jed and I have shared the day, and so for

this afternoon I will be moderating the events of

the afternoon. My first very happy task is to

introduce our luncheon speaker. I'm very honored

and privileged to have Nathan Stark with us today.

As you all know, he is undersecretary of H.H.S. and

has made the trip up from Washington today and

we're very grateful for your coming.

Those of you who may not know all the
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details of his background in the professional field

first of all, he's a lawyer, so we have a sharp mi

on some of our problems today, and he has been

president of the health center-at the University of

Pittsburgh. He has also been chancellor for health

services at the University of Pittsburgh and prior

to that,he was in Kansas City and was chairman of

the Board and president of the Crown Center

Redevelopment Corp. He was a very busy man in his

spare time as senior vice-president of Hallmark Car

Incorporated. He established medical schools and

coordinated hospitals and served for fifteen years

as chairman of the planning in Kansas City, so we

are very honored to have a man of such distinction

in the health field for so many years, both as

professional and as volunteer.

Mr. Stark, welcome.

MR. STARK: Thank you. I must disabuse

the audience of one thing. I didn't get fired. I

left all of those jobs voluntarily. From Hallmark

I can bring you greetings.

A funny thing happened on November 4. It

is called a Presidential election, and although it

has been more than two weeks now since the voters
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made their choice, we are still assessing the

consequences.

Of course I accept the verdict rendered

by the Aftrican people, but I would be less than

candid if I did not say I wish it had been otherwise.

Someone once said that the difference

between winning and losing an election is the

difference between beating a train to the crossing

and almost doing so. Earlier this month the Carter

Administration did not make it through that crossin

and as a result there will be many changes in

Washington--policy changes in the foreign and

domestic arena--but the business of Government will

go on no matter who holds the reigns of power.

I will not be in a position in the next

four years to help direct the Department of Health

and Human Services, but I have some feeling for the

problems the new team will encounter. Elections

may change the personnel, and even the policies,

but they do not erase the issues, and the issues

before us today are among the most important we wil

face in the new decade.

That is why I am pleased to join this

impressive group as you discuss the policy issues

related to home-health care. I hope I can
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contribute to your debate by offering some

observations on the somewhat broader issue of

long-term care of which home care is such an

important part.

The large number of you participating in

this meeting attests to the growing recognition

that long-term care is among the most critical

social welfare concerns facing us as we move into

the 1980's. Indeed, long term care may well be the

issue of the decade, for as our population grows am

ages, the problems of the functionally impaired wil:

be a challenge to all levels of Government. and to

every part of the private sector as well. Every-

one of us knows the home-health industry will face

its share of those challenges.

The sheer breadth of the issue has been

brought home to me time and time again over the pas,

year. while I chaired the Department's long-term

care task force, and I would like to begin my

remarks this afternoon by telling you a little bit

about the work of that group.

Composed of top-level officials from

every component of the Department, the task force

was charged by Secretary Harris with a straight-

forward assignment: to recommend policy directions
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that would move the Department forward in establishig

a comprehensive, cost-effective and compassionate

system of long-term care.

We began our work by conducting an

inventory of all activities in the Department

related to long-term care and then assigned eleven

staff work groups to research, analyze, and report

on the policy, programmatic, and fiscal implication

of these activities.

I also recall a figure which was amazing

to me of the number of programs throughout Governms t

that was relayed to our aging population. There's

someone 134.

Second, recognizing that all expertise an(I

wisdom does not reside in Government, we requested

and received briefings from representatives of

approximately thirty organizations concerned with

long-term care, in order to determine what they

regard as the most critical issues facing us all in

the 1980's.

In long, and often heated, meetings

throughout the summer and fall, the task force

members digested the vast array of data and

recommendations that each of the work groups had

produced. In the end, we hammered out some basic
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agreements on the direction the Department should

take.

The long-range thinking initiated by the

task force, within Government and without, will

continue well into the decade, for issues as complex

as long-term care are not resolved in one year or

even four years. What is most important, I think,

about the work of the task force is that we have

begun to understand the full extent of the problem

and we have generated some consensus about how to

approach it.

We recognize that six million Americans

are chronically ill and functionally disabled and

that they require some kind of assistance with

household or community activities or personal care.

Two million individuals reside permanently in

institutions and up to 500,000 more in need of long-

term care services may be uncounted and largely

uncared for in boarding homes or literally 'on the

street."

I believe there is agreement on the major

objections of a long-term care system to meet the

needs of these people:

It should promote maximum feasible

independence for individuals in making decisions
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and in performing everyday activities.

It should provide services in the least

restrictive environment, preferably at home or in

local communities.

It should assure appropriate, coss-effec-

tive, accessible, and humane care to everyone who

needs it.

And finally, it should encourage and

support the care provided by family and friends.

The Congress, Government officials at all

levels, consumers, and providers generally agree

that the present long-term care system often fails

to meet these objectives. The problems are numerous

The 'system' is fragmented and confusing.

There are serious service gaps. Too many people

can't get appropriate community services, even when

they are available.

Public policy has favored nursing homes

at the expense of alternatives. Many states spend

over 50 percent of their annual Medicaid budgets on

nursing-home reimbursements, while only 1 to 2

percent of the total program resources for Medicare

and Medicaid are expended on home-health services.

Some people receive intensive services in

institutions well beyond what they actually need,
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because there is no place else for them to go.

Most long-term care services are provided

by families and friends, but current Federal

policies do not explicitly acknowledge their

contribution and often work against it. Despite

some progress, quality assurance remains a serious

problem.

Current medical education, training, and

practice too often emphasize that which is

inappropriate for the complex problems of the aged

and the functionally impaired. Too little attentio

is given to the comprehensive needs of the clients,

to the possibility of prevention, and to the non-

medical aspects of the problem.

Costs are rapidly increasing. Recently,

nursing homes have shown the highest cost increase

rates of all health providers. As prices rise,

people on fixed incomes exhaust their life savings

quickly, spend-down personal resources, and become

dependent on public assistance.

We know there are no simple solutions to

these problems. Impediments to the development of

more effective policies and programs are deeply

embedded in present financing and delivery systems.

These can be removed gradually, but only through
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the concerted efforts and cooperation of the

Federal departments and the Congress, State and

local governments, and the private sector.

Those concerned with long-term care agree

that the situation and the system must be improved

even if they do not yet agree on how to do it.

Movement toward a set of solutions will probably

be guided by several generally accepted premises:

First, long-term care service delivery

must be extremely flexible in order to respond to

the wide-ranging variations in people's situations

and the changing nature of their needs over time.

Second, an adequate long-term care system

should focus on individual needs and consider

housing, income, and social and health services.

Similarly, all potential resources, including

informal supports, should be considered.

Third, settings other than nursing homes-

private homes, small group homes, day hospitals,

congregate housing, and day-time care--must be

recognized as desirable from both a cost and qualit

standpoint for some people.

Fourth, we live in an era of scarce

resources. Therefore, reallocation of resources

already being spent is critical and we need more

73-607 0-81-17
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effective public-private partnerships and a new

system of incentives.

Fifth, the family is and will remain an

essential provider of long-term care services.

Public policy should explicitly recognize this role

now and in the future.

Sixth, health care is costly, and long-

term care services should be provided by the

traditional health system only when necessary. In

the long run, the establishment of a sound long-tern

policy may require a sharp break with current

programs, although a Federal-State partnership will

remain critical to the successful implementation of

a lonc-term care service delivery strategy.

These principles will guide the further

development of a Federal strategy to improve long-

term care in America. You have, perhaps, noticed

our emphasis on non-institutional alternatives.

Currently, we are designing or have in place severa:

demonstrations across the country designed to

stimulate alternatives and assess their cost-

effectiveness.

Since 1978, we have collaborated with the

Department of Housing and Urban Development on a

joint demonstration program to address the special
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housing and community support service needs of the

chronically, mentally ill. Under the demonstration

a combination of small group homes and clusters of

apartment units will be constructed or rehabilitate

Recently, a number of community-based

independent-living projects, supported by depart-

mental grants, have been initiated around the

country. They will provide and coordinate services

to assist handicapped people in minimizing their

dependence on others.

The Farmers Home Administration, in

cooperation with the Administration on Aging, is

supporting congregate housing demonstrations at ten

sites. Projects will open for occupancy soon and

will provide full or partial meal service, house-

keeping and personal care services, transportation,

and social and recreational activities as well.

Finally, the national long-term care

demonstration will help to develop the capacity of

states and local communities to manage and coordina e

efficient and effective delivery of long-term care

services. The program will allow the Department to

evaluate innovative approaches to planning,

organizing,and financing long-term care at the Stat

and community levels to see if these approaches
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should be incorporated into new legislation and

policies.

The long-term care demonstration program

is a particularly significant component of the

emerging national strategy. Our Department's recent

awards to twenty-seven states--almost $1 million in

grants here in New Jersey--represent a major effort

to pave the way for an improved partnership with

s~ates and local communities as we build a new

system.

In the coming years, however, perhaps the

greatest challenge facing us is the development of

a consensus about the appropriate roles for the

public sector and the private sector in caring for

those who are frail and dependent.

The private sector is already heavily

involved, of course, private nursing homes have and

continue to dominate that industry. In the areas of

home-health and homemaker services, we see the

private sector involvement growing. And finally, we

cannot overlook the role private industry plays in

providing public housing to our long-term care

population.

Let me stop at this point to focus my

remarks to a greater extent on the question of
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in-home care.

From my perspective there are three

fundamental problems which must be solved before we

can make long-overdue progress in this area.

The first problem seems elementary: We

need some commonly agreed upon definitions of what

it is we are talking about. At this point, when we

say "home health," we can be referring to homemaker

services or any combination of them.

Under the four Health & Human Service

programs, Titles XVIII, XIX, and XX of the Social

Security Act and Older Americans Act, that impact

on home-health care, different regulations and

definitions of services create problems of

coordination.

An example of this problem can be seen in

the following: Medicare, Title XVII, permits home-

health aides to perform certain household chore

services to prevent otherwise unnecessary

institutionalization if it does not substantially

increase the time that the aide is in the home.

Title XX covers home-health services so long as the

are integral but subordinate to other social servic

needs. Clearly, we must move towards common

definitions if we are to coordinate and monitor
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home-health services.

Second, we need to tackle the many issues

which revolve around the quality of care. Here I

would draw a distinction between standards and

requirements and say that my preference would be

that we concentrate on the former. Standards focus

attention on what we must do to offer quality care

to people, rather than on what must be done to keep

programs in line. Standards offer us goals to

achieve, rather than rules to obey.

Standards can be implemented in two ways:

by working with policy makers, such as you, and

providers to develop acceptable standards which

providers will want to implement, or encouraging the

implementation of standards with positive incentives

such as favorable reimbursement. I should say that

Federal incentive reimbursement would require

legislative changes since most programs are based

on State population and income levels.

Third, we must come to grips with the

problem of conflicting eligibility. Just as the

lack of precise definitions and standards can hamper

the home-health trend, the absence of clear

eligibility requirements can cause problems. An

aged, poor individual, for example, can be entitled
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to services under Medicare, Medicaid, Title XX, and

the Older Americans Act.

Data is not available to indicate whether

this overlap actually results in the duplication of

services to the client. And a much greater cause

for concern than potential duplication is poor

coordination of services for clients who might be

served by more than one program.

The questions about differences in

eligibility pertain more to the income eligible

population than to those who are categorically

eligible, i.e., over the age of sixty-five. People

become eligible for services under different programs

at varying income levels. For instance, in one

state, Medicaid will provide services to a family

of four whose monthly income does not exceed $233,

while Title XX can provide in-home services to the

same-sized family with a monthly income of up to

$795.

Federal, State, and local policy makers

must continue to work together to resolve the issue

of services definition, standards, and eligibility,

but, perhaps, the most critical issue facing us is

that of financial support for home-health and other

non-institutional long-term care services. This
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problem will require creative thinking by all of us,

in and out of Government.

I think that the private insurance sector

has only just begun to glimpse the ramifications of

long-term care needs among our increasingly elderly

population. Home-health coverage in particular is

not widely available. Part of our job, clearly, is

to encourage private insurers to explore options fox

accommodating the shifting trends in health-care

delivery.

I would like to conclude my remarks this

afternoon by suggesting some other areas that would

benefit from your creative support, for concerned

people like you can play an enormous role in helping

to develop a national long-term care policy.

Initially, I think it is safe for us to

assume that State and local Government officials

will have increased flexibility in making decisions

about the kinds of health and social services to

provide to their citizens. We need to have more

sessions like this, so representatives of the

Federal, State, and local Governments can compare

notes, exchange ideas, and plan coordinated strategy

in the years ahead. It may sound trite t1o say we

need a partnership in this area, but it is true
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nonetheless. In a period of scarce resources, we

must make every dollar count, and that will only

happen if we work together.

Second, the movement towards non-

institutional service settings will clearly generate

a whole new set of in-home and community-based

services. Some will prove to be viable; others

will not. We will need to explore various ways

Government at all levels can promote the strongest

and most promising of these innovations. That will

require both creativity and flexibility on the part

of all of us who careabout this issue.

The initiation of new services will bring

with it new problems of quality assurance and this

is another area that I would recommend for your

investigation, debate, and leadership.

If we are to have a unified national

thrust in the area of long-term care policy, we nee(

to bend over backwards to ensure that careful,

painstaking coordination occurs every step of the

way. We need the help of policy makers such as you

if we are to keep track of what is happening

throughout the country, thereby allowing Federal,

State.,.and. local Governments and the private sector

to learn from each other.
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I am confident that if we all work in

partnership, we will have a system of long-term care

services that is comprehensive, cost-effective, and

compassionate.

I am confident we will work together--

Republicans and Democyats, foundation directors,

corporate executive and bureaucrats--in service to

those vulnerable Americans who need, and deserve,

our help.

I read a quote just the other day that I

thought was very appropriate to this and any other

meetings like it. It goes like this: 'It is not

enough for a great nation merely to have added new

years to life. Our objective must also be to add

new life to those years." John F. Kennedy. Thank

you.

MS. LIVENGOOD: Thank you. That was

definitive and challenging and something that makes

us feel we might get somewhere. That's from a man

who's been in the volunteer and public sector, and

I really think what you say means a lot. I'm sure

you all join me in thanking you.

As you all know, yesterday afternoon prioz

to the conference starting there was a hearing over

at the Center for Health Affairs that was chaired b)
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Senator Williams and Senator Bradley. This hearing

was on long-term care, home care, Title XXX

legislation. Providers and Government people had a

chance to discuss with the two Senators pending

legislation and the kinds of things that we hope

could be done. I think it was an excellent hearing

and as Senator Williams chaired that, the questions

he and Senator Bradley ask~ed of the panelists were

certaily penetrating and brought forth even more, I

think, constructive, at the same time controversial

issues which will enable them to probe even deeper

into the problems as they develop this legislation,

which they do term as 'developing."

The Senator was called back today because

his transportation legislation is hot issue and

there were some problemsand he sent his regrets

that he would not be able to join us for this part

of the conference. Three members of his staff and

committee staff are here today,and I'd like to

introduce them, because they're going to play part

of a role here this afternoon when the panelists

come. I'll just introduce them now:

Letitia Chambers who is going to do a

wrap-up for us at the end for the Senatorsi and

Tom Lindsey, who has been so helpful in all the
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details of this conference, and Kathy Degnan, who's

an old friend of ours in home health in New Jersey

who is from the Committee on Aging and is here to

help moderate the afternoon. Senator Williams did

make his regrets, but he has not been ignoring the

problem at all and taking very strong leadership.

It is my great pleasure, now, to introduce

Dr. Joanne E. Finley, Commissioner of Health, State

of New Jersey, an old friend to home health and

public health in particular, and we look forward to

her major address to us on the topics of long-term

care, home care, all that we've been hearing about.

I know she needs no introduction.

DR. FINLEY: My job is going to be to

bring everything you've been hearing actually for

the last couple of days down to home baseand that'u

New Jersey, and tell you how I think that, first of

all, I hope, Nathan, that our train does cross the

crossing a year from now, because all of the things

that are going on in New Jersey are worth carrying

on, and it's going to be, I'm sure, important that

we do so.

Now, I'd like first of all to start this

particular conference on a much more personal note
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than I usually do, but it will help you understand

where in the field of long-term care and home-health

care,particularly, it will help you understand where

I'm coming from and why I feel so strongly about it,

A conference like this is good for me, ant

I think it's good for all of us because it brings

back not only why I believe in what this conference

is for, but also it makes me realize how much I've

had to learn, even though I'm a professional and

I'm supposed to be in the know. So I'm going to

recite some personal experiences and needs, and I'm

going to ask everybody in this room to think about

their own personal experiences and the personal

needs that they have been through, because I have a

feeling that there is hardly a person in the room

who has not been touched by the need for HELP, H-E-

L-P, and has found that presently in our fragmented

system it is not there.

Now, when I first served as a health

commissioner of a big city in the Middle West, it

was before Medicare and Medicaid. Then and there it

was just absolutely categorical and expected that

the public-health nurses who were the backbone of

the whole health department were doing home-health

care. For example, in a not terribly funded, even
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at that time, Middle Western city it was mandatory

that all premature babies' births be reported to us

and it was automatic, regardless of race, creed,

color, or ir~come, that public health gave follow-up

care, education to the family, and went as long as

was necessary to make sure that those premature

babies would grow up to be able to be healthy and

productive.

Everybody who has been talking about

home-health care is new, but to me it's not new at

all. we're just rediscovering it. That was my fir t

experience, administering a department like that.

Then I moved, about the time that Medicare and

Medicaid were passed as national law and were being

implemented, I moved to the City of Philadelphia

and worked in public health there and this city, of

course, had long since been through its famous

study and work in integrating the visiting nurse an

public health nurses and homemakers, i might add,

into the community nursina service, and, as a matte

of fact, that had been a subject of a very interest ng

book, so, again, I came simply assuming that all of

this was a public health role.

And then I had occasion to educate the

medical profession when our eleven-year-old, now
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nineteen, was hit on his bicycle coming home from

school and ended up at Children's Hospital in a

body cast from here to there, and when I had to tell

the famous orthopedist who, as a matter of fact,

became quite famous when he helped separate the

Siamese twins later, that after a necessary period c

of hospitalization, 7 was going to bring this boy

home because I knew that I had the Community Nursinc

Services and he had to say, "What's that?' So I

participated in my own learning process.

I'm a physician. I'm a pediatrician by

clinical training, but there I was a mother and

also a pediatrician, and darn it, I knew that was

better medical care to have my boy at home. But at

the same time in listening today and preparing for

this meeting, I really didn't, being that personall

involved and insisting we were going to have home

care and getting very good home care and having, of

course, the affluence to have a housekeeper, who,

along with working mother, could be trained to do

the physical therapy so that when the cast came off

he would begin to be able to learn to walk again.

But I didn't really realize, I didn't

think about it, that A, it was connected to an acut

hospitalization, and B, as I say, there were people
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there. I didn't really translate my own son into

the kinds of needs that you have been properly

discussing, and for that selfishness, I apologize,

but again, I always just expected that long-term

and hospital care would be there.

Now, recently I have had a much more--mucl

less productive experience and this, I think, will

really illustrate where I am coming from and why I

will be proud to tell you what we are doing in New

Jersey. Although I'm the health commissioner, and

this is supposedly a very exhaulted perch, I have

experienced an eye-opening awareness of what is

involved when you struggle virtually alone and even

though knowledgeable to arrange the necessary aspecti

of care for a disabled family member. This, again,

is where I say I think practically, if you will

think about it, every one of you in the room has

been touched by something like this.

This has been and continues to be an

excruciating experience, and Miss Trager, when you

said that this morning about family members somehow

keeping their chins up but y tting tired, I can

empathize. If anything has restored my sense of

crusade as to the need to redefine, rediscover, and

then go into the kind of future that Nathan Stark
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talked about with continuous support services for

disabled individuals and their families, our own

experience has done so. And previous speakers have

really said it very well, butt' want to bring it

home. We have a very minimally brain-injured son

from a very unnecessary obstetrical accident.

Productive, working, doing fine, therefore some

private health insurance, but not quite a year ago

he was mugged in Newark on his way hbme from work.

Now, there is something called the

'catastrophic reactionnof the neurologically impaired

or the brain-injured and this, indeed, happens.

People who are coping but are chronically disabled

when subjected to that kind of stress are almost

just bound to go down the drain.

This young man was living in his own

apartment, but alone. Support services were

minimal. Family was nearby. And he was and is

enrolled at a very productive rehabilitation program

at the Institute for Rehabilitation Medicine in New

York. New Jersey will have a similar program

shortly so that I don't seem to be unchauvinistic

about my own State. We are hoping to help get it

started in our Department. But at any rate, you ca

imagine that A, having to close his apartment, B,

73-607 0-81-18
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bring him back to live with us, C, trying to work

with a traveling husband, D, trying to find just one

little need, somebody to continue to take him to

New York twice a week, because he wound up at his

appointments in the dark and he was afraid that he

would be bopped over the head and have his medicine

and his glasses stolen and his clothes torn again.

Then I learned full-force that--oh, E,

that his Major Medical would run out, which it has.

I think here, knowledge made it possible to become

the group we are together of all of this, but reallI

what do people do who do not have the one agency to

turn to who can glue all this together for them?

Further, something as sir- 'e as I say just an aide

to take him to New Yorlk, how tragic that here our

home-health aide services are so divided, and I

guess I can say that because everybody in New Jersey

knows that I have always felt that way. After all,

in Cleveland. and Philadelphia, it wasn't like that.

Now, with that background, which, as I say

I really don't normally share, T don't even think my

staff in the Rome-Health Department knows about all

my own experiences. I thought I would tell this

audience because now you know I really understand

and I really care.
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As I say, it's kind of fun. I always

enjoy discovering crusades or rediscovering crusader.

I don't mind being called a 'crusader," and now I

have won all over again.

Now, my job, as I said, is to bring this

whole meeting down to what is going on in New Jersey,

and then you will hear from representatives from

our Congressional Delegation and from our other

State agencies who will react to what I've had to

say.

I'm going to divide the topic into sort

of three categories that one flows from the other

very logically. The first is: What are the

coordinated planning activities with other depart-

ments and with the private sector that have been

going on?

- Secondly, how does this lead or flow to

dealing with reimbursement and payment mechanisms

which I'm not going to have to belabor because you

have heard a great deal, both in New Jersey and in

the Nation, about what kind of flaw or fault, and

when I talked about what we did in the Middle

Western city before there was Medicare, please don'

think I'm talking about going back from that, but

it's funny how often financing mechanisms desert
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participating programs that were there and properly

running in the first place.

Anyhow, from there I will talk about some

specific things that our Department has proudly bek

doing with minimal funds and a lot of good will

between the Home-Health Assembly, for example, and

our Department to help get home-health services

ready for this future'that we believe will come and

-ready in terms of sharpening up their management

skills.

All right. First the planning processo.

Most of the people in the audience who are from New

Jersey are aware that this State had the great,

forward-looking, beat-the-Federal-Government-to-it,

and we hope to keep on beating the Federal Governmett,

but in 1971, a Health Facility Planning Act was

passed in this State that is very much in its -

philosophy and thrust like the National Health ;-

Planning legislation of today. This placed the

State health-planning responsibilities and otherk

aspects of health system, health-delivery system,

reform in the hands of the State Health Department

and created also, of course, what today we call the

'State Health Coordinating Council and the *ESSA."

Now, therefore, we have had the good
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fortune to have a process going on since 1971, and

we were quite ready to meet the requirements that a

state health plan. be developed. One of the aspects

is the long-term care limit and,as a matter of fact

much of its implementation happens to be a priority

that this thirty-four person,istate health-

coordinating council, citizens from all over the

State, have developed.

I will just read you certain things from

the long-term care plan limit, and I hope that you

will see how--of course, its rhetoric. It has to

be translated into reality, but how forward-looking

it is.

First of all, the lack of sufficient

alternatives and settings to nursing homes is

mentioned, often resulting in appropriate utilizati n

of these facilities. A recent survey, a study

completed in early 1978 for the New Jersey Medicaid

program included that 35 percent of long-term

patients currently institutionalized at just

intermediate level in the State could be discharged,

and then a recent survey from Detroit is also

mentioned. This is in our own State plan. That

cites 40 percent of unnecessary institutionalizatio

The social trend towards institutionalizat ion
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has been exacerbated by existing funding patterns.

You heard all about that this morning. We said it

two years ago. Present medical reimbursement

structures make funds readily available for

institutional care, but not for in-home care, and

this is being said again.

There are few established linkages from

transfer from persons in hospitals from long-term

care facilities to home-health cares, physicians

traditional prefer in-care health programs. I thin)

when you talk or have the Panel this afternoon, you

will have both Dr. Bergen, the president of our

College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, anc

you will also have the Chancellor of Higher Educatic

and certainly you will want to ask what is being

done about the training of physicians and other

health professionals in our State, not just for

geriatric medicine, but for any community medicine

as I would define it.

I happen to have had my public health

training before I went to medical school. I did

everything backwards, but I'm glad I did. I was an

economist before that. Economist, public health,

and medicine. It all fits together beautifully in

this day and age.
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I used to get called a "social worker,

when I was a medical student, although I went to a

school, Western Reserve that really was interested

in teaching community-based medicine. I'm not

sorry that I did, because it meant I was always

thinking of other kinds of community services that

we as medical students and physicians should be

recommending.

On the other hand, I had the good fortune

to go to Reserve under the Commonwealth Fund Gran

which did have us practicing to be doctors in

something called "Family Clinic" or 'Group Clinid,"

and so on and so forth, and while I was the only

one, only student who knew what the public health

nurse was there for in our clinic, other doctors

learn.

What you do in medical education is

critical, and anything I read from our own State

health plan about what's the matter or what doctors

are used to doing or don't do right about all of

these things, really has to be traced back to how

they learn and hopefully how they learn in teams

together with other kinds of health professionals.

Anyhow, we went on and on in the State

health plan. I must say that the State Health
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Coordinating Council has a good flavor of both

mental-health people and of home-health people.

The current president of one of our ;

H.S.A.'s is a home-health agency health nurse and

is present in the room today, and I think it's good

that our State Health Planning Council has that

flavor, but it's there. It is not, indeed, just a

long-term health-care plan for how do we decide how

many beds we need, although that has to be considersd,

too.

So the goals established by the State

Health Coordinating Council a couple of years ago

to do something about these problems led a number

of State officials to begin meeting informally. Th

group included the representatives of the Department

of Health, the Department of Human Services,

Community Affairs, insurance, and the public

advocate, and their purpose was to continue to

systematically address long-term care issues and

the necessary policy initiatives to deal comprehen-

sively and on a physically sound basis with the

needs of both our elderly and our disabled.

Now, the group first concentrated on the

preparation of the Channelling Grant demonstration

application which I believe Gerry Reilly gave you a
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good many details about, and I will simply recognize

again that of the two sides proposed amongst which

the Federal Government has to choose for being the

demonstration site to implement this grant, one,

the Middlesex County one does, indeed, propose a

subcontract for a whole variety of services with

home-health agencies.

Now, I'm not giving a plug for one or the

other, but I was saying. at lunch that since I feel,

and you can understand why I feel this way, that

the long-term care services, the home-health

services must address the needs of the younger

population, also, particularly, quite frankly, those

with the potential to continue to be productive or

be returned to productivity, and certainly with

that--I hate the work 'cost effectiveness--" but

with that value for our society.

I really do feel that we should place our

demonstration where we are dealing with a spectrum

of age groups, although certaily I am very much in

favor of all the necessary attention to our older

population.

I bless Nathan Stark for speaking so

strongly about housing needs and knitting other

kinds of care together with those sorts of
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demonstrations, because even in the case of my own

boy, let alone other people we know who really

cannot function all alone in their own apartment or

own homes, but who desperately want to do as much ai

possible, are proud when they can, I think honestly

housing comes first and then build an array of the

necessary healtn services around it. Housing, good

housing with good support is conducive to good

health.

Now, you also recognize that one of the

things that must be done, one of the State's

responsibilities,having received one of the fourte

Channelling Grant programs,is the further develop-

ment of a comprehensive State long-term care plan,

and I can assure you what you all are discussing

today will, indeed, be part of that plan and

certainly part of our thinking and continue to be.

And thus, this informal working group has turned

into, in a sense, the steering committee that

subsequently was provided for, the interagency task

force, that was provided for in a bill passedAby

Senator Hagedorn, a member of our own State's

institution's Health and Welfare committee in the

Senate, the preamble of which says, "The effective,

appropriate provision of home-health care and
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homemaker services to persons in their homes can be

an important step toward eliminating not only the

nursing-home bed shortage which currently exists in

this State, but also preventing the inappropriate

placement of our citizens into other forms of

institutional care.'

Now, I know that the Home-Health Agency

Assembly of New Jersey under Winifred Livengood's

able guidance has expressed an interest from

participating in working groups with the task force,

and I do not see any way to accomplish the mission

that is set forth in Senator Hagedorn's legislation

without including you and yours, and I think you

know we mean that. This task force will be

obligated to develop the statewide long-term care

plan by October, 1981, a month before the train must

go across the track, the car must go across the

track and the train stay down there in New Jersey,

because we are devoted to carr'ying out what we set

out to do. We have that work cut out for us.

I think I do not really need to say a whol

-lot more about payment and reimbursement mechanisms,

because all of you, the private insurance companies

and Medicaid, Medicare have been charged over and

over again with the need for this sort of reform.
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-You have also heard a good bit from our

very able Senators and their representatives about

the intent of both the Packwood-Bradley-Williams

Bill andwthe Waxman-Pepper Bill to deal with some of

these issues. I'm sure yesterday in testimony

everybody heard somebody's opinion about a fewbugs

in both these bills, but I think we would all..agre_

that they are entirely on the right track, and- ,

incidently, as a physician, I have never been known

to feel that the medical profession knows howvtbado

it all, and many people in the room will probably

laugh, because I'm always taking on the medical-'-

profession in behalf of nurse practitioners,1 n<.

behalf of nurse midwives, and so on and so forth.

I do think that perhaps one of thetbug q,-

one of the lessons that we should have learned "from

the past in terms of the roles of physicians' in

relation to nursing homes is not to go and re:eat'

this sort of multiple role of administering' A

regulating, making medical management plans ad so

on and so forth for physicians who really haven:t

'had the education to deal with the problems and-to

just go ho-hum and give part-time. I certainly,,'

think doctors are important but I think, again, a

teamwork arrangement is preferable; however, ia
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terms of reform of payment mechanisms, I will

mention a couple of things that the Channelling

Grant proposes and that the task force--Senator

Hagedorn set up the interagency task force--says

must be done and must be in a plan by October, 1981

The desirability of altering Medicaid

eligibility standards to remove disincentives to

in-home for community services. Two, the need to

balance appropriate physical incentives with

monitoring and case management activities to

discourage excessive or unnecessary displacement of

appropriate familial care. And No. 3, the desirabi-

lity of positive physical incentives, perhaps in the

form of tax expenditure policies for utilizing

community based chronic-care systems.

Now, needless to say, much of all this

work that we're all here today to talk about will,

in the future, fall to existing agencies which, for

the most part, are well-suited to their task and

have been making efforts in recent years to upgrade

their management skills,and they have been doing so

in New Jersey with the urging of the Department of

Health and with financial support.

In 1979, our alternative systems program

in the Department of Health funded for three years
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project to be conducted by Trenton State College, a

demonstration designed to meet the management and

training needs and strengthen and improve the

quality of service provided by New Jersey home-heal

agencies. The project builds on earlier department-

funded efforts to assess the management capabilitie

of home-health agencies, which really are to be

credited with saying that if we were trained as

nurses, for example, we did not necessarily learn

how to administer, how to do certain kinds of thing

how to manage in the very scientific sense of

management. I think they're good managers, myself,

but they asked really to have their capabilities

upgraded, to be ready for the future.

Together with Trenton State College, ther

has been a study and a design of a curriculum,

workshops, seminars, evaluation of these workshops

and seminars, and a specific course of study which

could form the basis for a competency improvement of

present and future home-health agency managers.

Giving a chance for some of your panelists

later to respond, I would like to say, going backto

my early days before Medicare, that I would like to

see the possibility of a plan that was done under

.chirirmanship at the request of the Department of
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Higher Education, it was done and approved by the

State Board of Higher Education, I think it was

approved about.two-and-a-half years ago, but has no

been able to be funded.

I would like to see the implementation of

a graduate program in public health in New Jersey.

Now, the Trenton State program is fine. It will be

placed in a school of business administration. I

think, again, it will serve home-health agency

managers of the present and future well, but the

5 public health nurses that I knew and worked with me

before that I spoke of, which sort of automatically

did these things as part of the tradition of public

health, home care, were trained in schools of

public health where their education was a complete

gammet, including good health agency management and

administration.

Somehow I think that getting the discipli es

back together and mixing the training and epidemio-

logy, the natural history of disease, biostatistics

agency management, and so forth, mental health

administrators together with home-health agency

administrators together with public-health

administrators, I really feel is more productive a

so perhaps you will want to ask Chancellor Hollande
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to comment on that. He agrees with me. She fst 1

however, in the home-health agency management

demonstrations have been *uccessfui and the

saminars have been very well-attended. Nearly

two-thirds of the forty-seven licensed home-halth

agencies in New Jersey have already been represen

Now I'm coming to the end and X'm glad

that Governor Byrne came this morning, because hs

said to you a couple of things, one with which X

agree and one with which I do not. oe's a nice'bos

because we can disagree with him. First of all, I

do agree emphatically that Now Jersey has had A

wonderful climate for innovation, for occasionally

trying something and fall on my face, I just d'id

last Friday with prenatal reqionaliation, whiLch wus

meant to give better care and save money, but ao fa

the State doesn't want it, but it has, it has been

a tremendous climate and it has been nice to have

two terms I am sorry that that did not occur' in

Washington. He also said that he did not think tha

what you were here for,while he was glad his Cabinel

supported you, he-didn't think it was politically

salable. I don't agree.

I would want to give you a couple of hint

on how we can work together to make it politially
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salable. First of all, as I was listening and I

was thinking through my own experiences and I was

thinking through the people that I know who are in

this room who have had similar problems of trying

to get help in the home, trying to get a coordina

well-knit together, keep the family together but

let the breadwinner, male or female, continue to go

out to work.

I thought that either statewide on some

kind of random sampling basis or from some of the

various registries, from our Crippled Children's

program, from whatever is in the Office of Aging,

from the rosters of all of the agencies who are

trying to do these things, that we ought to do a

survey in New Jersey and we ought to ask, What the

hell have you needed that you didn't get7 I know

what I would answer and I know what Ann would answz

and I know what somebody in the back of the room

on my staff would answer and so forth. We ought to

compile this and ask people, Please be willing to

give their names. That is your constituency. You' e

got to build it, but it's there.

I am sure that there are many, many peopl

that feel the same way I do that are exhausted and

who care and will not give up. but who just have go

73-607 0-81-19
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to have a coordinated system out there. Let's try

to figure out a way to do this survey and from it,

get our constituency because they're there. All we

have to do is bring them together.

The second reason I feel that it is

politically salable, comprehensive, well-organized,

long-term care services including home-health

services is because, don't knock cost containment.

Let's not. It is very, very fashionable and very,

very necessary these days.

I did agree with Dr. Cluff and what he ha

to say in the period just before you went to lunch.

I think together we can absolutely prove that what

you're here and gathered about for is saving and

helping people at the same time. Now, if we can do

that, you've sold three-quarters of a legislature

that is just going to have to say, Oh, we're saving

the taxpayers money, if and if you do the other part

of the survey, your constituency will be there with

you.

Good luck.

MS. LIVENGOOD: Thank you. We really

appreciate your personal contribution, your address

this afternoon. I know how much that meant to you,

and thank you very much. We're glad to have
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everybody joining in the crusade. We're crusaders,

too, so we look forward to a real active next coupl

of years, and I know Nathan Stark is a crusader,

too, or he wouldn't have accomplished all he had.

We wish him the best when he goes forth and hop he

keeps home-health and long-term care in mind.

Maybe you can come back another day and see where

we've gotten and give us some more good words.

Thank you, Dr. Finley. We'll now have a

ten-minute break.

(There is a recess.)

MS LrVENGOOD: I'm going to introduce th

panel, not in order of how they're going to speak

to you, but going from left to right.

The first gentleman is Mr. Herman Hansler

He is here today for Commissioner Sheeran who calle1

this mornin; and is ill. He really wanted to make

it this afternoon, but I guess his doctor said no.

He really felt he needed a physician first, and he

was going to get up and go. Mr. Hansler has very

nicely consented to pinch-hit for him, and I know

he knows the issues as well as the commisnioner, so

we appreciate that.

Next in Dr. Stanley Bergen who is presid t

of the College of Medicine and Dentistry, New Jets
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well-known and familiar to all of us in the room,

I'm sure. We appreciate your time to hear from

your lead profession.

Commissioner Ann Klein of the Department

of Human Services who has been on the road for all

of our clients all fall and we really have been

trying to help her in her search for funds, and I

know we'll continue to give you that support and

hope you get them.

Next is Commissioner T.Edward Hollander,

Chancellor of Higher Education, and we are very

grateful to have him today, because as we all know,

we can't move without the trained personnel,

educated professionals that he oversees in the

institution that produces these wonderful people

we're going to need.

And finally Commissioner Joseph LePante a!

the Department of Community Affairs, and we're

grateful to you because your Division on Aqing has

been key lead in much of the long-term and home

care. So we'll ask Commissioner LeFante to start.

MR. LE PANTE: Thank you. It's my pleas e

to be here today. You know about now, I guess,

there's a clock here. You can't see it back ere,
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but we can. I guess about now the great difficulty

is staying awake and\41. asome thought as to

what route you're going to take back home when you

leave here and how much traffic you're going to hit

and how bad the weather is going to be. I see many

of you looking up to the ceiling. What are you

looking for, the sprinkler system? That may cool

things off a little in here.

T would like to give my remarks by

thanking Dr. Joanne Finley for a very candid approac

here this afternoon. I was privileged to be in the

audience when the doctor was making her presentation

and I want to compliment you, Joanne. I think you

have a very unique and candid presentation of

making everyone feel they're right there with you,

and when you share your experiences with us, 1

think there's a very strong message there. It's a

lot better to share your experiences in that

procedure than to read a book, and we appreclate it

all the direction that you have given us up until

now, and we look forward to some great effort from

your department with our assistance in the future.

The representatives on the interagency

task force on home-care services from your depart-

ment and from Human Services and Insurance and the
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Department of Community Affairs will address a

number of serious problems. More importantly, they

will have finally begun to give home-care services

the attention it calls for, and everyone agrees

that this action has been long overdue.

I would like to discuss briefly just two

things which have a direct and important bearing

upon this issue. Both will have a direct impact on

long-term planning and in home-health services.

The first is the ongoing process of the

White House conference on aging. We have generated

nearly six hundred communities forums at which the

participants have discussed the very issues in

aging that will confront all of us in the 1980's.

Over thirty thousand people, that's quite a lot of

people if you think about it for a minute, over

thirty thousand people, old, young, middle-aged,

service providers, consumers, Government agencies,

educators, advocates, they've all been part of

thae informal forums.

We have also involved staff from the

Departments of Health and Human Services to hold

forums on aging from the point of view of their

professional experience, and we have received some

excellent material. We've just begun to catalogue
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the recommendations coming from all of these people,

but it is already evidence that one of the major

themes expressed in the need for more long-tor= ear

and in-home support services. These recomiendataon

will be an important part of the discussions at the

Governor's conference on aging next March, and I am

sure they will become part of New Jersey's

recommendation for action at the White House

conference on aging in Washington next November.

The white House conference on aging in

1961 and '71 have directly generated such legislation

as the Older Americans Act, Medicare, the Supplemen

tal Security Income program, and the nutrition

project for the elderly. The conferences have had

positive effect on many aging problems, and I feel

strongly that the issue of long-term care and in

home-health services will be among the priorities

for attention and action made by the White Nouse

conference.

I also feel confident that the Administra_

tion and Congress will support these recommendation ,

only because it's going to be the most practical

way. I think those of us that have been following

the news media and some reports as a result of what

happened some three weeks ago, that election, agree
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that there is going to be a more practical approach

taken in the future, and I think what we'ro trying

to put together here with regard to the home-health

services is going to prove to be the most practical

and beneficial approach, so I couldn't see the

Administration or Congress for that matter turning

their back on it, and I'm certain that the

recommendations are going to gain full support.

The second point I want to make is ahout

a new program directly related to in-home health

support. We have started a congregate serviceo

program in New Jersey. We are providing homomeker,

nutrition, and individually tailored personal

services to older persons who need assistance to'

remain in their own home. I don't have to tell

anyone in the field what that means when it comes

to retaining the dignity as a human being and your

independence as one human to function amongst other

how important that is. In fact, the objective,

total overall objective is to keep them in the' '

environment.

Now, at present we're doing this on a'

pilot basis in seven senior housing facilities', but

we are also planning how to add other necessary

support services and how to deliver. the whole
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package in other living environments. Even though

this program is only one yeur old, it is already

being acclaimed and requests are coming in from all

over the country asking us how to start the service

Right now members oftour Division on

Kging and the Housing Finance Agency are at the

National Gerontological Society meeting in San Diegg

presenting this concept to the rest: of the country

and I understand in the phone call this morning

that it's being extremely well-received. Alot of

curiosity is being generated, and the material'that

they have brought down over to San Diego vith-them,

I understand they've already used it up, so there's

requests for additional material that will be sent

down from the department.

Once again, it proves that New Jersey has

been and will always be the leader in providing

service to its elderly and this, again, reaffirms

that leadership. Beyond its humanitarian impact,

the congregate services program is important in

another vital area. It saves money as well as

people. That's the practical sense I mentioned

before, the practical approach.

The average monthly Medicaid Level B cost

of maintaining a resident in a nursing home in 1979
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1980, was $727. Half of this amount or 363.50 was

a cost to the State of New Jersey.

Now, the average monthly rent supplement

for a one-bedroom or an efficiency apartment ln a

subsidized housing project for that same period of

'79-090 was $330, and that ls Federally subsudisxd,

* so the '79-'80 average, congregate services subsidy

for an individual was $75. This $75 ls the total

cost to the State for maintaining an elderly-person

in his or her own home. Compare this to the $363.5

it costs us to keep a person in a nursing home and

you can see that there's a tremendous difference

and it would be, we think, a very practical approacl

Not all elderly will avoid nursing-home

care, but through a period of time, enough elderly

with congregate service's support will postpone

nursing homes to affect major savings in the State

budget. We should develop this route as quickly

thoroughly as we can.

Now, I deeply hope that this conference

will not be just another meeting to clarify issues.

we have in the Department of Consunity AUfalrs'

budget lncreased congregate services allotment by

100 percent. We had $100,000 in last year's budgot

and we've increased it to $200,000 this year, and
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we hope that the Governor of the Administration wi1

_ee fit to leave it in there, and we have, even

though it's still in the pilot stages, we think

;e're ready to move it into becond gear and we're

also taking a look at earmarking some fundo from

our 3.1.a. accounts.

There has been dome generous surpluseso

g; generated as a result of some bonds that have ben

..accumulating interest, and I think we have about.

million and we're trying to come up with a

figure that would be able to tap some of those Lundi

to lnduce home-health care services and congregate

;-housLng into some of the Hr.F.A. projects, and we're

also contemplating somewhere, somehow next year,-

Lncludlng home-health care services in some of our

bond issue approaches. It's still in the prelimin-

ary stages, but we think it's important enough to

give it prlority. We know the problems. We alread"

have some of the answers. I hope we can impress

upon the Cabinet and the policy makers and the

administrators that we are in-home support services

o that are working and that we need their support to

continue and expand them while we study ways to

. lcprove our delivery and our long-range planning.

S look upon this conference, Joanne, and
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the Governor's conference on aging and the Whit.

House conference on aging as part of a one-continu-

ing process to develop the total package of in-home

health care services and long-term health care

planning that our people so sorely need, and we at

the Department of Community Affairs pledge our full

support to the interagency task force on home-care

services and any of the objectives that you disOes

here today, so don't feel bashful. We don't want

you to be bashful. Call on us any time you may vse

fit. That's what we're here for, to assist you.

Occasionally we like to lean on you for saes

assistance, too, so as a team and partners, I think

we're going to be able to deliver the kinds of

services that our citizens deserve.

Thank you so much.

MS. LIVENCOOD: You've been very nie to

come and we have a momentum from the Governor for

all of our participants. Thank you very much, Ad

we do look forward to cooperating with you and with

Mr. Pennestri on long getting aging moneys intos

long-term care via home-health agencies.

Second, I would like to call on Chancellor Hollaxdw

from the Department of Higher Education.
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CHANCELLOR HOLLANDER: Friends and

colleagues, our role in higher education tends to

be peripheral. Our responsibility is to assure that

you have available to you the variety of required

professionals that are necessary in the home-health

field.

I'd like to address the question as we

are in higher education capable of meeting the

demand for whatever personnel you need. Ten years

ago I would have said we are not. Ten years ago we

lacked a medical school and all of the resource

people that a medical school provides for other

colleges and universities in the State, and we also

lacked programs in some significant fields such as

occupational therapy and physical therapy. Today

we're very different in our capability. I'm very

proud personally of the enormous progress that we'lv

made at our medical school, not just in the education

of physicians. That really is a relatively small

part of the total operation of the medical school,

but in that school's orientation toward community

health services and to its broad orientation in

public service.

I'm happy to see Dr. Bergen here, and I

want to publicly thank him for his splendid
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leadership of that medical school, because it has

impact on our entire system of higher education vi

respect to the delivery of health care. I won't

pretend that we're fully ready to meet all of your

needs, but I can see we have made progress.

First let me state that we don't believe

that either the field of home-health care is,

itself, an autonomous and independent professional

discipline. Rather, we believe that we need to

bring within the scope of study in all of the

professions that make up the health-care team an

element of orientation in home-health care; that is

we need to build upon the professional competence

of the nurses and nurse practitioners of occupationa

therapists, physical therapists, speech therapists,

social workers, and any others who are involved in

home-health care. We need to provide them with the

orientation and the assistance to work with people

of all ages in their homes, and many of our programs

at our colleges are developing that orientation now

Secondly, we are deeply involved in an

attempt to project the need for persons in the fielI

of health care. We pay a great deal of attention to

questions such as how many physicians we need, how

many nurses we need, occupational therapists, speeci
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therapists, and so forth, because the cost of

providing those places is so great and therefore we

need to have a reasonable, provide a reasonable

relationship of our resources to what we think is

the expected demand.

1 must say, however, that I am convinced

after ten or fifteen years in this field that

planning to meet career needs at the college level

is a very dangerous game if one takes oneself too

seriously. Yet one needs it as a starting point in

order to'build resources in sufficient time to meet

those needs.

Let me share with you some of the things

we're doing in that area. We have just completed

working with the medical school a long-range plan

for health-care needs generally. Within the frame-

work of that plan, we've taken a good look at thie

needs in the nursing profession. I guess that's the

most recent data we have available and have found--

about six months ago our report was published--have

found what we think in likely to be an emerging

shortage of registered nurses in this State.

We also did a special study with the suppt rt

of the Rome-Health Assembly of New Jersey about the

needs in the home-health care field. We foundsa
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shortage of roughly ninety full-time equivalent

nurses, an annual vacancy rate of 9 percent and a

turnover rate of 15 percent in the hoam-health care

agencies. We identified what we think is a

potential shortage of two-to-three-time equivalant

registered nurses over the near term in the State.

Our response has been to invite proposals

for two new nursing programs in the State, and we

have received those and are in the process of

establishing these programs so that we will have

roughly ten nursing programs at the baccalauIrate

level and, as you know, nursing care in the home

tends to be offered by nurses who hold a baccalaure

ate and master's degree. In fact, our outlook for

that professional group is very positive at the

present time. Roughly one out of four active nurse

holds a baccalaureate, We expect that by 1990,

roughly 40 percent of all nurses will hold a

baccalaureate, and our department is encouraging

through upper-division programs as well as through

the four-year programs registered nurses to secure

the baccalaureate degree in the State. They will

provide, we think, a pool of persons available with

others in the home-health care field.

In addition to that, there are various
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programs. under way. We started recently programs

in physical therapy Rean College, working with the

medical school, a new program in occupational

therapy. We are encouraging further programs in

both those fields if we can find a college willing

to offer them and resource assistance to finance

them.

We've also encouraged,and Stan will

probably talk about some of the efforts in the

fields of gerontology, that are occurring at the

medical school as well as some of the State college

Let me close with a suggestion of an

approach that I think might be worthy of qxploration-

One of my concerns since I've come to the State is

the tendency of this State when it gets a good idea

to spread it thin; that is, to spread it across the

State. There is a tremendous discompensation among

our institutions to establish new programs. I thi i

it might be useful to explore the possibility of

the medical school working with one of our State

colleges which might develop an emphasis in all of

its programs that are related to the home-health

care team to develop kind of a specialty in that

area so that one might have a resource in this

State where all of us could look to joining the

73-607 0-81-20
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medical school and the State college to provide

not only personnel in this area, but perhaps even a

research capability and training capability as well,

Thank you very, very much.

MS. LIVENGOOD: Those were good words to

hear. We need those nurses and that baccalaureate.

We're glad to hear that good word. Thank you.

The other member of our panel who was so

concerned with our professions is Dr. Stanley Bergez

and we look forward to your words, Dr. Bergen, on

the physician and other health professionals.

DR. BERGEN: It's a pleasure to be here

this afternoon and discussing with everyone this

important subject. I'm sure you're well aware, wvli

the exception of a few outstanding examples, such

as Dr. Finley's medical school, was to reserve that

the medical schools of our United States have not

been known as forward-looking institutions as far

as the health-care needs of our State or our United

States.

We have not been oriented towards

innovative programs; rather we have been oriented

towards the in-hospital care. Now, this is

understandable when you consider that our faculties
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are mostly very super-specialists and therefore

- need the hospital to practice their particular

expertise and even with the advent of family medic-

ineprograma at many medical schools across the

><- 'United States over the last decade, we still have a

balance of power in the hands of those faculty' ''

members that pursue carzilrs in cardiac surgery,

'? neurosurgery, microsurgery, and other such expLrtis

'-therefore, it's unusual to find medical schools'

that are directed towards the education of their

students in modes of health care delivery that

might be considered home-care or those parts of

bome care that would use community agencies and, in

fact, learn how to use those community agencies'.

As I say, there are some notable

exceptions. Western Reserve has been one of them.

There's been a program at Cornell under Dr. Raider

for a number of years, but interestingly enough,-

none of these has really caught on with a tredo

spark of interest. Whether that's because the;",

- currfculum is already too full, and when you think

that in a couple of years, we'll know the whole

sequence of the genome, that's the little part on tie

gene, and we'll know that and supposedly somebody

will decide that should be taught to every medical
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student in the first or second yearwhen you

consider that a few years ago, two gentlemen by the

names of Watson and Crick found out what that

double helix did and now every medical student has

to learn that, you can see that sometimes the

conflicts between the various specialties in a

medical school and particularly the scientists and

the health-care deliverers lead to the problem of

four years is just not enough.

we are, however, I'm happy to say, at the

College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jerseye

doing some things in the area of home care and in

the area of particularly the treatment of the.'

geriatric patient as a group of patients. Again,

though I have to remember the remark made by

someone this morning that it's not necessarily;

brand new, and we may be reinventing, as Dr. FPley

noted, because when I was a student a few years ago

now, unfortunately, at P 6 S, we did make home

visits with the visiting nurse as part of our':

educational program, and then when I was a resi-dnt

at Saint Luke's Hospital in New York, we actually

had to go out and make house calls as part of our'

rotation. Then when I was in Brooklyn, we did have

a family health center and worked with a visiting-
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nurse service going into the homes out in Bedford

Stuyvesant until that became too risky to pursue

any longer.

Of course when I was with the Health and

Hospital Corporation in New York about a decade ago

we were constantly trying to stimulate interest in

home-care programs in all of our sixteen municipal

hospitals. It's new and yet it's not new.

Our Office of Consumer Health Education, which

Professor Ann Somers, who's sitting right in this

'room, started, has been very interested in teaching

to patients some of the aspects of home care. We've

even been such heretics as suggesting self-treatmen

and even self-diagnosis.

In addition, they've taken great interest

in the hospice movement and Audrey Goch, Dr. Goch,

and a number of other participants in the Office of

Consumer Health Education have given great interest

and, in fact, national leadership to the hospice

program where, of course, patients with terminal

diseases, in most cases, cancer, are cared for at

home as long as they can be.

In our Department of Environmental and

Community Medicine at the Rutgers Medical School,

there is elective whereby students may go out on
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home visits with the visiting Nurse Association.

We have a similar program at our Newark school and

New Jersey Medical School, and, of course, the

osteopathic school in Camden in sponsorship of

their area health education center has a very large

component of home care as part of that program.

We have involved in nutritional counseling

to patients, particularly those who are at home and

do not wish to be in an institutional environment,

and we have with a Meadowlake Petirement Gommunity

in Heightstown, we have arranged for visits of some

of our students to the apartments of various

individuals who are in that community.

Dr. Somers also provided for us the

leadership in developing a series of seminars in

geriatrics and the various problems of gerontology

and geriatrics, and she has just received word this

October along with the Dean of our Rutgers Medical

School of the award of a Hartford Foundation Grant,

which is a Channelling Grant, again, to utilize

existing services within the community, hopefully

improve upon those services, and teach our students

and residents how to use various options in lieu of

hospitalization.

In our Newark school in our program calls
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the *Health Care Humanities," we've used a slightly

different approach in there, a theologian and an

ethosist (Phonetic) have joined to run seminars with

the students on pointing out the various benefits

of home care or more importantly, retaining the

patient in the home environment as long as possible

Again, somewhat like the hospice approach, only

this time the approach is being made on more of an

ethical, moral basis rather than a medical basis

alone.

In family medicine, we have an interestinf

project that we've evaluated extensively, and that

is how to teach residents to make house calls., Now,

you may all here in the audience think that that's

strange, that physicians you would think would come

out of medical school, if anything, prepared to

make house calls, at least for the first six months

because that would be a way to make a little extra

money and keep the wolf away from the door and pay

the rent and buy the equipment. Many medical

schools have never, to this day, taught one of theiz

students or residents or anyone how to make a house

call, and there is an art to making a house call.

1 can say that from personal experience, having be"

in practice as a general internist, family physic
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for a few years, and there is an art to making a

house call, so it's long enough to take care of the

patient, the family, and everybody else, yet not so

it becomes a burden to them or a burden to you.

We find it becomes about two years to

teach a resident how to make house calls. That

seems kind of ridiculous, doesn't it? In order for

them to absorb the teaching of their mentors, in

order for them to become self-sufficient and make

adequate house calls, it takes them about to-the

second year of their residency. There's a fallacy,

too, that there are not house calls made by

physicians in New Jersey. When we began studying

this problem, we found out that physicians in New

Jersey, if you exclude the hospital-based physician,

those who are based in a hospital for a particular

reason that they give a service that needs a

hospital facility, you have about 80 percent of the

physicians in New Jersey being non-hospital-based,

and they make on an average of six house calls a

week. About five of those house calls are chedul

house calls. In other words, their patients!'ho

they know and patients that they have taken care of

and patients that need their ongoing continuing car

and about a little over one house call a week i!
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made on an emergency basis.

The people seen on these bouse calls are.

usually elderly, home-bound individuals, most often

with stroke or cancer or some terminal illness,

congestive heart failure, and for the most part,

these house calls are planned.

Another fallacy is that people need to

see a physician. we were chatting about this a

little bit at lunch. When I was in practice, I

found that one of the major problems on house calls

was convincing the patient they didn't need to see

me, that somebody else, in fact, could do'a much

better job. Using the visiting-nurse service, using

physical therapy personnel, using home makers to go

into the home often was much more productive for

the patient and much more important for them, but

it was surprising how hard it was to convince both

the patient and often, more importantly, the family

that someone else could do this house call better

and be more productive and gain a greater end point

for the patient than the physician could.

Now, one project that we're looking into

right now which has some interest to me, certainly,

I guess just because of my curiosity about it, is

a warning system. This has been tried in Boston.
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There are a group of hospitals in the Boston area

that have tried this, and one or two other places

in the United States are contemplating this. It's

usually set up through a hospital and there's a

switchboard light in the telephone operator's area,

and twice a day the group of patients or clients

that are hooked up to this system merely activate

a bell or a buzzer in their home that they can hear

or a light goes on so they can verify it's working

and that puts the light on in the switchboard of

the hospital telephone room, and if the operator

checks this at ten o'clock in the morning or ten-

thirty and sees that Mrs. Smith's light is not on,

then she has a contact person to call. If that

contact person is unavailable, then a home-health

aide is sent to the home to see if maybe this

person fell, maybe this person is sick and in bed

and unable to get out. The same thing usually

occurs again a about four, o'clock-in the-afternoon

Assemblyman Schwartz ishvery interested i

working with us in the Middlesex County area.to.try

to develop such a system based within the Middlesex

General Hospital. Itcertainly seems to me it woul

be a worthwhile trial, at least for New Jersey, and

see how it works here.
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Lastly, I would just like to make a few

comments or recommendations. You've certainly hear

more than adequately about the reimbursement system,

It has to be an incentive system, or else it

unfortunately will merely be an add-on. We've done

so much of that in this country over the years. In

some way, some clever person, not me, has to figure

out how we can get some trade-offs out of the

system for a change and particularly, I think, this

area should lend itself very nicely to such trade-

offs, some.kind of reward system, both for the

participant, the patient, and also for those who

are rendering the services where there would be

some incentiv, to use home-care services and develo

a structure of health care that would be fundable

and reimbursable on all levels, and that's my

second-recommendation.

We can't continue a system that merely

funds physicians and in some cases nurses and in

some cases physical therapists, but it has to be a

system that funds all levels of care, whether that'

rendered by a home-health aide or by some other

types of support personnel.

You've heard before, and I repeat just to

emphasize, we need the team approach. As I noted,
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a physician is not always the most efficient, even

the best-educated person to make home-health calls,

and certainly we need to use other types of

expertise.

I like the Chancellor's idea of maybe

working with a State college to develop some kind ol

a comprehensive program of training the whole team

of individuals. we need support services; by that

I mean we need a nutritional program that's adequat

shopping services. This contact system that I noted

before is attractive to me, and as I said, any of

these systems has to have a built-in incentive to

it and some type of trade-off.

And lastly, I'd just like to make one

personal note, and that is I think we have to make

it an element of pride. Somehow this country has

lost the pride of caring for its older people, and

I mean that not in the institutions, but at home.

I don't know how we do that, but somehow we have to

restore to the family the pride of keeping the

former generation at home with the current generati

and the future generations. I think there's a grea

benefit to that kind of structure. I know personal

ly, again, like Dr. Finley, that last Christmastime

both my parents-in-law had sustained strokes at the
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same time. I think it was the most pleasurable

experience of our Christmastime in our family to

have both of them at home in our home for the first

time ever living there and see them rehabilitated

and come around to cohere finally after about four

weeks with us they -ere able to move back to their

own home. T think the children enjoyed it immensel,

on giving services to their grandparents and

providing support and also learning not to provide

too much support on encouraging them to become

independent again.

I think the experience was not only

heartwarming for all of us but very productive for

all of us. It taught us a different aspect of

health care than we had known before, so I think

somehow while it is an obligation and should be

recognized as that by each family, somehow we have

to restore that to an element of pride within our

families that we want to care for the older people

of our country and we want to care for them where

they benefit the most and where they can also benef:

us.

Thank you very much.

MS. LIVENGOOD: Thank you, Dr. Bergen.

That was a really helpful and instructive speech,
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and I'm sure a lot of us are ready to support what

the College of Medicine and Dentistry is doing.

Ann Klein, Commissioner of Human Services

you're next. we look forward to what you have to

tell us.

MS. KLEIN: I must say I enjoyed listenin

to the other speakers, and I'm not sure that I have

anything much to add to everything that's been said

but I'll find a way to do it.

In case any of you saw the Star Ledger

this morning, we do not have $40 million in unpaid

bills. We will have $40 million in unpaid bills if

we don't have a supplement to the Medicaid budget

or if we don't trim back the program the way we

have put in the register. The last thing in the

world we want to do is that. Just to clarify that,

I do want to make that point.

It seems to me that our society is

confronted by two forces moving along on a coalitioc

course, and this has really been taken directly

from several paragraphs that we included in our

Channelling proposal. One force is the growing

number of people who require substantial assistance

from Government because of amount of disability, an
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the second force is the relatively stable portion

of the population capable of producing goods,

services, and tax revenues necessary to assist the

dependent group.

I'd like to interject in that I think one

of the things we're going to have to do as we start

thinking about the aging population and the

increased life span and how to provide services is

I think we're going to have to change our standard

for when you start to age. Maybe having President

Reagan will accomplish that for us. At least he's

shown that a man almost seventy is capable of

running for President. Now we'll find out if he's

capable of being President. I thought it was kind

of heartwarming to see--not that I was one of his

greatest fans, I still think there's something to

be said for this image-- You don't have to curl up

and start getting free transportation and everything

else when you've sixty-five years old. You may

still be able to live a little longer and enjoy lift.

I am constantly amazed by the numbers of

people quite on in age. It seems more the older I

get, the more wonderful it seems, who are out there

just really participating and very, very alive and

making enormous contributions, and I'm constantly
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surprised sometimes what the age is of some of the

people I've seen and worked with. I've seen people

retire from State service and we place incentives

into retirement. If they don't retire by the time

they're seventy, they lose a lot of pension benifitit

particularly for their dependents, and so we really

shove people into retirement who really still have-

a great deal to contribute.

I think as the proportion of the populatin

changes, and right now we've got 5.4 non-elderly to

one elderly, and by 1985, we're supposed to have

4.9 non-elderly to one elderly. This is over sixty.

five. That ratio is going to continue to increase.

In other words, the proportion of the elderly Is

going to increase as we go on into the '80's and

'90's. Maybe more significant, the proportion of

the 'old old' and the ones who are over sixty-five

will increase even faster than the young old, which

is the sixty-six to seventy-four. So today 38

percent of the elderly are seventy-five and over,

and by the year 2,000, we expect 45 percent of the

elderly will be over seventy-five. Between '80,

1980 and the year 2,000, the proportion of minority

elderly is expected to rise by 60 percentp which is

really a lot compared to 30 percent for the total.
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It will be expected to rise 60 percent compared to

30 percent for the total over-sixty-five population

so that the percentage of minority elderly will

increase and that, I think, is testimony to what

has happened to health care for poor people.

It shows that something is working,

Medicare, Medicaid, and so forth is having an impact,

We are going to be dealing with increasingly large

populatioreof people over sixty-five and particular

over seventy-five, and I think one of the things we

have to do is keep everybody out there working and

active and participating as long as we can, and tha,

I think, is really the thrust of this conference

also. Let's keep people in the home. It means

more than let's have doctors and nurses to go visit

people at home. That can be very expensive. It

means, I think, a whole philosophy about the health

care and social care and treatment of the elderly,

so that people remain alive and well and not sink

into the kinds of depressions that are so commonly

associated with old age and which lead to debili-

tation. We've seen it certainly in our institution

where people have been institutionalized for years

and years and they have lost really the will to

live or the ability to make decisions.

73-607 0-81-21
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They live a long time. We give them lots

of care. Lots of them are over the age of ninety.

The life has gone out of them long ago, and it

takes a great deal to try to rehabilitate them once

that has happened.

Now, elderly population is estimated now

at 854,000 people, and I think I can vouch for that

We have almost 278,000, and I think that's the

figure. Such people on the pharmaceutical

assistance to the elderly and, of course, they are

also eligible for the Lifeline Program. NOw, that

program is limited to people with incomes under

$9,000 or couples with incomes under $12,000, so

that shows you that out of these 854,000, not

counting the Medicaid population and the S.S.I.

population, we have almost 300,000 people in that

relatively low-income bracket, but it becomes more

significant, I think, when you look at the figures

which we recently developed which shows that half

of the people on the P.A.A. program have incomes

under $5,000, and we found quite a few from that

program who were actually eligible for S.S.I. and

had not been receiving it. So there are literally

hundreds of thousands of people over the age of

sixty-five on very, very limited income and this,
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I think, is a very high contributor to disability.

I don't know how people do it. I really

don't know how they manage to find any kind of

decent housing in which to liveand the answer is

that a lot of them don't. How they manage with

food stamps to provide enough food for themselves,

I don't know. True, they do get Medicaid.

I want to say something about the Med icaL

program. The big problem, and I'm sure it's been

discussed before here today, although I wasn't here

to hear it, is that we can only provide Medicaid fo

people whose income is above the very, very minimum

of Welfare and S.S.I. to people who are institution

alixed. You can have an income, I guess, up to

almost $700 a month and be on the Medicaid program

if you're in a nursing home or in a psychiatric

hospiital if you're over sixty-five. That means, of

course, that you've exposed of your assets or used

them up and you are contributing from your own

income toward the cost of your care and you are only

allowed to keep $25 for your personal needs. Then

we will pay the difference between your income and

what the nursing home costs.

There are a lot of people who are in

Medicaid nursing beds on that basis who did not
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necessarily get in there because they were on Welf~a

and SS.I, but who have limited income which makes

them eligible for Medicaid if they're in a nursing

home.

In fact, sometimes I really wonder what's

happening to the S.S.I. and Welfare recipients,

whether, in fact, they are getting into these

nursing homes, because the way to get in very

frequently is by getting in as a private patient,

using up your assets, and then remaining as a

Medicaid patient. There are exceptions to that,

but we are serving a much broader eligibility in

nursing homes than the usual patient who is receiv-

ing Medicaid assistance.

Now, irony is that those same people

cannot be helped by us for partial-hospitalixatLon

programs, day care, or for home-health services.

There are two ways to solve that, of course. One

would be for New Jersey to get a medically indigent

program or medically needy program which we In the

Department have been strenuously supporting and

have put bills out every six months, but you know

what happens. It costs money, and so far we haven'

been able to do it. I hope that the casino

revenues will be amended so that revenues from
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casinos can be used for health-care services for

the elderly, certainly for additional health-care

services for the elderly. It is dne of the fastest

growing costs that we have in Government.

We're going to need a source of revenue

that grows. It's all right to give the gasoline

tax, I suppose, to the highways, although I'm not

in favor of dedicated funds, but if we're going to

go that route, I want some dedicated funds for this

purpose. The other way to solve it, of course, wou d

be for the Federal Government to change its lawan

I guess one of these bills, I think the House bill,

is directed in that direction so that people would

be eligible for home-health care at a same standard

that thay're eligible for nursing care.

I think that although I really do want to

join in with everybody about how cost effectiveness

will be and how much money we will save by

providing home-health care instead of home care, I

do have to say that I think it will be more

expensive in the aggregate. There's no question in

my mind that it is a better cost of care and that

the quality of life will vastly be improved, for-mans

many people out there who aren't getting any kind oE

care.
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At the same time, I think we have to

recognize that those nursing home beds are not goint

to become empty, We are going to continue to need

them. Commissioner Finley pointed out that 33

percent of those patients who are in level I.C.P.B..

35 percent, found that they could live outside of a

nursing home if they had an alternative, but we have

to realize that I.C.F.B. lOvel is only 30 percent

of the total numbers in nursing homes. We're really

talking about 10 percent of the nursing home

population is what we found in the Medicaid study

of Medicaid patients who could be served in some

alternative. I think it's important to know that

the average age in our Medicaid beds is eighty-two,

and when you think about that, you realize that

their youngest child, that means a lot of people

over eighty-two, and we're talking about family

care with people whose youngest child is sixty-five

and may be needing home-health care herself.

I would like to say that we would like

very much to be able to do something more to expand

home-health care, partial hospitalization, and day-

care programs. We think they're tremendously

important and fruitful.

We wanted to change the Medicaid home-
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health care manual so that we could include

expanded personal-care services as part of the

services eligible for Medicaid and people have talksd

today about how and why that is an important

direction to go. Actually we had it all ready to

go in the register. I-was counting on it that we

were going to get the change in the Constitution,

have some casino funds available, and that this

was the direction we would be able to go and pay

for out of casino revenues. That didn't happen.

Now, it isn't a terribly expensive thing.

It would only, again, serve those who are eligible

for Medicaid in the community, which is a relativel,

small part of the need, but nevertheless, it would

have cost $2 billion in State money and we had to

hold off on it and we certainly, at a time when we

are threatening, and I don't mean threatening, I

mean promise. We have no choice. We are going to

have to cut out every non-mandated Medicaid

service in February if we do not get a supplement

to the Medicaid budget, We have no choice on it.

It is terrible to think that we will be

- eliminating from the Medicaid program all pharmacies

all crutches, home-health aides, things that people

need who are disabled, toeth, eyeglasses, things
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that keep people healthy. It is a really incredible

direction for a state to take, and yet we don't

have the choice. because our services--we are limit

by the mandates from the Federal Government. We're

already paying providers for ambulatory service,

only 50 percent of the customary fee. We really

can't go in the direction of cutting that anymore.

As I see it, I am extremely hopeful that

the rate-setting program is going to result in

long-term benefits in terms of cost containment, but

for the moment, at least, it is a very good way to

help hospitals pay for part of their indigent costs

It brings the Federal Government into that picture,

and it cost more money in the Medicaid budget.

we have a very serious problem to face.

We would like to do all of these things. We would

like to expand our present manuals to include

whatever home-health care services we can. We would

like to expand day-care programs and partial

hospitalizations. We are very supportive of bills

that will expand eligibility, but we would have to

insist that that be accompanied with additional

Federal participation and the bill that calls for

an additional 25 percent of Federal participation

is a good thrust in that direction. It certainly
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sets a priority.

I would like to see a 25-percent increase

in Federal participation in the whole Medicaid

program, and I would like to see Medicare, which is

a total Federal program, expanded to include some

of the very necessary services, including home-heal

care, and including some nursing care and including

some pharmacies, necessary life-sustaining pharmac-

ies, so that, in fact, the State could be relieved f

some of that economic burden.

I think I talked too long. Thank you.

MS. LIVENGOOD: We do want to thank you.

We've lobbied intensely with you, and as providers

in the Assembly, we will continue to do so. Thank

you.

Herman Hansler from the Department of

Insurance which is a particularly sensitive issue

for home health, insurance coverage of all types,

but particularly commercial insurance, and I hope

maybe you're bringing us some comments on insurance

requirements.

MR. HANSLER: Thank you. I will do my

best to be brief.

Patient home-health care participants,
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you've been listening for a long time and.so have I

I've learned a great deal and I know you have, too.

It's a program that was well-designed, and hopefully

it will bring some real concrete productive results

in the future.

Early this morning, I spoke with

Commissioner Sheeran who very much wanted to be

part of this program, but because of an illness, he

is unable to be here with us. It is, indeed,

ironic that the Commissioner is home ill on the ver3

day that he was to have served as a panelist on

home-health care. One never knows when the need

for home-health care will directly apply to us as

individuals. It should be noted, however, that it

is not necessarily because he is confined to his

home with an illness that Commissioner Sheeran is

in favor of thehome-health care concept as a means

of containing medical-care costs.

Not only do we have the opportunity to

save the difference in claims costs between a home-

health service and a more-expensive traditional fori

of health care, but we will also save the costs

associated with the insurance mechanism that will

be attributed to health-care costs containment;

therefore, in a case of commercial insurance
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contracts, insureds could benefit to the extent of

.130 percent or more of any actual savings effected

.through cost containment of any type.

Commissioner Sheeran is committed to

promoting cost containment in all forms of insuranc

and since the claim cost represents the greatest

potential for savings in the insurance premium

,,dollar, he is anxious to work with the Departmeit

of Health and other agencies to cut health-care

costs.

; We currently provide input through the:

Hospital Rate Setting Commission and the Heaith-Cari

Administration Board, and we stand ready to work;

with the Department of Health, Department of Humakn

Services, and the Department of Community Affairs

on the newly created interagency task force on

hea-lth-care services.

I wish to publicly commend Dr. Finley and

her staff and all the other agencies and departments

that are involved for their leadership in promoting

alternative means of health care in New Jersey

Thank you.

MS_. LIVENGOOD: Thank you so much.

We do have our three distinguished

visitors from Washington today, and I think Vil
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call on Letitia Chambers and she will come up and

give us a brief report from Washington and perhaps

a roundup of the issues that came out today. We

ray not have to hear from her about Channelling or

Medicaid differentials.

MS. CHAMBERS: First I want to congratu-

late the State of New Jersey for convening this

excellent conference, and I do want to mention to

you that at the close of yesterday's hearing, which

was convened jointly by the Senate Committee on

Labor and Human Resources which is chaired by

Senator Williams and by the Senate's Special

Committee on Aging on which Senator Bradley now

serves and which, incidently, was created by Senato3

Williams a number of years ago in the Senate, at

the close of that conference, Senator Williams did

announce that the record of that hearing would

remain open and all of the contributions in today's

conference will be made a part of that record.

I believe that this conference will thus

make a great contribution to national efforts and

national debate to solve the dilemma of a fragmentes

home-health system and the need for a long-term car

system that's comprehensive and that includes healt!
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and social services.

I do have some news from Washington. In

the past week, Congress has approved amendments to

the Medicare program undeF the 1980 Budget

Reconciliation Bill. Now, Budget Reconciliation wag

meant to be a money-saving bill,and various

committees were directed by the Budget Committee to

come up with savings in entitlement programs.

The Finance Committee which has jurisdic-

tion over Medicare and Medicaid came up with saving1

in some programs but with some new costs in other

programs and attached it to the Reconciliation Bill

Interestingly enough, those survived the reconcili-

ation conference and will, if accepted by both

Houses, the conference has reported the Houses have

not yet voted on the conference report, but passage

is expected. If the President signs them, these

things will become law.

One is that the legislation will permit

an unlimited number of home-health visits per year

under Parts A and B of the Medicare program. Two,

the amendments eliminate the three-day-prior

hospitalization requirement under Part A. Three,

they eliminate the $60 deductible provision for

home-health under Part B. And four, the bill will
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require Stage 2 to provide approved training

programs for home-health aides. So this is a

substantial achievement, I believe, in progress.

They had to take something out in order to make up

for these increases, but I think this may answer

the question "Is home-health care salable?" because

home-health care in about a $7 billion reduction

bill, home-health care was the only issue that

received increases.

I would like to make just one very brief

point in closing. About a third of the Federal

budget is now spent on the elderly and disabled.

That's through pension programs, Social Security,

S.S.I., Medicare and Medicaid, and the portion of

the various social-service programs that are

devoted to programs for the elderly. Third of the

budget, that's a substantial amount.

Now, Commissioner Klein gave you some

ratios of population of how many people we have now

per elderly person in the country. I'd like to

give you another ratio that's in line with those

consistent with that, but I think more revealing,

and that is that very soon in the course of about

two decades, we're going to have less than three

workers in this country per retired person, less
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than three people. Between two and three persons

per retired persons. That means those people who

are producing compared to who must support those

who have left the productive section of our society

That's a very monumental change.

Two decades ago, I think it was something

like eight workers per eaAi retired person, so you

see what's happening as the population ages. The

implications of this are mind-boggling. The sise

of Social Security and other income maintenance

programs, the size of Medicare and Medicaid, the

scope of the need for social services is going to

be beyond what you're' envisioning today without

question. The resources are going to be, if anythi g,

less. I don't mean immediate budget resources, but

I mean within the economy the number of productive-

to-non-productive persons is going to be less, so

we're going to have a major issue.

I think that the issue of how to deal

with an aging population, a smaller work force in

relation to its retired population, is going to.

replace energy as the most pressing crisis in our

country. I think that the work you're doing here

in working toward long-term care policy is of great

great importance, but I think it has to be looked al
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in this overall spectrum and the implication for

Federal policy as a whole, and I believe that we'll

see solutions over the next two decades to this

problem if we continue to convene the creative

people around the country who are doing the work

such as you're doing here.

Thank you.

MS. LIVENGOOD: Mow's that for tiring?

It's four o'clock. Adjournment is called for.

Thank you all for coming, for your contribution jusl

being here today, and thanks to our panelists, one

and all.

* * *

The CHAIRMAN. The hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:40 p.m. the committee adjourned.]
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